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PRESERVATION OFFICE

Dear Commissioners Skiens, Schmidt, and Johnson:

During its meeting in Portland on May 8, the State Advisory Committee on Historic
Preservation reviewed and unanimously approved for nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places the exemplary multiple properly submission entitled Historic Barns of Linn
County, Oregon (1546-1946). The application was prepared under sponsorship of the Linn
County Planning Department. Its author was Mary Gallagher, a former Planning staff
member. Mrs. Gallagher was supported in her work by the following volunteers
knowledgable about Linn County history: May Dasch, Joni Nelson, Patricia Dunn, and
Beth Fox.
I have been asked to convey to Linn County the St¿te Advisory Committee's commendation
for the excellence of its historic resource planning program and for its support of the historic
barns research and documentation project in particular. The County's initiative sought to
l) classify and evaluate barns of the historic period still standing in the rural landscape, and
2) dcournont a:tC rogisier thc best exa:nples of each Çpe in ccoperation with the properly
owners. Thanl$ to the initial application under the umbrella study, six outstanding barns are
now approved for nomination. The way is open for additional barns to be nominated to the
National Register in the future.
The recentþ-completedNational Register multiple properly submission is the outgrowth of
an earlier County-supported project, a detailed historic context study entitled,The Barns of
Linn County, Oregon, 1845-1945. Together, these efforts were carried out over four years'
time and represent a total public investment of more than $28,000. Half the investment was
derived from matching grants-in-aid from the federal Historic Preservation Fund. The
studies are an essential step toward increased appreciation and appropriate treatment of the
County's agricultural heritage resources. The State Historic Preservation Office is extremely
pleased to have been able to assist the County's initiative. Since it is a model applicable to
other parts of the Willametûe Valley and the state as a whole, we would like to encourage
discussion of ways and means of publishing the work for broader circulation.

State Historic Preservation Ofïicer

cc:

Steve Michacls, Linn County Planning Direc{or

Linn County Historic heservatiot¡ Advisory Committec do Michelle Dennis
Alfred M. Staehli, FAI{ Chair, and me¡nbcn ofthe State Advisory Committee on Historic Preservation
Mary Gallagher
Philip H. Dole
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Mary Kathryn Gallagher
1430 NIV Hillcrest Drive
Corvallis OR 97330
Dear Mary:

It has been

a

real pleasure to review your admirable 1997 historic context statement, The Barns

of

Linn County, Oregon, 1845-1945, which you produced for the County on the basis of extensive
literature research and field work carried out in I 995- l 996. Every credit to you, those who assisted
you in the reconnaissance, and your expert adviser for a first-rate document. I hope the State Historic

STATE HISTORIC
PRESERVATION OFFICE

Preservation Offrce can promote distribution and application of the context on a broad scale, because
it truly is a model of its kind.
Every aspect of the context shows an intimate acquaintance with the barns of Linn County arising
from consultations, interviews, and close inspections even to the deepest recesses, from foundation to
rafters, to document the distinctive details ofjoinery. One immediate and welcome outgrowth of this
grant-assisted proJect is a multiple properly submission to the National Register encompassing seven
of the representative bam types. Your work is so effectively organized as to make the results of a
complex study intelligible to the reader. For my own beneñt, I note that within the historic period of
sigrrificance you have identified four periods of barn design and constn¡ction that were affected by
varied cultural traditions, technological innovations, mechanization of farming practices, individual
builders, attachments and accessories called for by evolving fi.rnctions and industry standards.
IWhile the status of historic barns in Linn County is cause for concen¡ since most have been
superseded for practical use and few are well maintained, the opportunig for public education offered
by this st':Cy and the recorunendaticns for action, ranging frcrn','iC--o dccurnentarS'prcjects e.nd
driving tour brochures to strqtegic professional recordation and creation ofa revolving loan ftrnd, are
reason enough not to become discouraged. We note that you call for extending the reconnaissance to
the little-covered eastern section ofthe County, the foothills ofthe Cascades including such areas as
Sweet Home; and for moving to the intensive survey level along with contextual studies of the impact
of ethnic immigration on Linn County agriculture as well as major shifts in grain growing and

livestock raising locally.
nmowstead"
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characteristic ofthe essential sub-periods, will be valuable as an aid to classification ofbarn types
elsewhere in the state. Despite the fact that the lost bams of the county could not be incorporated into
the analysis, your context shows that Linn County harbors a remarkably diverse array of bam tlpes
and variations. The account you have provided is quite a legacy and, I hope you believe, worth all the
sacrifices you made to complete it. You have our utmost appreciation.

Always with good wishes,

Ã¿/fuzzTkElisabeth Walton Potter
National Register Coordinator
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Kimbedy Dun¡ì
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Alfred M. Staehli, FAIA
Chair, State Advisory Committee on Historic Preservation
317 SE 62nd Avenue
Portland" OR 97215

Dear Mr.

Staehli,

'ri:t

The Historic Resources Commission of Linn County, Oregon is pleasedto zupportthe
nominations of the following properties to theNational Register of Historic Places. The
Linn County properties scheãuled for hearings at the meeting on May 8 include:

¡
.
.

Historic Barns of Linn County, Oregon Multiple Property Submission
Stellmacher, Gus and Emrnq House and Barn
OregonPacific Railroad Linear Historic Dishict (portions of which are
located in Linn CountY)

We are particularly proud of the Historic Bams Multþle Property Submission, the result
of a laborious proþôt sponsored by the Linn County Historic Resources Commission and
as the
ttre Linn Counþ pf*niog and Buitding Deparfinent. Mary Gallagher, who served
Historic Resor¡rces Specialist for Linn County for a number of years, has dong an
outstanding job researching the historic ba¡ns in Linn County and preparing this Multiple
Properly Submission for your consideration.
As a way of recognizing the importance of the county's history, we encourage
yoq committee
appropriate listinls of rãsourcei on the National Register. \Me hope tha!
*iif n"¿ these nominations suitable for recommendation to the National Register.
Sincerely,

Michelle L. Dennis
Historic Resource SPecialist

cc: Elizabeth Potter, State Historic Preservation Office
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FINAL REPORT
Work on this multi-phased project was inaugurated on October 1, 1995. Project personnel

included Mary Gallagher, projeCt coordinator, and a number of volunteers including Joni Nelson
and patricia Dunn, Uãttr l-inn County Historic Resource Commission members, May Dasch and
Barbara Judge. philip Dole served as consultant for the project and generously shared his
expertise on numerouJ occasions. Beth Fox, a student intern from the University of Oregon,
prôvided research assistance during the summer of 1997 . Lon Tyler, a timber framer from Linn
County, accompanied the crew into the field several times.

The first phase of the project involved the preparation of a draft historic context statement
entitled "Barns of Linn County, Oregon, 1845-t945'. This phase, which was primarily a
literature review, relied heavily on general information on barn design and construction from
books, periodicals, journals, and barn equipment catalogues. Information on Linn County
settlemelrt was also reviewed. The information from the draft historic context was compiled as
a predictive model for the proceeding survey phase.
The second phase of the project, which began in March of 1996, was a field survey to identify
and record Uarnr in Linn County. The survey covered approximately 640 square miles of Linn
County focusing on the valley floor, valley foothill interface and tributary stream valleys (See
The information provided by the survey was used to refine the historic context
Figure
stut *rnt which was completed in December of 1996. While the results of the survey were used
liberally in this historic context statement, it is important to point out that Linn County has lost
a large number of barns through the years, and therefore the context does not describe the full
range of barn design and construction in Linn County.

l).

The fourth phase of the project, based on a recoÍrmendation of this context, was the completion
of a National Register multiple property submission on barns. This submission, which includes
seven individual National Register nominations at this time, is anticipated to be completed in late
December 1996. The barns nominated at this time illustrate a wide-range of barn construction
and design. Nominated barns include the William Cochran Barn, a pioneer era bank barn; the
James Alexander Smith Barn, a timber frame horse barn built in 1888; the Michael Ryan Barn,
the only Pennsylvania Barn in Linn County, built in 1910; the Aegerter Barn, built for Swiss
emigres in 1915; the Macpherson Dairy Barn, built in 1924-25; the Gustavus Milde Barn, a
gambrel-roofed barn built by Milde, a local barn builder, in 1929; the Grell Barn, also a
gambrel-roofed barn built in L929.
This product, the historic context statement, is a planning document designed to: provide a better
understanding of barn building in Linn County through time; furnish information on the quantity,
quality, and condition of barn stock in the county; identify distinctive characteristics and
associative values to assist in developing evaluation standards whereby the significance of an
individual barn may be assessed; and propose preservation strategies. Four chronological time
periods were delineated on the basis of observed trends in barn construction and design. For
each of these chronological periods, the historic context provides: an overview of the events
Linn County Bøm Contut

vt¡¡

which affected barn design; an identification section which discusses design, materials and
workmanship; and an evaluation section which provides guidelines for assessing significance.
There is also a chapter on ethnic and religious groups that have lived in the counry since some
barns may reflect the traditions of these groups. The treannent section proposes preservation
strategies designed to be implemented as part of the overall planning program of Linn County.

Linn Counry Bam Context

A¡TRODUCTION

THE END OF ^L\ ERA

barn n. 1. A large farm building used for storing grain, hay, and other farm products,

: bere,
and for sheltering livestock. [Middle English bern, from Old English bern, berern

BARLEY

+

ern, arn, Place, house...r

barn
For rhe first 100 years of Linn County history, from roughly 1847 to 1947, the wooden
\,vas the most visually prominent and economically important building found on the agrarian
farm was the
landscape of rhe .ounty. From the earliest Euroamerican settlement, the family
On these farms,
basis of the rural .ronãry in the valley and foothill portions of the county.
and repair
grain;
shelter
process
barns were used to store giain, hay anditraw; house livestock;
Linn
tarm implements; and milk co*s. Although agriculture is still a prominent factor in the
are
which
in
changes
County economy, the past few decades of the 20th century have ushered
barns fall
eliminädng the wood b*n * a symbol of agrarian life. In Linn County, wood frame
practices;
products
and
vicrim rc ãxpanding urban growth boundaries; changing agricultural
high cost of
corporare puichase ãr ramity farms; and neglect which is often the corollary of the
in the farm
needed
materials and labor for the iepair and maintenance of a building no longer
operation.
The
Often the preservation of the barn depends upon the building's usefulness to the farmer.
with
first
stories
traditional multiple purpose barn of tñe early 20th century had low-ceilinged
quantities fo: dt?
numerous posrs, unå ngn lofts for the storage of loose hay needed in great
replaced
feeding of cows and drah animals. Today, the immense-sized farm machinery which
dratt animals cannot fit into the low ceilinged first floor spaces. Likewise, hay is often baled
or rolled. Older barns may also be deficient in their ability to meet currenl requirements for
sanit¿tion in rhe livestock industry. Instead, prefabricated buildings of metal are specialized,
these new
designed to house farm machineiy, hay, or livestock. It has been observed that
Their
agriõultural buildings "...ars ushering in a homogeneous leveling of the landscape.
generations
hãrizontal upp.urunð. is in stark contrãst to the perpendicular orientation of earlier
of bar's. ñór do these modern agricultural buildings engender much in the way of design or
r r-forris, Williarn (ed).'Ihe Arncrican Hcritase l)ictionarv of the English Lansuage, (Boston: Houghton ìVlifÏlin Compauy' 1969)'

Lint

Cowtry Bant Cottt¿xt
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distinguish these utilitarian structures from
archirectural aesthetics. In fact... there is little to
use"2
similar buitdings consnucæd in urban areas for commercial
ho-ped that a study óf this type heightens
The purpose of this project is twofotd; 'while it is
the wood fiame barns, it is likely that many of the
awareness and stimi¡t;;; th, preservatión of
draws to a close will disappear in the 21st
barns standing in r_inn couoiv as the 20th century
a keepsake for future generations who may never
;;;;*y Hop-efully, this worÉ will survive aspart
by the wooden barn.
ugr*i* iandscape defined in large

k;;;

nTteModern

lvlidwestern Barn, 1900'Present,'Bams
A. and steve Gordon,
1995), pp,213-232.
Press,
university
ohio
ohio:
(Arhens,
Hu¡ert C.It. wilhclm.
2 Harper. Glenn

f :--

1^it6^t

F2^a 1^n1"t,

of theMidwest' Ed' Allen G' Noble and

BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845.1870

HISTORIC OVERVIEW
Pioneer Agriculture and Stock Raising
By 1g50, approximately five years after the first pioneers claimed land within the present-day
a
bóundaries of Unn Coúnty, there were 138 farms in Linn County.r After the construction of
wheat.
of
planting
field
a
shelter, most early settlers turned their attention to clearing and
Several individuals are credited with planting the first wheat in the area, including Isaac
Courtney who settled in the Calapooia River Valley in 1846. In 1847, James McHargue
purchased the squatter's rights to a piece of land three miles southeast of Brownsville. This land
ärcaOy had "a imall log *Uin on ii and a few acres planted to wheat--perhaps 20 acres. "2
Roberi Earl reports thaithe Earl family's first wheat was sotün in the latter part of May of 1846,
the seed having been carried on the back of Joseph Earl all the way from French Prairie to the
Earl claim.3 J. Fred McCoy, son of John McCoy, who settled in the Oakville area in 1846,
recounts how with a homemade plow and three yoke of oxen, 38 acres of sod land were broken
in the spring of 1847:
The first plow used by Him on his pioneer farm, consisted of a wooden moul-board [sic],
carved by himself out of a piece of oak wood, the steel lay and land-bar being purchased
of the traders at Oregon City. It was stocked with wheels sawn from a tree, with a large
one in the furrow and a smaller one on the land to make it level. With this plow and His
three yoke of oxen, thirty eight acres of sod was broken and sown to wheat on his new
farm.a
The land was planted to wheat. Spring wheat varieties could have included Red Chaff, Pacific
Bluestem and Chili Club. \ilinter wheat was also sown but production of spring wheat was
greater than that of winter wheat.s

At first,

these cultivated fields were small,

t Olsen, Charles

just large enough to raise some "wheat and a little
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garden and oats.'6 The 1850 U.S. Census indicates that during this early period of settlement,
Ihe agricultural development of this region was limited. Settlers lived at the subsistence level,
prodùcing enough to meet their own needs, living off of whatever food or livestock they had
ùrought ilong, ãnd on the plentiful game, while hastily planting such seeds as they possessed and
anxiõusly .*ãiting the firsi crop.t Èotuto.r, swine, and wild game were relied upon heavily.s
It is interesting to note, howevèr, that in 1849, Linn County produced 116 of the entire state's
wheat yield.e

prior to the construction of the R.C. Finley flour mill on the Calapooia River, wheat had to be
transported to Oregon City to be ground. Referring to the Earl family's wheat crop of 1846,
Robert Earl recalls that "In the fall the product of this seed was reaped by hand, threshed by
tramping with horses or cattle, and the use of a flail, and then cleaned by throwing it up in the
air. It was then taken by ox team, to the Mclaughlin mill, at Oregon City, and exchanged for
flour, and eight or ten days were usually consumed inmaking the round trip.'ro
The Earl Family, who lived south of Jefferson, recalled that, "In the fall of 1850, Mr. Dick
Findley's mill commenced running. It was on the Calapooia about twelve miles above
Brownsville. The trip there with oxen could be made in three days. It was hard looking flour,
but beat going to Oregon City. "rl The 1850 Census for Linn County, Oregon, Schedule 5,
Products of Industry, lists two other gristmills operating at that time, one of which was operated
by a member of the Kees family along with a sawmill.r2 The Earl Family noted that, "In the
winter of 1852 a grist mill started operating at Albany. From there we could go and come in
one day if not delayed waiting in turn, which was often the case. "13 In the late 1850s, another
grist mill was erected on the valley floor. Located in the town of Boston, this location was more
central to the expanding agricultural community. Other grist mills dating to this early period
were located in Brownsville, beginning in 1858, and Scio beginning in 1856 (McKinney and
Turner). According to Albert G. Waggener, "Most business in those days was done by credit or
barter. Credit was ordinarily settled when wheat was marketed or when cattle was driven to
ó Haskin, Leslie, L., et. al., "Interview with Dorissa Jane Zoosman Miller," in Pioneer Stories of Linn Countv. Oreqon. Vol.
Oregon, Linn Benton Genealogical Services), 1985, p. 90.
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"14

In the late 1840's and very early 1850's, markets for any surplus crops were limited.
River where
Commodities could either be sold locally or carried in wagons to the Willamette
in the
they could be drifted down river in flatboats or canoes. Road construction, beginning
that
time,
eariy 1g50's, and the commencement of steamboat traffic on the Willamette River at
up the
allowed farm products to be marketed more broadly. In 1851, the first steamboat made it
valley as far as Corvallis; by 1856 Eugene City had been reached. Albany, Corvallis, Orleans,
Burlington, Peoria, and Harrisburg were local wheat shipping points'

The growth in agriculnrre in Linn County in the decade from 1850 to 1860 has been described as
,.*uikublr.tt tñ t8S0, Linn County harvested 50,000 bushels of wheat; in 1860, this number
had risen to 145,273.ró This increase can be attributed to population growth and an increase in
markets. The 1850 population of 994 had risen to 6,772 in 1860 and the number of improved
years from
acres increased frorn 6,041to 200,980 during this period.rT "Altogether the ten
1g50 to 1860 constituted an era of optimism and expansion in a new country where road-building
was increasing, steamboat service grõwing and transportation as a whole improving.uts The
subsequent deiade, from 1860-1870, does not continue this pace of development. While
improved acreage actually decreased slightly during this period, "there was an astounding
development ofgrain production. Nearly half a million bushels of wheat were threshed against
the l4S,Z73 bushels oi 1860."te This increase probably reflects the adoption of mechanized
threshing.
The amount of land planted to wheat by an individual farmer had been limited by the lack of
mechanized equipment for harvesting. Wheat was harvested by hand with a cradle scythe and
the harvest needèd to be completed within a 10 day period, or even sooner if rain threatened,
because the grain would begin to shatter out of the heads.2o Mechanized harvesting equipment
included the header and the threshing machine. The header sliced the heads from the plants and
forced them into a large bin. The grain heads were then hauled to the threshing location. The
header eliminated the need for hand cutting, binding and shocking. In 1868, wheat was shipped

ra
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directly from portland to Europe for the first time.2t By the late 1860's, wheat, oats, and to
lesser Lxtent, barley, were the major crops in Linn County. Oats and barley were used
primarily as livestock feed.

a

Also during this period, "modern" advances in agricultural practices were disseminated by
several pub-tications, such as The Oregon Farmer, which circulated from 1858 to 1863. The
Monill Act of t862 gave rise to the agricultural education movement with the establishment of
land grant colleges. The forerunner to Oregon State University, Corvallis College, was
desigãated "theãgricultural college of the state of Oregon" by the lægislative Assembly in 1868
so iicould accept a grant of land under provisions of the Morrill Act of I862-n
Stock Raising

In 1848, gold fever hit the region and women and children were left to care for the crops and
perform tñe harvest as the men in the area left for California. The California gold rush had the
èff..t of changing the economy of the Willamette Valley, providing new markets for surplus
agricultural products, individual wealth for some, and a medium of exchange. With the limited
availability óf labor at the time of the gold rush, many settlers found it easier to raise livestock
which was rhen in demand at the gold fields. The gold rush brought the early settlers of the
region into a primitive market economy based on livestock. Between 1850 and 1852, there was
an gO percent increase in the number of cattle per capita in the Calapooia region of Linn
County.23 There were also settlers who had large numbers of hogs, the products of which were
also shipped to the mining regions to the south.
Settlement on the valley floor was originally limited because it was believed that the open valley
floor was too boggy and wet to ever be cultivated. Instead, the valley floor served as a vast
pasture land for livestock. Each settler had a brand or ear mark for his stock and only rounded
it up for use or for sale.2a Because of mild conditions, livestock could forage in the valley year
round. In 1850 Wilson Blain wrote, "Here the cattle roam at large, summer and winter, asking
nothing from the care of man... "25 Like cattle, swine were also allowed to range over the
valley, "...feeding on oak mast (acorns) and various roots growing on the prairie-woodland

2t Boag,

p.249.

22
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of the valley."2ó Thomas Kendall reported in an 1852 letter that "Our beef and pork are
thJproduct of natures wild, unheeded by forced rearing of the sty or the stall."2? He further
s¡¿dd that "Cattle and horses, due to the mild climate, are more satisfied and can forage all
year "never call at your barn for a meal. "28 Barn-housed cows, however, were kept for milk
ánd cream production; over thirty-seven thousand lbs. of butter and cheese were produced in a
single year based on the statistics provided by the 1850 U.S. Census.2e

edges

As more settlers arrived in the area and found the best land taken, they began to tåke claims on
the valley floor. "To combat unruly livestock, settlers were forced to enclose their land,
especially since the provisional and territorial laws left the legal burden on those who wanted to
ptõt ct their property."3o In 1856, there was a petition to the Territorial government to "force
cattle owners to confine animals running at large and ravaging the petitioners' own "grass
claims".3r Kim Archie Frum recalled that
"Every so often there would be a sort of round-up. The men would ride out with their
lass (sic) ropes and drive the horses up...and run them into a corral. Then they would
take their ropes and 'lass 'em' and take them out to break them. Cattle were rounded up
too and marketed or butchered. At first all stock ran together but, little by little, the sod
was broken up and fenced for grain growing. "32
The gradual fencing of the valley floor was one of the factors responsible for the decline of the
livestock industry in the Willamette Valley in the 1860s. In the mid-1860s, the Willamette
Valley and Cascade Mountain Military Wagon Road, which provided a route east across the
Cascade Mountains, was completed to Central Oregon allowing livestock producers to graze
their livestock in the wide open ranges. lVith the shift of the cattle industry to the east side of
the Cascades, the basis of Willamette valley agriculture became wheat farming. The number of
horses, however, increased tenfold in the period from 1850 to 1860.33 This increase probably
is a reflection of the expanded population and the escalation of horse-powered farm equipment
used in grain production. With the increased horse population, there was also greater acreage
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devoted to oat production, with oat production doubling in the decade from 1860 to 1870.

Locally, the foothill regions of the county continued to provide open grazing land since its
agricultural potential was limited. Several large producers operated ranches in the foothills. One
of the largest cattle ranchers was William Cochran whose ranch was located north of
Brownsville. Cochran "ran his cattle on the open range in the hills east of here. They had clear
range as far as the town of Sweet Home (16 miles)."3a
Many of the early settlers also raised sheep. At first, wool was spun at home and used primarily
for family clothing. In the early 1860s, a woolen mill was established in Brownsville providing
a local market for sheep wool. Carding mills were established in Crawfordsville and Boston.
"The natural environment of Linn County was conducive to sheep raising, and by 1865 it was
the leading producer of wool in the Willamette, reporting 132,L48 pounds produced."3s

35
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"Thrashing"
Threshing is the process of removing the grain from the heads of the plant. Essentially,
predating the
there wal a choiCe between two traditional threshing techniques with roots
writing of the Old Testament. Sheaves, bundles of cut stalks of grain bound with straw
could be beaten with a flail, a two-piece, jointed wooden tool swung with the
o,
hands such that one section crashed down on grain bundles laid on a wooden floor or
hard packed ground, or the sheaves could be trampled by horse or oxen. "Called
"treading," "tramping," or "tromping," the hooves of horses and oxen made to walk or
trot on the sheaves rèplaced the striking action of the flails. " The decision to flail or
tread may have depended on the specific crop and the intended use of the grain. For
instance, oats, barÈy and buckwheat were generally threshed under the feet of horses,
but wheat, rye and peas were flailed.2

t*i*,

I

Most farmers flailed wheat and rye and brought out their animals for threshing
oats and barley....Some farmers also flailed those portions of the grain crop or
grasses set aside for use as seed for the next year's planting....as the direct impact
of a hoof could easily bruise, crack, or split the kernels. Damaged seeds were
unlikely to germinate if planted the following season'3
Fred Harrison, grandson of early Brownsville area settler, Robert Harrison, described
this process saying that his grandfather "...cut his first wheat with a cradle. A good man
could cut one acre a day. The grain was cut and spread on the barn floor and the kernels
tramped out by oxen which were driven round and round on it. The grain was then
wined (fanned) to separate the kernels from the chaff and the straw."4
John McCoy recalled that for the wheat crop of 1847, "Lumber was hauled 90 miles, a
floor made and the grain tramped out with the oxen. Many of the early settlers used the
bare ground for tramping floors. He and a neighbor then constructed a wind mill for
separating the grain from the chaff. The onty piece of mettle [sic] in the this machine
was the endgate rod of a wagon box. The screens were made of raw deerskin whangs,

rRikoon, J. Sanford, Threshine in the Midwest. 1820-1940, (Bloomington, lndiana: Indiana University Press), 1988, p.
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dried.

"5

Prior to the construction of a barn for this pu{pose, threshing was sometimes
accomplished outside on the ground. Sarah B. Findley Radford recalled that her father,
John Findley, harvested grain by:
...curring it by hand with a sickle, bundling it with a wooden rake and tying the
bundles with grain ropes, just wisps of the grain taken up and twisted...then
hauled to the threshing floor, which was a cleared space around a big oak tree.
The sheaves were placed around the circle, and the horses were ridden over them
until the grain was tramped out; then pitchforks were used to remove the straw,
the grain taken up and put through a fanning mill to separate the chaff, and then
taken to a grist-mill.ó
John Wigle recalled that:

There was not a threshing machine in Oregon then, so we done our threshing by
placing from ten to fifteen dozen sheaves in a circle on a selected piece of ground,
with the heads up, then I would get on one horse and lead the other and I would
have a fine ride round the rim while one or two men with wooden forks would
keep the grain in place for the horses to tread on, or we would fence a circle and
turn the horses or oxen loose upon it. Then would come the separating of the
wheat from the chaff by means of a fan....In the year 1858 when we built a barn
we made a threshing floor in it. This was an improvement. Less dust and then we
could mow away our grain and thrash it in winter and have the straw to feed our
cattle.T

5
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The Hamilton Family and

Linn Counry's First Threshing Machine

My grandfather [Joseph Hamilton]...arrived in Oregon in the fall of 1'847.
Another pioneer who settled here the same year as my grandfather was his
brother, Wittiam Hamilton. My grandfather, Joseph Hamilton, and his brother
William Hamilton, had been engaged in the threshing business before coming to
Oregon. They had threshed in both Ohio and Iowa. When they came to Oregon,
they brought their threshing machine with them. I mean they brought the essential
parts. The machine was dismantled and only the metal parts were brought here.
When they were ready to use it again they remade all of the wood parts from
Oregon timber....They used it for harvest all around this region. Not all grain was
threshed by machine, however. Even my grandfather, besides his mechanical
rhresher, did much threshing by hand. The old barn on this place, which still
stands, was originally built with a big threshing floor in one end, where the sheaf
grain was thrown to be tramped out by oxen or horses. I have heard my
grandfather tell that often they would be threshing much of the winter, a little
each day.

"1

Of interest is the Hamilton Family's Ohio background. Rikoon notes that threshing
machine use remained limited and sporadic until the early 1840s. The first farmers to
abandon flailing and treading 'were Ohio landowners living near the region's major
population centers. Hamilton County, in southwest Ohio, boasted ten machines by 1828
and at least six farmers adopted mechanical devices in northeast Ohio by 1831."2
Linn County's first header reportedly dates to 1851 and was brought to the area by John
McCoy.3 "The first Haynes Harvester or - Header as it was often called - brought into
rhe srare was by Him [McCoy] and was operated on His farm. Joseph and William
Haynes, nephews of the Illinois inventor, worked for Him while building his barn, and
assisted in setting up the machine and operating it the first harvest season. A threshing
machine soon followed and the two were run in coqiunction."a By the 1860s the header
began to replace the cradle for cutting wheat in the field. The header was a machine
which reaped the head of the grain and passed it to a wagon or other receptacle.
Likewise, threshing machines began replacing hand flailing and threshing.

I Haskin, Leslie,
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The Diary of Jasper

N. Cranfills

N. Cranfills was a young man who lived with his parents near Peoria, Oregon in the
1860s. His diary for 1865 and 1866, provides some information on early agriculture in Linn

Jasper

County.r Jasper Cranfills died in early 1867.

August 3, 1865 --

August

4,

"Cleaned off barn floor & threshed wheat the rest of the day finished two
floors. "
"Threshed oats and dad went to grist mill with 12 bu. wheat. "

1865 --

August 5, 1865 --

"Fornoon done nothing but run wheat through fan mill.

July 21, 1866 --

"cut 'Wheat & Bound the same one hour 7 one-half probably.

Iuly 26, 1866 --

"Bound Wheat all day for Father...Raised the best wheat this harvest ever
raised before. "

"

"

"Finished binding and shocking by three hours by night, 118 Doz. in All.

July 28, 1866 --

Hot! Hot!"
r/q

of an hour for Father."

July 31, 1866 --

"Cut oats

August 1, 1866 --

"Shocked oats for Father 3 hours or more

August 3, 1866 --

"Bound Oats 3 hours..."

August

7,

&

capped2 etc."

"Hauled oats one half day and worked on bin one hour or more, etc.

1866 --

"

t hours each day."

August 8, 1866 --

"hauled oats

August 15, 1866 --

"Unloaded wheat at intervals throughout the day, etc. Father threshed to
day etc. "

August 17, 1866 --

"Worked in the Barn cleaning off floor for self. "

¡ Cranfills, Joseph, Diary
Eugene, Oregon, 1865-18óó.

of Joseph Cranfills, 1865-1866, Manuscript in the Oregon Collection, Knight Library, University of Oregon,

! Cap means to cover the shocks.
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August 22, tg66

--

"Caved3 up wheat

August 29, lg66

--

,'Cut wheat till near twelve oclock
days work. "

& fanned out and finished near sundown..."
&

shocked

until completed out one half

Sept. 1, 1866

--

"...sacked up wheat Hauled one load of oats."

Sept.

5, 1866

--

"...reshocked some wheat

Sept.

6, 1866 --

"Bound wheat (after cutting one hour and one half suppose)
two hours. "

Sept.

7, 1866 --

"Hauled and threshed upwards of 20 doz. wheat and caved up...fan twice
and finished just one half days work. "

--

Sept. 11, 1866

&

capped 40 doz. of same etc'"

"Worked three hours and one half threshing and cleaning up
out.

&

&

shocked

fanning

t'

Sept. 12, 1866

--

"Fanned wheat out twice & sacked up and loaded on
lcorrected to SePtember 13]

Sept. 14, 1866

--

"Sacked up 6 bu wheat..."

Sept. 27, 1866

--

"Sowed wheat one half of the day..'"

for Rufus

etc.

October 15, 1866

--

"Sckd up 10 bu wheat etc."

October 16, 1866

--

"Loaded on 10 bu wheat for Peoria etc. Set straw afire dont burn well."

, Cave means to

ross up

Linn County Barn

or pitch; especially to winnow (grain) from chaff by tossing with a rake or by threshing.
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some Antecedents and contemporaneous Paradigms
for Barn Design
According to philip Dole, the choice of design for a barn could be influenced by a variety of
factors. lFor the innovative or susceptible spirit a variety of published, traditional barn designs
were available".r By the mid-nineteenth century, these included G.Shaw's Rural Architecture
(1g43), Stepens Book of the Farm (1851), and Iæwis Allen's Rural Architecture (1852). These
planning.2
books offered Uu- ptut-*¿ ¿ir"ussed barn design within the larger context of farm
Barn plans could also be found in periodicals such as Rural Affairs and American
Agriculturalist.
Apparently, "...Most pioneers found the barns of their native state "superior". But whether the
bárn owner or barn builder influenced the design most significantly is an unanswerable
question.',3 Because of the variety of backgrounds of Oregon's early settlers, barn construction
and design reflected traditions from a variety of regions'
In effect, Oregon's first settlers were familiar with the regional styles of almost an entire
continent. In practice, although removed thousands of miles from the associations of
birthplace, it appears that they often referred to "back home", preferring to use designs
and structures with which they were completely familiar, which had, perhaps some
sentimental value too. That kind of native or birthplace reference when building has
usually been the practice of colonists and pioneers. It is one clear characteristic
distinguishing earlier from somewhat later buildings.a
The descriptions below outline barn building traditions which could have influenced barn design
in Linn Cõunty. Linn County barns, while reflecting the traditions of other times and places,
also reflect the specific conditions of Oregon's Willamette Valley, and often the experiences of
several migrating generations. In speaking of Willamette Valley barns, Philip Dole notes that
"The majoiity of farm buildings constructed here before 1860-1870 seem to suggest adaptations
from rurâl buildings characteristic of such southern and mid-Atlantic coast states such as North
Carolina, Kentucky, Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania. "s This is not surprising given the

philip, 'Farmhouses and Barns of the Vfillamene Valley," in Space, Swle. and Structure: Buildins
' Dole,
Thomas Vaughan and Virginia Guest Ferriday, (Portland, Oregon: Oregon Historical Society), 1974, p.94.

in Nonhwest America' Ed.

2Harper,GlennA,andSteveGordon,''TheModemMidwesternBarn,l900.Present'',@!,Ed.AllenG'Nobleand
Hubert G.H. Vfilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995' p. 230.

I Dole, p. 94.
o
Dole, philip, "Farmhouse and Bam in Early Lane County," Lane Counw Historian, (Eugene, Oregon: Lane County Pioneer-Historical
Printing Society), Vol. t0, no. 2, Aug., 1965, p.24.
5
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background of many V/illamette Valley settlers. In Linn County's Calapooia River Valley, Peter
Guy Boag determined that:

...the adult population ...during the initial stages of settlement had been born in the upper
south states of Kentucky and Tennessee, some others in Virginia and Pennsylvania, and
a mere handful in New England and New York. These people grew up in Kentucþ,
Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. They married in Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri,
and had their first children in the latter two states, and then moved on to Oregon and the
Calapooia.6

While the English Barn is described below, many side-opening barns in the Willamette Valley
reflect a southern adaptation of the design prior to its export to Oregon. Philip Dole observes
that:

Most side-opening barns in Oregon were derived from a southern antecedent....The
general lean-to form familiar in Oregon occurred early in the South from Virginia to
North Carolina. It followed the first migrations into Kentucþ, Tennessee and also into
Ohio and Indiana and on west. It is clear that the earlier barns in Oregon were
conventions and not innovations. The same form appeared immediately and at great
distances apart throughout the Willamette Valley.T
The Englísh (Síde-oPeníng) Barn

"A side-opening barn was the major type throughout the Willamette Valley in the 1850s. It
appeared in ttrã 1840s, was still being built in the 1860s..."8 The Willamette Valley side-

op.ning barn is the progeny of an English barn building tradition which is centuries old. "In
England by the 16th century farmers of the yeoman class were building side-opening barns, a
scheme taken to America with the colonists. "e

In New England, as in England, the side-opening barn was used for grain threshing and grain
srorage. Calkins and Perkins (1995) provide the following description of the functional
organization of a three-bay threshing barn, which they note is often referred to as an English
barn:

Large double doors are centered on both long sides of the strucnlre. Hand threshing with

u

Boag

7

Dole 1974, p. 93.

E

Dole, 1974, pp. 88-89.

' Ibid, p.93.
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a grain flail was done in the central bay, sometimes called the threshing floor or
thrishing bay. Following threshing, the large doors were opened to create a draft which,
during *i*ã*ing, *ould separate the chaff from the heavier grain and carry it away.
Flankìng the centlral threshing floor are two other bays of generally equal dimensions.
One was used during the fali and winter to store sheaves of harvested grain awaiting
threshing as needed. The other bay was used for storing the threshed grain, commonly
in bins, ãnd straw, which was used as feed and bedding for horses and cattlelo

In Europe, the threshing barn was a single-function structure.
Its specific association with grain farming was well established. One mow might hold
sheaies of grain stacked for threshing while another mow might hold hay (empty straw).
In western Europe, where this type of barn originated, separate structures on the
farmstead often housed the other agricultural operations. No self-respecting farmer
would keep animals in his threshing barn.lr
The harsh New England winters compelled farmers to house livestock.r2 "When the threshing
barn was modified to provide space for livestock, additional openings appeared. Most common
were individual doors cut into one or both longitudinal sides to permit access to one of the
flanking bays."r3 The barn could also be expanded for livestock and other purposes because
the single-level barn adapted easily to modifications. An additional bay could be added to either
gable end. "A single-leuèI, three-bay barn could easily be lengthened to become a four- or fivebay structure, providing greater floor area as well as extending valuable overhead space"ra
læan-tos were not unknown on English threshing barns. A "...variation involved constructing
a full-length lean-to on the rear side of the barn. The lean-to size was generally determined by
the amount of area that could be covered by the extension of the main roof, because most
builders maintained the original pitch of the roof".r5
The

Dutch (End-oPening) Barn

The following characteristics of a genuine Dutch Barn are derived from Noble and Cleek (1995)
|oCalkins,CharlesandMartinPerkins''TheThree-BayThreshingBarn,',@!,Ed'AllenG.NobleandHubertG.H.
Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 41.
tt lbid.

|2Endersby,Elric,AlexanderGreenwoodandDavidLarkin,@,(Boston:HoughtonMifflinCompany),
1992,

p.61.

13

Calkins and Perkins, p. 51.

ta

lbid, p. 56.

tt Calkins and Perkins, p.57.
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plan but greater in width than
and Firchen (196g).ró The Dutch Barn is a barn squarish in
which are often
length. It has large wagon doors at the center of each gable, one or both of
The barn has low side
Dutch doors, and single,-small doors near one or both gable-end corners.
twelve' Eaves were built
walls and u ,y*-.ir"irai gable roof with a roof pitch of about ten in
window is placed
with a minimum or pro;eãtion beyond the wall. Sometimes a diamond-shaped
floor about
threshing
nùn in the gable. ihe interior oiganization is three aisled with the central
foy. of timber frame
twice as wide as each side aisle. The usual number of bays is th¡ee to
features of the Dutch
construction with mortise and tenon joinery, one of the most characteristic
posts. "often a narrow pentice
barn is the joinery in which the tenons protrude through the
a diamond-shaped
occurs over the wagon doors. Horizontäl siding is usual, and sometimes
window is placed high in the gable."t7

York State where
Geographically, the authentic Dutch barn is principally found in eastern New
it is associated with early Dutch settlement.ls While the geographic distribution of the Dutch
was dispersed from
Barn is very limited in time and space, the concept of an end-opening barn
Lane County,
this core area. philip Dole, in discussing the 1877 George Armitage Barn in
the
oregon, notes that the concept for the Armitage Barn "may have been developed from
who
traditional New york State Dutch Barn by any of several vigorous architectural theorists
been
lived, farmed, and published in New York at the time....George Armitage may also have
queens
County, New York".re
predisposed to the design for he came from a Dutch locality -roof pitch, about 45o;
steep
a
plan,
x70';
6L'
în. Rr.itage Barn is dãscribed as "...Squarish in
gable end
main doors on a gable end with the central drive flanked by stables; the exterior
be seen
covered with horizontal boarding."'o "Other barns similar to the Armitage barn can
in the Willamette ValleY."2r
The New England (End-opening) Barn

A end-opening barn was also being built in New England before the settlement of Oregon's

Willameite vittey. Hubka (1984) refers ro this end-opening barn as a New England barn, to
distinguish it from the side-opening English barn. He notes that farmers throughout New
Barns and other Farm Structures, (New
Noble, Allen G. and Richard K. cleek, The old Barn Book: A Field Guide to Nonh American
(Syracuse, N'Y.:Syracuse University
ptesÐ,
Barn,
World
Dutch
New
The
tggs an¿ f¡t"tr.,t Jott,
Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers Universiry
16

Press), 1968.

r? Noble and Cleek, p. 108.
p. 20.
'8 Fitchen,
,,Farmhouses and Bams of the Willamene Valley," ¡¡ Soace. Swle. and Structure: Bujl4inß!n Northwest America, Ed'
Dole, philip,
1914, pp.2ll-212.
Thomas Vaughan and Virginia Guest Feniday, (Portland, Oregon: Oregon Historical Society),
19

'o
2t

lbid., p.212.
lbid.
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it had become the most
England began building this type of barn in the early 1800s and by 1860
popular form.22
the earlier English
The nineteenth-century New England barn is easily differentiated from
in a three-baysbuilt
barn by the major door centet.d in the gable end. It was frequently
wide, three- bäys-deep grid and organized around a central vehicle floor that runs the
threshers
length of the Uarn parattõt to ttre roof line and the side wall. Since mechanical
generally replacedïand threshing berween 1830 and 1860, it is inappropriate to label this
drive
õentral bay a threshing floor. Ãtthougtr many observers assume that the central
floor and its barn dooiare located in the exact center of the barn, this is infrequently the
case. Most New England barns were designed to accommodate a wide haymow bay and
a narrow cow tie-up bay, and consequently, the barn door is usually offset from the
exterior view.23

Hubka further notes that:

The change from the old English to New England barn is properly associated with a
series of major social and eõonomic changes that transformed many aspects of New
England's ruial culture in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Generally,
the barn was an outgrowth of a more commercial agricultural operation. The selection
of this new barn wás initially implemented by large-scale, progressive farmers in the
early 1800s and gradually aOopteO by most farmers between 1830 and 1880.24
The New England Connected Barn

The New England connected barn appears to be missing from the \Villamette Valley landscape.
In the typicai connected barn arrangement, house and barn are j_oined together through a series
of support structures to form a continuous building comp^lex.2s In New England, connected
barm were most popular in Maine and New Hampshire.26 The tradition of connected farm
buildings became popular in the early 1800s reachlng peak popularity after the Civil War.27

(Hanover: University
Hubka, Thomas C., Bis House, Linle House. Back House, Bam: The Connected Farm Buildinqs of New Eneland,
1984,
England),
Press of New
P.52.
22

a Hubka, p.55.
24

Hubbka, p.52.

2r Hubka, p.5,
ú lbid, p.to.
27

lbid, p. 14.
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The confinement of connected farm buildings to New England is surprising to historians
of America's frontier settlement, who would expect New England farmers to have
brought this arrangement to the tüestern states during their long period of
migration....This phenomenon is also puzzlingto folklorists, historians, and geographers,
who have observèd that some of the most commonly retained traditions during any
cultural migration are the deeply ingrained practices of building construction and
usage.28

For Linn County, Oregon, one explanation may rest with the birthplaces of its earliest settlers.
The lllustrated Historiðal Atlas Map of Marion and Lim Counties (1878) includes the place of
birttr-for male residents of the county at that time. Of the approximately 422 males listed, only
three hailed from New Hampshire and only two hailed from Maine.
The Double-deck Barn

As distinguished from a two-level bank barn, a double-deck barn is a three level barn, with the
term "deðk" refering to a raised wood floor. "This kind of barn had two floors of wood for the
lowest floor was earth. A double-deck barn is built against a slope or hillside and owes its
efficiency to the advantage it gains from having entrances, at grade, on two or even three levels
of the building. "2e
Inreresr in double decked barns in Oregon developed after 1860 and the use of such buildings
in the 1860s shows that farming had made great advances in little more than a decade.3o No
double-deck barns have been identified thus far in Linn County and the following description of
an Oregon double-deck barn is of the James Edwards' Barn in neighboring Benton County.

The lowest level had spaces for different types of stock. The middle level contained the
"grass" spaces...arranged either side of a huge volume for grain and seeds and divided
into a dozen bins....The upper level was just the width and length of the drive. The
building was entered here by a bridge and, like a bridge, the drive extended across the
top of the grain bins, eight feet above the level of the motws. Hay was thrown from the
wagon down to the mow; grain, through trapdoors in the floor of the drive. Chutes
beneath the bins provided for retrieval. Technical improvement achieved by the levels
made use of gravity to relieve work in storage of farm produce and in the feeding of
animals.3t

2t

lbid, p.20.

2e

Dole 1974, pp. 120-121.

r! Ib¡d.

trDole l9?4, p.121.
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IDENTIFICATION
BARNS OF TIIE PIONEER ERA
PROPERTY TYPE DESCRIPTION
Function and Design
Many of the barns constructed in Linn County during this early period had a multiple
purpär. function. Functional needs included: a threshing floor; areas for storing unthreshed
tn äu.r of grain, hay, and straw; grain bins for threshed grain; and often an area to shelter a
limited nutnb.r of livestock. Early barn construction reflected the incipient level of
agricultural development of the region. Early settlers still harvested wheat by cutting the
sianding grain with a cradle and bundling it into sheaves. Although mechanical threshers
were in limited use in areas of the United States at the time that the V/illamette Valley was
being settled, theshing machines were generally not an item in the pioneers' inventory of
goods brought west by covered wagon.
Horses eventually replaced oxen as the primary "beasts of burden", but both needed to be
sheltered. The milk-cow(s) and calves were probably also housed in the barn. Separate
stock barns were probably erected on farms where livestock, such as horses, were the focus
of the operation. Otherwise, apparently in the early years of settlement, cattle and sheep
required little in the way of shètier. Silas V. Barr, in speaking of the Fernridge area of Linn

County recalled that:

"This region has always been stock range. The hill land is good, but mostly better
for pasture than for crops. \ile have raised sheep and cattle here all these
yruir....Sheep are profitable here, too. They live out and need little care. Inthe
early days, a big, wide branched fir tree, with a rail fence about it, was about the
only sheep-barn that we needed."r

In addition to sheltering grain and stabling a small quantity of livestock, early Linn County
barns were used for political meetings and church services. The first election in Linn
County was held in the James Knox barn.2 In at least one instance, a barn was used for
storing camus for Native Americans. Mrs. J.B. Burklart, daughter of Milton Hale,
u...great cakes of baked, dried camas, which the Indians used to bring to my
recollects the
father's barn to store for the winter. "3

r Haskin, Leslie

r Haskin, Leslie,
3

Haskin. Leslie

L.,

"Interview with Silas V. Barr," W.P.A. Oral History Project, Linn County, Oregon, lanuary 22, 1940.

L.,

"Clora Hyde Interview," W.P.A. Oral History Project, Linn County, Oregon, n.d.

L. "Mrs. J.B. Burkhan Interview," 1#.P.4.
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A Willamette Valley Side-opening Barn
As defined by Philip Dole, the \ilillamette Valley side-opening barn is a single-level, timber
frame, post and girt UuitOing. The central enclosed volume, exclusive of lean-tos, is
generaliy "...30 6O fr.t in plan and from floor to plate 15 to 18 feet."4 large double
ãootr aie centered on both long sides of the structure. The building is divided into bays,
which are defined as the spaces between the bents. The functional organization of the
building was often delineated by the bays. In Linn County, barns of this type often had four,
five anã even six bays instead of the three bays typical of what is known as the English
threshing barn.s Of the 18 extant side-opening barns estimated to pre-date 1870, one has six
bays; four have five bays; ten have four bays; and three have three bays. Three-bay barns
recorded are between34-36 feet in length; four-bay and five-bay barns are from 40-60 feet in
length; and the six-bay barn is 75' in length. Widths range from24'to 30' excluding
integral lean-tos which each generally add approximately 12' per lean-to'

i

"The roof pitch is very low and since a number of lean-tos surround the center, the building
has a rather flat and spreading look..."ó In the 1860s, this roof pitch became steeper.
"Increase in roof pitch may have been in response to Oregon's rainfall, or to produce a
stiffer structure, or perhaps because architectural style after 1860 favored steep roofs. Other
than that, lean-to forms and unpainted vertical siding characterized the majority of new
barns..

.

"7

A characteristic of many farmstead barns during the period prior to 1870 was the presence of
a threshing floor. The antecedents of the threshing barn are ancient with roots in "...both
continental Europe and the British Isles. In America, it became the barn of choice among
the majority of early settlers. It fit well into the small-scale, mixed agriculture of New
Englanders..."8 As in New England, this barn is associated with the early agricultural
development of the Willamette Valley when grain production was at or near subsistence
level. "The organization of the barn was based on long established functional principles
established before the development of agricultural machinery, which the Oregon farmer did
not have at the time these barns were being built.

"e

a
Dole, Philip, "Farmhouses and Bams of the Willamene Valley," in Space. Swle. and Structure: Buildinq in Nonhwest America, Ed.
Thomas Vaughan and Virginia Guest Ferriday, (Ponland, Oregon: Oregon Historical Society), 1974, p 89.

5Calkins,CharlesandManinPerkins,'TheThree.BayThreshingBam,,'@!,Ed.AllenG.NobleandHubertG.H.
Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, pp. 40-61'
6

Dole, p. 89.

7

Dole,

s

Noble, Allen G. and Huben G.H. Wilhetm, Barns of the Midwest, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 12.

e

Dole, p. 90.

p.

120.
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The wagon drive was generally located in an interior bay, often the center bay in barns with
three bays. The wagon drive also served as the threshing floor which generally encompassed
an adjacent bay. In order to provide a space that was unencumbered by a center post,
builders often removed the center post from the bent located between the two bays which,
combined, served as the threshing floor. Dole notes that:
Each builder became particularly inventive in creating the open space desired for the
threshing floor. Each solution proves to be unique. The problem was to combine the
15 x 30-foot wagonway or drive with an adjacent space to create an unintemrpted
threshing floor about 30 feet square for turning horses. The barn's structure was
made up of a plan module about 15 feet square marked by a hewn post at four
corners. To omit the center post of the 30 x 30 threshing floor required an
exceptional, long span truss, which also had to support the weight of stacked wheat in
the loft.to

Dole (1974) refers to this member as a sway brace, while Noble and Cleek (1995) refer to
this member as a swing beam noting that "Some Three-Bay Threshing barns are constructed
with a swing beam, a beam larger than the others which extends unsupported from front to
back of the barn on one side of the threshing floor. It permits threshing of grain and turning
of teams, unhindered by a post. "rr Apparently, the swing beam is a Yankee innovation and
is not found in barns in England.r2 Examples of some swing beam configurations used for
Linn County Barns are illustrated in Figure 2a-c.
The doors at either end of the wagon drive/threshing floor allowed a team to enter and pass
straight through the barn.r3 Unthreshed wheat was stacked in the loft over the threshing
floor.ra An overmow for additional storage was sometimes located above the wagon drive
(Figure 3). The overmow was often made of scaffolding which could be increased or
removed according to need. The two opposite tüagon doors provided a through draft for
winnowing prior to the acquisition of fanning mills.

In the side-opening barn, a haymow was generally located on one side of the threshing floor.
The mow often was often one or two bays in size and extended from floor to roof. Several

ro

Dole, p. 91.

rr Noble, Allen G. and Richard K. Cleek, The Old Barn Book: A Field Guide to North American Bams and Other Farm Structures,
(New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press), 1995, p. 78.

|2Endersby'Elric,AlexanderGreenwoodandDavidLarkin,@,(Boston:HoughtonMifflin
Company), 1992,

p.64.

ß Dole, p.89.
'4 lbid.
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authors describe the low retaining wall that was often located on the side of the threshing
floor dividing the threshing floor form the haymow (Figure 3). Calkins and Perkins note that
"Smaller horizontal girts often extended from both sides of the central upright to the bent's
endposts. Positioned into the upright, approximately four feet from the floor, the girts often
served as a frame for a short retaining wall, formally separating the center threshing aisle
from the adjacent bay."ts Gray states that "The hay was stored in a mow to one side of
this floor, and a tightly boarded breast girt kept the loose grain from scattering into the
hay."tu Sloane explains that "A waist-high mowstead or threshing wall divided the mows
from the threshing ate ."17 Rikoon refers to the low permanent walls, sometimes called
"mowsteads."r8 Often a ladder was framed into the bent adjacent to the haymow (Figure
4). Some farmers used a rack lifter, a horse-driven mechanism situated in the beams over
the wagon drive, which lifted the loaded hay rack from the hay wagon to the necessary
height where the hay was forked by hand into the mow.

The other bay flanking the threshing floor was used for storing the threshed grain in bins. A
limited number of livestock could also be stabled in this bay.

"...along the far end are two or three small grainbins with a total capacity of about
I,2OO bushels and perhaps a small bull or calf pen....The small size of the grain bins
suggests a small acreage developed suitable for wheat, or farms more generalized
rather than specialized in crops, and also threshing smaller quantities at a time rather
than th¡eshing the whole crop.re
Straw or unthreshed sheaves of grain could be stored above the livestock and the grain bins
as well as over the non-drive portion of the threshing floor. Mows upon scaffolds were
recommended to prevent moisture damage.20 From there, sheaves could be thrown directly
down onto the threshing floor. Cows could run loose in the barnyard and could seek shelter
in an open shed or lean-to connected to the barn.2r "It was common practice to stack the
roughage in the center of the barnyard and allow the stock to feed directly from the stack.

It Calkins and Perkins, p.49,
Gray, Harold E., Farm Service Buildines, (New York: McGraw'Hill Book Company), 1955, p. 4.

'ó
17

Slone, Eric, An Aqe of Bams. (New York: Funk and Wagnalls), p.48.

18

Rikoon, J. Sanford, Threshine in rhe Midwest. 1820-1940, (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press), 1988,

p.lo.
re

Dole, 89-90.

20

Deane, Samuel, The New Enqland Farmer, (Boston, Wells and

2r

Gray, p. 4.
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An open shed attached to the barn furnished shelter for the animals during severe storms. "22
In Oregon, many early barns incorporated lean-tos in their designs providing shelter for
stock. These lean-tos, which were often earth floored, "...occur on only one side, usually on
two or three sides, and sometimes on four sides of the central volume. "23 Sometimes leantos are integral, that is within the main volume of the barn. Sometimes the lower walls of
the lean-toJ*rre left open to provide accessible shelter for livestock. The Powell Barn
(Figure 4) illustrates this type of shelter with a mow located above.

while lean-tos were one way to expand the side-opening barn, bays could also be added to
either end. A barn-length shed could also be added across the rear side creating "...a
saltbox-roof appearance."2a The Matthew Chambers Barn (ca.1860), a National Register
property in Linn County, has been expanded with the addition of two bays on one side for
ãdditionat grain bins, and with a rear lean to for livestock (FigUre 5).

Of the twenty+hree barns estimated to have been built prior to 1870 recorded during the
1996 survey (Table 1), side-opening barns predominate with 18 examples. Figures 5-9
illustrate a number of these side-opening barns and their corresponding plans.
The Willamette Valley End-opening Barn

An end-opening barn was also built during the early settlement period in the Willamette
Valley. In contrast to the side-opening barn, the end-opening barn has the main wagon
entrance on the gable end. Quite often this was a stock feeding barn, located in a pasture
some distance from the house.2s Characteristics of early examples include hewn
construction with:
lean-tos of hewn frame construction, partly enclosed with vertical boards, earth
floored and with feeding racks for loose stock. The lean-tos surround three sides of a
taller hewn framed enclosed structure, which would have a wood floor and large
doors on one side. As the lean-tos are an integral and original part of the
construction, the very low pitched roof has an extensive spread and seems to "nearly
touch" the ground"26

In Linn County, four end-opening barns estimated to pre-date 1870 were recorded during

22

lbid.

ð Dole, p. 89.
2o

Noble and Cleek, p. 78.

2t Dole,
26

p. 88.

Dole, pp. 87-88.
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List of extant barns known or estimated to have been built prior to 1870. (Based
on 1996 survey of barns in Linn County)

TABLE

l.

ADDRESS

HISTORIC NAME
Scravel

The Manhew Chambers Bam

Hill

TN/RG/SEC
t0s/3w35

Rd.

The Hugh Leeper Brown Bam

Hwy.228

l4s/2w05

Silas Haight Barn?

Conser Dr,

l0s/3w/29

Blount-Hayes Bam

3431t

Red Bridge

ns/3w25

Joseph Hamilton Barn

30021

Tangent Dr.

t2st4wn6

Hogue-Sprenger Bam

30504

Hwy.99E

l3s/4w01

Levi Fanning Barn

33060

Tangent LooP

l2s/3w09

rüm. Cochran Bam

28485

Brownsville Rd

l3s/2w19

Eli Officer Bam

38ó03

Kelly

10s/2w16

Osbom Barn

38528

Ridge Dr.

10s/2rül01

Scravel Hill Rd.

l rs/3\v/03

Geisendorfer Bam

D.F. Crabtree Barn

38201

Balm Dr.

tLstzwn2

John Senle Barn*

33916

Santiam Hwy.

lls/2w34

Spicer Dr.

ttst2wt29

Gideon Backus Barn
Pennington Bam

36570 Spicer

David Putman Barn?

32283

Diamond Hill

l5s/3w08

Pierce Bam

23888

Roland

l5s/3w/05

Coburg Rd.

t5s/4W15

Gore Dr.

tzsl2wl04

Crabtree Dr.

lls/2w11

Davis Bam

36375

Powell Bam
Kinzer Bam

Dr.

I

ls/2w/28

ls/lw/o4

Backensto Barn?

3ó596

Richardson GaP

I

J. Pearl Barn

25425

Center School Rd.

l4S/3rV/23

Henry Jackson Bam

33043

Seven Mile Lane

l2s/3w/10

*This bam bumed in the fall

of
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the 1996 survey. All were located on farmsteads and no examples of early field barns were
located. The Linn County examples are generally four bays deep. Two of the barns
incorporate swing beam bents providing a wide center aisle suggesting that the barns may
havebeen designed for threshing. Unforh¡nately, both barns have been altered to such an
extent that it is difficult to reconstruct the original spatial organization. The other two
examples have 12' drives and no indication of a threshing floor, perhaps indicating a date of
construction at a time when the threshing machine was in common use. All of the barns
have a hewn timber frame. Figures 10-12 illustrate three of these side-opening barns and
their corresponding Plans.
A Bank Barn
Only one bank barn believed to predate 1870 was recorded during the 1996 survey. A bank
barn is a two-level barn whose upper level is entered from a bank or hillside or by a ramp
constructed against the barn. The lower level, or basement, is often used for livestock. The
Cochran Barn (Figure 13) is unusual because it has bank access from a side-end and a
gable-end (corresponding to the east and the south elevations). This has resulted in a
combined transverse and longinrdinal configuration of the drive on the main level providing
for through entry and egress, which would not have been possible with a single directional
drive. The main level of the barn was originally used for threshing grain and storing hay,
grain and straw while the lower level housed livestock. The barn has three large mows,
probably reflecting Mr. Cochran's emphasis on stock raising. The convenient arrangement
of the mows and bins along the drive reflects the forethought which must have gone into
designing this barn.
Materials and WorkmanshiP

Andrew Kirk, son of Riley Kirk, noted that his father's first home on the Calapooia was
"made merely by building a rail pen beneath a wide-spreading white fir tree...Such a shelter
was common in those days. Besides using fir trees for houses, it was still more common to
use them for barns."27 With the first acreage cleared and planted came the need for a
structure to store crops. Log barns and/or granaries were sometimes built as a temporary
solution until a timber frame barn could be erected. Leander Kirk noted that his father "had
an old log granary near his house. Beyond the granary he had a field of oats. "28
The timber frame barn was built several years after a claim was taken as a more permanent
solution to the needs of threshing, storing grain and hay, and sheltering animals. Philip Dole
observes that:

2?

Haskin, Leslie

2s

Haskin. Leslie,

L.,
L.,

"Interview with Andrew Kirk," rt[.P.A. Oral History Project, Linn County, Oregon, n.d.
"Interview wirh Leander Kirk," W.P.A. Oral History Project, Linn County, Oregon, 1939.
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rwith the building of the hewn frame, pennanent barn came several related major
building
changes: a new uþr.t of building practice appeared; organization of the farm
level of
site entered a critical phase; and fãrming entered a more stable and advanced
operations. The impórtance of the permanent barn to the farm is shown by its early
the
dãte which, howevei, is seldom more definitely known than "a year or two before
house," and more generally stated as "barns were always built before the house." The
earliest we can .*p..t a hewn frame barn to appear would be two or three years after
the claim was taken.2e
Several descriptions of early barn construction in Linn County have been recorded. John
McCoy's consiruction of a frame barn on his claim is described by J. Fred McCoy:

Soon after building His first cabin, he built a second one, similar in size and
construction leaving off the chimney, some nine or ten feet away and on line with the
first, and soon after, when lumber became available, the space between the two was
enclosed, so that the three together made quite a roomy and comfortable pioneer
residence and was occupied for a several years and until after his large barn was built.
The frame timbers of this barn were hewn out of native forest trees with a broad-axe,
the weather-boarding and roof was of clapboards.3o It had a roomy floor in the center
in which the grain was tramped out, both cattle and horses being used for that purpose for some y.^ir, and until threshing machines were brought into the country.3t
John

L. Wigle, whose family settled

east

of Harrisburg, recalled that:

1853 and 1854 we built us a good commodious and comfortable hewn log house as
fine a house as there was in the neighborhood and in 1858 we built us a log barn which
still stands. For a foundation we went to the near by mountains and brought the
heavy...rocks some of them were too heavy to load on the wagon and we dragged
them. Frank Pierce has and will always have a good foundation under his barn and a
good stone for his stable door to open against, I brought that rock from out of our grain
ii.t¿. plirtta Whitley came to see us when we were getting our barn timbers. He and I
done the scoring and father the hewing....This work by Whitley was given on his
contract with father for bringing him to Oregon and I do not think there was another

In

,,Farmhouses and Barns of the Willamene Valley," in Space, Swle. and Structure: Buildins in Northwest America' Ed'
Dole, philip,
refers to
Thomas Vaughanand Virginia Guest Ferriday, (Portland, Oregon: Oregon Historical Society), 1974,p.86. House in this context
the frame house which replaced the log house or cabin.
2e

I came from in Indiana the shakes was
Unpublished Autobiography of a Carpenter/Builder and Civil War Soldier, " Wrinen

io Clapboards may refer to shakes. Zachariah Bryant, a local barn builder noted that "Where

called clap'boards. ', From: Bryant, Zachariah
and Transcribed in 1935, P. 40.

T., "An

3r McCoy, J. Fred, "A Biography of John McCoy with a Brief History of Linn County, Oregon," (Albany' Oregon: Richard R.
Milligan), March 1983, p. 11.
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one of the hands of the company who ever paid anything.t'

Mrs. I-ena Snyder Anderson recalled that "When mother [Delia Simons Snyder] was fifteen
years old, she has often told me, there was a very big barn put on the Parker place, near here
-- lurg.rt barn in all the country. The barn timbers were heavy hewed fir beams and all the
men õf the region came to help at the raising. I can still remember that barn. It was large, but
not anything like the present day barns. "33
The barn raising marked the middle stage in the building process, usually done in a day
with a volunteer or paid crew of 20 to 30 men selected from the locality for their
various skills with one man as boss, probably the builder. The builder's work had
gone on for six months or more previously, assisted by one or two other men. First
felling the timber, then hewing and hauling the members of the frame. There were also
siding, flooring, roof sheathing and shingles or shakes to make or obtain as well as the
hardware. Following the raising, finishing off the building took another six months.
No paint or stain was used. Forty years was claimed for the life of a good "shaved
shingle" roof.3a

Few names of early barn builders have been found. In the Providence-læbanon area, Luther
Elkins was a barn builder. A letter from James Elkins, a son, to Judge Matthew P. Deady,
dated May 11, 1854 noted that his father had been and still was engaged in carpentry having a
fine frame for a barn ready for erection but he had ceased in order to build two others for
neighbors.3s

The Post and Beam Timber Frame Barn

Timber frame, post and beam construction dominated barn building in Oregon in the l9th
century prior to the introduction of lighter framing techniques. Timber frame barns are
fabricated using large wood members known as timbers which are defined as straight sticks of
wood larger than four inches square. A timber frame barn incorporates vertical structural
timbers (posts) and horizontal structural timbers (girts or tie beams) to form a skeletal
structural framework. The building blocks of this framework are structural units called bents.
A bent is a unit composed of at least two end posts joined near their upper ends by a tie beam.
The barn frame is created by connecting a series of bents at the bottom to the sill timber,
which rests on the foundation, and at the top to the plate timber. The plate timber connects
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the tops of the end posts and supports the lower ends of rafters. The spaces between the bents
are known as a bays.

The earliest timber frame barns incorporated mortise and tenon joints to connect posts and
beams. An ancient method of all wood joinery, mortise and tenon is a method of joinery
whereby a projecting member, the tenon, is inserted into a cut-out hole, the mortise, and held
together by a wooden dowel, often made of oak, called a treenail, pin or peg (Figure 14).
Although illustrated in Figure 14, pegs were not commonly used for braces in Linn County
Barns.

Timbers 60 feet in length were observed in early Linn County Barns of this period. Although
splicing timbers in early barns was not often required, pegged scarf joints of various types
were used to splice timbers extending in the same direction and requiring great lengths such as
sills, plates, and purlin plates. Photographs of various scarf joints found in Linn County
timber frame barns are illustrated in Figures 15 and 16.

Locally, the substructures of timber frame barns consist of perimeter frames of sill timbers
connected by a number of transverse timbers, and, depending upon the size and design of the
barn, by longitudinal girder(s). Floor joists are generally peeled logs flattened on the upper
surface and notched or mortised into the sill and the other base timbers (Figure 17). In several
Linn County barns the logs were not peeled. Base timbers rest on footings of either large
boulders from a nearby creek or sections of cedar or oak trees, sometimes two or three feet in
diameter (Figure 18).36
"Builders adapted the frame to the farmers' needs by adding various upright, girt, and brace
timbers. One typical modification was the addition of a third vertical post. This post provided
additional support near the center of the massive girt."" A bent also incorporates a number
of braces, diagonal members extending from the posts to the beams that serve to stiffen the
frame. Side or wall girts, horizontal members along the wall plane extending from end post to
end post, stiffen the frame by connecting the bents and provide nailing surface for the exterior
siding.
Examples of bent configurations located in barns predating 1870 in Linn County are illustrated
in Figures 19-20. The simplest bents have an "H" configuration (Figure 19). A modification
of this design adds an integral lean-to on one or both sides (Figure 19, bottom). Narrow
barîs, 24' or less in width, often have rafter pairs which are unsupported at mid-span. Wider
timber frame barns often incorporate purlin plates, longitudinal timbers which provide the

3óDole,Philip,.'FarmhousesandBarnsoftheWillametteValley''.in'Ed'
Thomas Vaughan and Virginia Guest Ferriday, (Podand, Oregon: Oregon Historical Society), 1974, p. 92.

3?Calkins,CharlesandMartinPerkins,'.TheThree.BayThreshingBam,''@!,Ed.AllenG,NobleandHubenG.H.
Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 48.
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rafters with additional support between the plate and the ridge. Purlin posts are uprights which
extend from the top of the tie beams to the purlin plates. These posts are either upright, in the
Queen post mode, or are canted (Figures 20) .

The roof structure generally consists of common rafters which meet at the peak and are joined
without an intervening ridgepiece. In Linn County, rafters in early barns were often 3" in
width. At the lower end, rafters, which sometimes taper toward the lower end, are inserted
inro rafter seats and pegged or nailed to the plate (Figure 2t). Sheathing material for the roofs
of early barns consists of wide, rough-sawn boards with the outer edges retaining their bark
and are therefore waney-edged (Figure 22). The use of waney-edged roof boards is not
exclusive to the pioneer era barn; the use of dimension lumber for this purpose, however, is
probably more coÍtmon after 1870. Laid longitudinally over the rafters, these boards are
ãrranged in rows, usually several inches apart, and serve as sheathing to which wood shingles
or shakes were nailed.

The barn's frame is enclosed with an application of vertical boards, attached to the sill, the
side and end girts, and the plate on the side ends. In earlier timber frame barns, the siding is
sash or rough sawn and of irregular widths sometimes up to 24 inches.38 Several early barns
observed in Linn County had grooved plates and sills to receive the siding thereby limiting nail
use. Gable ends, because of the additional height, sometimes required separate boards for wall
and gable. "A space of approximately one inch between boards allowed air circulation to
promote the drying of grain or hay. V/here the barn housed animals, especially horses, open
ipu.rr in stable uieas *e.e sometimes covered by wood battens to reduce drafts.3e.-In early
ii* County barns, shakes may sometimes have been used for the exterior cladding.ao
"Almost all of the material for an early barn could come right off the farm....There were few
farms that did not have stands of timber, even of first growth fir. "ar After trees were cut,
they may have been cured for a year or two prior to hewing.a2 The earliest timber frame
barns incorporated hewn timbers for the larger structural members such as sills, posts, .tie
beams, plates, and purlin plates (Figure 14, top right). Locally, timbers used in early barns
were generally of fir, irregular in size with little standardization from barn to barn except that
timber dimensions ranged between 8" to 15" for posts and beams. Special members, such as
a swing beam, could have larger dimensions. Smaller members, like the braces, were often

Dole, p. 89.
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Calkins and Perkins, pp. 50-51.

o Haskin, Leslie, L., "lnterview with John Wigle," W.P.A. Oral History Project, n.d.
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Dole, p. 92.

{2Endersby,Elric,AlexanderGreenwoodandDavidLarkin,@,(Boston:HoughtonMifflin
Company), 1992, p. ll.
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sawn. "Smaller logs of lesser length and diameter were unsuited for hewing. Some builders
chose to leave these lighter-weight pieces in their natural rounded state. However, their
portable size also allowed for wagon transport to a nearby sawmill, where they could be
processed by water-powered vertiõal saws into uniformly dimensioned support beams. "a3
While hewn timbers were incorporated in many pioneer barns, sawn timbers were sometimes
used after the establishment of local sawmills in the 1850s. Generally, the sawn timbers had
dimensions ranging between 8" and 1.0". Hubka, referring to barns in New England notes that
"...Many barns built after 1840 employed standardized 8 inch by 8 inch straight-sawn major
structural members... "4
The 1850 United States Census for Linn County, Oregon, Schedule 5, Products of Industry,
lists three water-powered sawmills operating at that time. Not enumerated is the Templeton
sawmill near Brownsville established in 1850. Other sawmills in operation during the 1850s
included the Powell sawmill near Knox Butte in operation by 1854, and the John Crooks
sawmill located in the Dever Conner area by 1852. Records from the Powell sawmill verify
the sale of sawn timber for barn construction in the late 1850s and 1860s.4s Anthony M.
Baltimore recalls that:

In the early days all lumber was sawed in this region by the use of the old fashioned
'up and down' sa,ws. The carriage holding the logs was frequently pushed by hand and
the sash saws went 'rip, rip'. Those old saws worked very slowly compared to modern
saws, and after the lumber had been sawed out, it all had to be dressed and planed by
hand. It was from such a mill, situated on'Mill creek', north of grandfather's claim,
that he obtained the lumber for his house. [His grandfather, Philip Baltimore, arrived in
1853.1 I cannot tell who owned that mill, but I do know that there was one mill owned
by Anderson Cox and another mill owned by John Powell, the Christian Church
preacher.aó

The earliest Linn County sawmill may have been the Anderson Cox sawmill. Mrs. Charlotta
(Montieth) Pipe recalled that, "In the fall of 1849 Anderson Cox began the construction of a
sawmill on a small stream which is now spanned by a county bridge on the road between
Albany and Jefferson. This was the first sawmill built in Linn County."a? In the eastern
portion of the county, "Lowell Ames built the first sawmill in Sweet Home in 1856. It was an

a3Calkins,CharlesandManinPerkins,.,TheThree.BayThreshingBarn'''@!,Ed.AllenG.NobleandHubertG.H.
Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 4?.
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up and down mill with a capacity of 1000 board feet per day. This was a water-powered mill
túat could be operated by one man. It was located at the mouth of Ames Creek. A barn, built
from lumber produced by this mill was still standing in the 1950s on the John Galbraith ranch
east of townJ'as Even if sawn timbers were used, often the longer timbers, such as those
used for the sills and tie beams, were hewn so it is not unusual to see both sawn and hewn
timbers used contemporaneously. Sawn planks in early barns are sometimes stub-shot where
the end of the sawn plank has been split from the log (Figne 22).

Locally, glazed windows were generally not used in early barns. Instead, "Hundreds of
nurro* gaps between boards provide dim interior light, as well as ventilation. "4e Early barns
were usually unpainted.

Flooring consisted of wood planks. The widths of these planks were often irregular predating
the availability of standardized lumber. It has been noted that the flooring under the central
bay usually received special reinforcement, so that it would not collapse under the heavier
weights drawn into the threshing aisle.so There was also a concern for the loss of grain that
could occur if there were spaces between the planks. Tightly laid plank surfaces on the
threshing floor prevented the passage of any threshed grain between the boards. Most barn
builders laid single-layer floors with two-inch-thick planks that could withstand the constant
pounding. Other farmers constructed special threshing surfaces of two board layers running
joints overlapped.sr Another joinery technique
þerpendicular to one another or with their
used a tongue-and-grove connection between boards. "Builders often cut grooves into both
sides of every board and then inserted a narrow tongue. This produced a threshing floor of
well-fitted joints which, when individually spiked into the joists, created a pennanently tight
floor system. "s2

Nail use was limited in early barns. When nails were used to attach the siding, they were
commonly machine cut (square). Handwrought nails and spikes were also observed in early
Linn County barns but often in non-structural situations. Roller doors were in use in the
eastern United States as early as 1855.53 Doors observed on extant barns of this period in
Linn County, however, were hinged with the wagon doors double-leaf. A standard post was
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often located in the center between the leaves (Figure 23). Mortises in the sill and the door
girt held the post in place. Metal fasteners such as pintles, strap hinges, and latches were hand
iorged (Figuie 24). Wood dowel harness holders were often drilled into posts and side girts in
the horse stable and often can identify areas used for this purpose when other evidence such as
stalls have been removed (Figure 24).

In the 1860s, hewn timbers and sawn timbers continued to be used for barn construction but
rhe increasing availability of standardized lumber provided siding and flooring of regular
dimensions. This lumber was available in more locations of the county as the number of
sawmills increased. Tables 2 and 3 list the sawmills enumerated in the 1860 and 1870 U.S.
Censuses of Linn County.
Stalts

and Other Means of Stabling Livestock

The following information is taken from a reprint of an 1860 issue of Rural 'Affairs. Since
stalls and stanchions have frequently been removed from early barns, an idea of space
requirements is valuable when trying to determine function when analyzing spatial
organization.
Stalls for horses can be made;

...by setting a stout vertical post from floor to joist overhead, from which a stout
scanrling proceeds in an inclined position to the head of the stall to hold the partition
plank. The underside of this scantling is grooved to recieve the ends of the
plank....The partition should be about seven feet high at the head, and average about
four feet at the rear; they are usually made about seven feet long, but six feet in length
is preferred by some....The stalls should be at least five feet wide -- The whole width
of the stable no less than twelve feet, and the height at least nine feet...sa

Cow stalls;

...vary in construction according to the method adopted for fastening cattle....When
every animal is separated from the others, each in its stall....the stalls...need not be
more than three and a half feet wide....The entire length should be about 14 feet - at
least two feet for the manger, seven feet for the cow (very large will need 8 ft.) one
foot for the manure gutter, and about 3 feet for clearing away manure, passing for
milking, &c....Another mode of securing cows, frequently adopted...is the sliding
halter....An iron ring or chain loop, sliding easily, encloses the stake, and a smooth
chain, attached to this, passes around the neck of the animal, and is fastened by a

r Thomas, J.J. Rural Affairs.
1859-l 8ó0.)
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broad-tongued hook....A third mode of securing the animal is by stanchions....Each one
consists of two upright stakes or strips of plank, placed just far enough apart for the
neck to move up and down freely, but not allowing the escape of the head. One of the
strips is movable at the top so as to slide open wide enough to admit the head of the
animal, when it is returned to its place and secured by a pin--its upper end sliding
between two bars of wood.ss

Table 2. List of Lumber Mills operating in Linn County in 1860 from the 1860 U.S. Census.
(All are water powered mills except the mill owned by William Smith which was steam
powered.)

lVilliam Smith
J.Driggs and Co.
Iæwis Cox
John A. Powell
læwis Cox (second entry)
J.B. Irvine

3.

List of Sawmills operating in Linn County in 1870 from the 1870
U.S. Census. (All are water powered mills except the mills owned by Benjamin Cutler,
Parker & Co., George Ecker, and Roberts Sawmill, which were steam powered.)
Wiley & Co.
BROWNSVILLE PRECINCT
Table

John Sloan
Har_ Smith
Outman Sawmill

Burkhart & læander
I-ewis Cox

David Allingham
Conaway & Bro.
McDowell & Co.
Benjamin Cutler
Wm. McAlister

LEBANON PRECINCT
James tJV. Gibson

PEORIA
George Ecker

ALBANY PRECINCT
Donahou & Cooper
Parker & Co.
Roberts Sawmill

'5 Thomas, pp.286-287.
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EVALUATION
"Most barns have been conståntly added to, altered, rebuilt, and remodeled throughout
their history. They are the products of many individuals, generations, ideas, and social
and economic changes. The sense of evolution communicated through vernacular
environments is what makes them meaningful. Their significance is often local, highly
personalized, and, in many cases, subconscious."l
Property

Ijpe: BARNS OF THE PIONEER ERA

Property Ijpe Significancu Barns dating to the mid-l9th century in Linn County are a very
significant property type. Traditions embodied in the conception of early Linn County barns
demonstrate a cultural continuity from Europe, to the English colonies in America, and, at the
dawn of the age of mechanized agricultural production, to Oregon's Willamette Valley. The
diverse barn building traditions of a nation adapting to the frontier conditions at the end of the
fabled Oregon Trail are embodied by these barns. Constructed during the only period in Linn
County history when agriculture was a subsistence activity, these barns illustrate several major
themes in Linn County history with areas of significance including settlement, agriculture, and
architecture.

with Euroamerican settlement of the region may be significant under Criterion
A of the National Register.2 These barns may also meet Criterion A for their association with
the early agricultural development of the region.
Barns associated

Criterion B of the National Register may be met by barns that are associated with the lives of
persons significant in Linn County history particularly if the individual's contributions were
significant within the context of agriculnrre.3
Criterion C of the National Register may be met by barns which either exemplify the pattern
of features common to barns of this period (See Table 4), or illustrate individuality or
variation.a rWhile standard in concept, these early barns can be highly individual in construction

I Dandekar, Hemalaa
C. and Eric Allen MacDonald, "Preserving the Midwestern Bam", Barns of the Midwest, &ts. Allen G. Noble and
Hubert G.H. Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, pp.265.

2

Criterion A of the National Register states that propenies can be eligible for the National Register
have made a significant contribution to the broad pa$erns of our history.

if they are associated wirh events that

! Criterion B states tl¡at propenies may be eligible for the National Register if they
are associated with the lives of persons signifrcant in our
past.

Criterion C states that propenies may be eligible for the National Register if ttrey embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period,
possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction.

'

or me¡hod of construction, or úat represent ü¡e work of a master, or that
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or evolutionary characteristics'
detail.s Barns may also be significant for illustrating transitional
during the latter part
For instance, the threshing ñoot *uy be eliminated in barns constructed
or, the framing may be
of this period because *.ðhunir.l threshers were available at that time,
in the early 1860s. Barns may be
designed to accommodate the hayfork which was developed
type' For
.figi¡f. under Criterion C for illustrating the adaptations typical to that property
part of the 19th century by raising the
instance, many pioneer barns were modified in the latter
have a full second level for hay
height of the úu¡n ,o that it could accommodate a hay fork and
by a builder recognized
srorage. A barn may also be eligible under Criterion c if it was built
if it rises above the
is
eligible
for his consummarc ititt. "The work of an unidentified craftsman
context. "6
level of workmanship of the other properties encompassed by the historic
and. Condítíon: The 1996 survey identified 27 barns estimated
they had been
be date from this p.tiõ¿. Ëour of the 27 were not recorded; three because
had
altered, und on because permission was not granted. In the latter case, the barn

propefi llpe euantity, euatity
to

extensively
the 23 recorded barns, the
been largeiy gutted and was in very poor physical condition. Two of
Brown Barn and the- Matthew C. Chambers Barn, are listed on the National
Hugh
n firt r oi Historic Places. One of the 23 recorded barns, the Settle Barn (ca. 1850), was
of the recorded barns
desîroyed by fire shortly after it was recorded by the survey team. Seven
severe stonn.
are in such poor physical condition that collapse may occur during the next
and form remains.
Several barns haue U.en gutted so that little except perhaps their framing
some of
Only a very small number-of pioneer barns survivè in reasonable condition; therefore,
Because of their
the subtypés within this group are represented by only one or two examples.
of latter
rarity .ná in¿iui¿uality, itre inægrity threshold is less for pioneer barns than for barns
period'
perióOs. Table 1 provides a list of the barns recorded from this

rgp.i

the area
Regßtratíon Requirems¿fs: Barns are National Register eligible under Criterion A, in
in an area,
of iettlement, if they are associated with the first individuals to establish land claims
rural
and, in order to ,onnry this association, the exterior design of the barn, the location, and
,.tting should be unimþaired. The most distinctive exterior design characteristic is the form of
are not
the barn with its low profile and one story height. Since original cladding materials
width, unless
often found on early b;ns, replacement siding of vertical boards of an appropriate
into one
there is evidence of horizontal siding, is acceptable. Large non-historic openings cut
the
upgn
A
depending
or more exterior walls may make ã barn ineligible under Criterion
not
location of the openings .nd ho* they impact the character of the barn. Metal roofs, while
primarily
because
endorsed, have becomi almost a universal feature of the Linn County barn,
of the expense of shingle or shake roofs. While metal is an acceptable material for the roof,
the
metal chãding would not Ue desirable on a barn seeking nomination under Criterion A in
area of settlement since feeling and association would be greatly diminished by this material.
judged on an
Given the rarity of this property type, however, metal siding should probably be

5

Oregon, 1978'
Klein, paul Derrall, National Register Nomination Form for the Hugh Leeper Brown Bam, Linn County,

óNationalRegisterBullerin 15,HowtoApplytheNationalRegisterCriteriaforEvaluation,U'S.Deparunentofthelnterior'NadonalPark
Service,

p.20.
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and application.
individual basis since its impact on a barn will vary with siding type, color

of agriculture, if
Barns are eligible for the National Register under criterion A, in the area
practices in the Willamette
characteristici ur. present which link the barn to early agricultural
valley. In addition to the exterior integrity threshold ¡equired for barns eligible under criterion
A, in the area of settlement, so*. urpócts of the original interior spatial organization should be
retained which link the barn to early agricultural practices.
important achievements especially if the area of
National Register
significance- for those achievemeff; is agriculture. Barns are eligible for the
uñd.r Criterion B if they are associated with the lives of persons significant in Linn County
history, and maintain thê characteristics by which that association is conveyed' The most
important aspects of integrity for barns eligible under Criterion B are exterior design, sufficiently
setting. A
unältered so that it would be recognizedby the associated individual, location, and
preliminary list of individuals that may have made significant contributions in the area of
agriculture are listed in Appendix C.

A barn may be illustrative of a person's

Barns are eligible under Criterion C of the National Register if they exhibit the pattern of
features .o*on for barns built during this period. (Table 4 summarizes these characteristics
for barns dating to each of the four periods.) Design, materials and workmanship are more
important than location and setting so moved barns, and barns located in an area where the rural
setiing has been compromised, may still be eligible. Since one of the most important design
urprJr of this period is the method of construction, a barn may be significant for distinctive
timber framingìegardless of the integrity of other features. In this case, integrity of materials
and workmunihip-.tr paramount. Because individuality and variation are hallmarks of the
pioneer barn, an¿ beðuuse this resource type is rare, remaining examples should all be
õonsidered as potential National Register properties under Criterion C with issues of integrity
judged on an case by case basis.
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Table 4. DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF LINN COUNTY BARNS1850-1945*
*The following attributes describe the pattern of features common to barns constructed in each time period and
is not intended to take into account all of the variability which occurs.

Characteristics

1850-1870

r870-r900

1900-1920

1920-t945

Frame Type

¡imber frame

timber frame

timber frame

plank frame

plank frame

balloon frame

balloon frame

platform frame

platform frame
Joinery

mortise and tenon
/wood pins

mon¡se and tenon/

mortise and tenori/

wood pins

wood pins or meal

nailed and spiked
connections

spikes
lapped and let in
joints/spiked
nailed and spiked
connections for
frames incorporating

dimensional lumber

Nail type

hand wrought

generally machine cut

machine cut (square)

machine cut and/or
wire drawn
(round)until l9l0

wire drawn after

Timber or h¡mber
dimensions

tinrbers for posts and
beams 8" to 14"

timbers for posts and
beams

8" x 8" most

common

wire drawn

l9l0

timbers for posts and
beams of timber
frame bams 6" to 8"

úmbers

6" or

less

Roof sheathing

waney-edged sheathing

waney-edged sheathing
or skip sheathing

skip or deck sheathing

skip or deck sheathing

Siding

venical boards,

venica¡ boards, regular
dimensions, circular

vertical boards,

horizontal siding

iregular dimensions
often sash sawn but
circular sawn lumber
available by 1860s
spaces between boards

regular dimensions

sawn (8'dimension
common)

horizontal siding

horizontal and venical
shiplap siding

for ventilation
Exterior finish

often none

elements

sometimes cornerboards, frieze boards,
drip caps, water
tables, ornamental trim
pieces, profrled

comerboards

cornerboards

nredium gable

gambrel

gambrel

gothic

moldings

Roof form and
pitch

low gable

medium gable

Table
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(Continued).
l{indows

Flooring

limited use usually
along stable walls

rare

the barn

co¡nmon - windows
regularly fenesrated at
least on one side of the
bam

matched flooring

- windows
regularly fenestrated
at least on one side of

co¡nmon

plank floors, irregular

plank floors, regular

plank floors regular

dimensions

dimensions

dimensions
concrete floors
marched flooring
concrete floors

Hayfork

lntenor

interior or exterior

extenor

presumably some
barns began to
incorporate hay hoods
in their design during

common

common
predominate type:

this period although no
examples were verified
from this period

predominate type:
gable extended with
solid or open brackets
and pointed (ridge
extended)

extended

hay stored
in hay mow on main
level, straw and grain
in dre sheaves stored
in scattered mows

hay often stored on

full second floor

full second floor

second floor located on
either side of wagon

serves as hay mow

serves as hay mow

above drive. threshing

drive)

none

Hay hood

Grain, hay and
straw storâge

one level

-

pointed (ridge

drive (open to roof
above at least a ponion

floor, grain bins, and
lean-tos

Form

low ridge and low

high ridge and high

high ridge and high

high ridge and high

eaves

eaves

eaves

eaves

lean-tos for stock
frequently flank one or
more elevations

lean-tos for stock

lean-to for stock

lean-tos sometimes

incorporated for
equipment storage or
cow loafîng
single level barns for
milking, loafing,
equipment

Plan type

trânsverse plans with 4
or 5 bays predominate.

transverse and

transverse and

transverse and

longiudinal

longitudinal

longitudinal

arrangements with
longitudinal plans of 3
and 4 aisles perhaps
most common

arrangements bodt
contmon

arrângements common
with three aisle plans
dominating dairy barn
design

feeder barns

feed-aisle plans (wagon

drive eliminated)
loafing areas within
envelope of the bam
or in lean-to
feeder bams

Dimensio¡u

Length rarely exceeds
60 feet. Width
variable from 24'-30'

for barns without leantos and from 44'-60'
for bams wiú lean-tos
on each side elevation

Length rarely exceeds
is from
36'-42' for 3 aisle

ó0'. \ilidth

barns and 48'-54' for
4 aisle barns

Length generally
60' after

exceeds
1910

Lengú generally
exceeds 60'.

Table
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(Continued).
Hardware

hand-forged

hand-forged and
manufactured

manufactured

manufactured

Doors

hinged

hinged or roller

roller doors
predominate

roller doors
predominate

Common rafter

Shawver Truss

Shawver Truss

Braced rafter

Braced rafter

Iowa Truss

Roof Framing

Common rafter

Conrmon rafter

laminated Cothic
rafters

Functional
requirements

increased hay storage
and means to lift the
hay (bent design needs
to accommodate

hay mow

sraw mow
areas

for storage of

hayfork)

unthreshed sheaves

grain bins for limited
quantities of grain

increased grain storage
and less need for
threshing floor because
of ttre availability of
mechanized threshing

sBlls and pens for
limited number of
livestock

space to house a
greater number of
horses and cows

threshing floor

a

space to house horses
and an increasing
number of cows
increased hay storage

to feed the growing
numbers of livestock
(full second floor not

space to house

increasing number of
cows as dairying
becomes more
inrponant in the cottnty

milk rooms

drive for the operation
of an interior hayfork

white washed or
plastered walls in
milking areas

and roof forms which
provided more space)

separate

interrupted above the

milking

parlors and loafrng

silos inside of barns
or adjacent to bams to
provide silage for
cows

sheds

feed and manure
carriers

concrete floors for

horse stalls decreasing

milking areas with

as gasoline powered

concrete gu$ers

equipment is adopted
(equipnrent storage

feed and manure
carriers

needed)

white washed walls

increased hay storage
to feed the cows (full
second floor not
internrpted above the
drive for the operation
of an interior hayfork
and roof forms which
provided more space)

silos inside of barns or
adjacent to bams for
silage

concrete floors for
nrilking areas with
concrete gutters
grass seed bins and
cleaners installed in
some bams

Ventilation

siding boards spaced
to provide ventilation

wooden cupolas or

wooden cupolas

louvers
metal ventilators

metal ven¡ilators
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HISTORIC OVERVIEW

cash crop: wheat Production and Expanded Agricultural Markets'
1871-1899
era as wheat
By 1870, harvesting grain with a cradle had become a technique of a by-gone
replaced the pioneer's 2O-acre
bécame a specialty-.tãp in Linn County and vast.aclgSges
1870s.1
field. The greatest increase in wheat production in Weitern bregon occurred in the
to 1875'2 In
Linn County's wheat production increased 250Vo in the period from 1868
grain than any other region of the
Lg76, it was reported-that Linn County exported more
in wheat production was
same size west of the Rocþ Mountains.3 The substantial increase
the expansion of the
a consequence of the construction of the first railroad in Linn County;
wrought by a series of
wheat trade to foreign markets; and the agricultural transformation
affected by a series.of
were
mechanical innovatiãns. "From the 1860i farming operations
new railroads' "4
inventions arriving in fairly rapid succession and made available by the
threshers' gang
Among these devic., *.r. meõhanical hayforks, portable horse-powered
plowslseeding drills, headers, hayrakes, which stacked-hay in windrows, and hayloaders,
*tri.tt'transpoited hay from the windrow to the wagon's

county.6 There
The decade from 1g70 to 1g80 was one of marked development in Linn
The number of farms in
was a population increase of 4,000 and grain production doubled.?
Linn ioúnty increased throughout this pèriod: By 1880, there were t,528 farms' This
agricultural
augmenratión probably refleãts the inciease of land cleared or drained for
pioneers reached
prãOuction; ttre ¿ivisioï of donation land claims as the offspring of the
period.
In the
this
of
end
man¡rity; and the diversification of agriculture toward the
farm244 acres
subseqúent decade, the number of farms increased by 183, with the average
the
1890-1900,
from
in ri"Ë.t Although the number of farms grew by 706 in the decade
rHalbakken,

ofOregon), 1948, PP. t17-1t8.
! Boag, peter Guy, The calapooian

of oregon'
Matrix: LandscaDe and Experience on a westem Fronder, Doctoral Dissertadon, university

Eugene, Oregon, 1988, P. 249.

r Haskin, Leslie L., Agriculture File, Historical Records survey, work Projecs Administration'
,,Farmhouses and Bams of the rilillamene valley," in space, swle, and structure: Buitdinq in Northwest America'
Virginia Guest Feniday' (Portland, Oregon: Oregon Historical Society)' 1974' p' 2ll '
and
Vaughan
Thomas

. Dole, philip,

Bl'

r Hurt, R. Douglas. American Farm Tools. (Manhatt¿n, Kansas: Sunflower University Press)' 1982'
ó

Writer's Program, Reprinted by
Olsen, Charles Olaf, Historv of Linn Counw. Oreeon, Work Projects Administration

p.ó5.
1

lbid.

t Olsen, p. 65.
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has noted that the last decade of the
average farm size decreased to 203 acres. one author
County made slow progress'e This is
century was one during which the farmers of Linn
partialiy attributed to the Panic of 1893'

line through Linn

In 1871, the oregon and california Railroad completed a north-south Pacific in 1887' a
Southern
County. Along this line, which was extended to balifornia by
as grain shipping points and
number of towns and trading centers, which also functioned
present day Linn County
regional trading ..nt rr, deieloped. Included were the
Grain elevators were constructed
communities of Millersburg, Tangent, shedd and Halsey.
warehouse in shedd, were financed
along the railroad tiacks; õrn., tite the Farmer's union
which had grown up adjacent to the
cooperatively by area farmers. The town of Boston,
town of Shedd' Grain warehouses
Boston Mill, literally moved to the newly platted railroad

riverboat transport continued in the
were still located in the river communities, however, and
its line
trtto purt of the 19th century. In 1880, the Oregonian Railway Co' completed
on this line included
through Linn county to the äast of the o. and c. line. communities
built a line
Railroad
shelburn, west sció, and Brownsville. In 1gg0 the Albany-Iæbanon
was erected along
from the o. and c. line in Albany to L.ebanon. A large grain warehouse
the tracks in I-ebanon'
Markets included
By 1884, Linn County wheat production surpassed 1 million bushels.ro
Japan and Europe'rr
England, British Columbia und Chinu and, at the turn of the century,
station or steamboat
For farmers, markets became as close as the distance to the railroad
of any county in
landing. one source noted that the county had the best shipping facilities
,,Linn County farmers have a bóat landing or railroad shipping station from 1 to 5
the state:
Beach and Montieth,
miles from home.,,r2 áy 1870, there were two flour mills in Albany:
mill. other gristmills
a steam operated miil, ãnd the Magnolia Mills, a water-powered
Turner Mill in scio, and in
included a lrbanon mill operated by James w. Gibson, the H.L.
and Co. and R.C. Finley'
rhe Brownsville precinct, ilour milli were operated by McHargue
Shedd
In 1880 there were 4 flour mills in Albany, 1 in Scio, 2 in Brownsville, 1 in the
(The Elkin's Mill)'
Precinct (at Boston), 1 in Harrisburg, and 1 in l.ebanon
livestock'
In addition to wheat, many farmers were also involved in raising other crops or
,,oats and potatoes were sLcondary staples, while-"Buckwheat, Indian corn, rye, barley,
crops on a small
peas, and beans were less important. individual farmers tried experimental

e

Olsen, p. 66.

64.
'o Halbakken,
rr Halbakken,
P.

'2

Anon 1895, p. 8.
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peanuts, and alfalfa'"I3 An 1895
scale, SuCh as hops, flax, sweetpotatoes' sOrghum,
22 bushels per acre with
promotional brochure for Linn County repoft;d: "'Wheat averages
Barley, Corn, Rye' 1nd Flax yield
some fields yielding 40 to 50 bushels per acre. Oats,
heavily. potatoes yield exceedingly well on bottom lands if well-cultivated...'ta

production also
With the increasing value of wheat, the amount of land in agricultural
in the vicinity of
increased. James worth Morgan recalled when the whole neighborhood
area, the land first had
what was later Halsey ';*u, uïh.ut field".rs In order to farm this
plains of the Willamette,
to be drained. Commenting on the drainage techniques on the flat
an t877 correspondent for The willamette Farmer, wrote:

,,...thecountryisflat,butthefarmershaveaneasy-goingwayof
just by
ditching...Théy plow a few furrows in the center of the sloughs, and
in this
waiting [,] the *int t rains do the balance. I saw a few drains made
used
were
which
way that were seven or eight feet wide and three feet deep,
angles, and
as main drains into which were run one or two furrows at right
this slow draining enhanced the value of the land very much."16
In his reminiscences, John Creath Bramwell noted that:
"The large watercourse, now called spoon River, a mile or so east of Halsey,
tüas a big slough.
did not even exist when I was a boy. All of that region
his plow.
Spoon River began merely as a farmer's drainage furrow made with
I can remembeiwhen that furrow began to wash out to make the present big
channel.

"17

had the top yield of wheat in its history with I,252,620 bushels
produced. By this time, howevei,-the results of monocropping were in evidence as yields
1890 and 1900.
declined, and there was a period of economic malaise between the years of
1895
An
It was during rhis period tñat the seeds of diversified farming were sown.
to
promotional brochure stated that "Owing to the large yields of wheat that has been raised
for
farms
large
the exclusion of other crops, this has made it impossible to break up the
change and now prunes,
reasonable prices. [,ow prices of wheat for some years has caused a

In 189?, Linn county

lilestem rüashinqton, Doctoral Dissertation, University of
Michael Leon, The Beqinning of Aqriculture in Westem Oregon and
Washington, Seattle, Washington, 1970' pp. 158-59.
13 Olsen,

ra

Anon, p. 6.

15

Haskin, Leslie,

ró

Boag

rr Haskin, Leslie,

L.,

"Interview with James Worth Morgan,' W.P.A. Oral History Project, Linn County, Oregon, n'd'

L.,

,,Interview wirh John Creath Bramwell,' W.P.A. Oral History Project, Linn County, Oregon,
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tgtl

largely than ever before and a large
apples, pears, and small fruits are being produced
further noted that Linn County was
acreage of hops n.r ü.rn planted.'ts .TG brochure
acreage in cultivation than any other
especially adapted to diveisified farming with more
.ounty in me Willamette ValleY.re
an economic foothold' The 1895
During the late 19th century, dairying was also establishing
coming into
dairyin-g
Linn County promotional brochure stated that stock growing and
-"Are
a
valuable
be
will
piomin n , útrty and with the Silo and Green Soiling a small Dairy
hills of the eastern central part
adjunct of even the small valley farm; but it is in the rolling
to the cheap, good land and
that stock raising and Dairying will reach perfection owing
co. began operating in 1896
abundance of pure nã*ing"*aier. "20 The scio creamery
;ki;t ,.urnry-fiu" to ori, hundred pounds of butter daily with nearly a ton of milk brought
to the-creamery daily from the Jordan Valley aÍea'21

during this period "Father kept
Harvey pugh, who lived near shedd, oregon, recalled that
a start of Jerseys which later
more than the usual number of cows in hii locality, obtaining
for many ye{s' Dairies those
became the predominate breed of dairy cow in Linn County
now. "22 In 1890, Dr' S'M'
days were quite small compared with iuch establishments
of milk. This test resulted in
Babcock invented a method of determining the butterfat content
prior to the development of the
dairy herd improvement on farms throughãut the county since
of dairy co\rys'23 At about
Babcock test, little was known regardin! the comparative value
was the hand or farm
the same time, another important Oevetõpment foi the dairy farmer
from the cream on the farm'
separator which allowed the farmer to sJparate the skim milk
Instead of
The hand separator revolutionized the creamery or buttermaking industry.
creamery every
hauling the wagonload of milk in ten gallon railroad cans to the
daily, separate it
morning, the dairy farmer may now diaw milk from the cows twice
and sweet, to the
as fast as it is miíked, and feed the skim milk, still warn, fresh

It

Anon, p. 2.

te lbid, p.7.
20

lbid, p.6.

2r

(Gates, Oregon: Susan Gauderman, Gates Graphics), 1989'
Bates, Carot, Scio in the Forks of the Sanriam,

Robens and Prtgh, Francis Asbury and Ruth Jessup Pugh Pioneers
Co.), 1959, p.92.
22

of

1846

p' 207'

in the Oregon Country, (Portland, orcgon: J'V' Hollingswonh

a pirtle, T.R., Historv of the Dain Industrv, (Chicago: Mojonnier Bros. Company), 1926, p' 79. (Reprinted 1973, Scholarly Resources'
Inc.)
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healthy, flourishing' young calves and pigs'24

wlen the state legislature passed an act
I-egal supervision of the dairy industry began in 1885
milk. The act also declared it unlawful
which prohibited the sale of unclean or uriwholesome
office of oregon state Dairy
to keep cows in crowded or unhealthy conditions. The
southern Pacific Railroad began
commissioner was also established by this act.25 In 1898,
,dairy campaign' io prorno,. the Willamette Valley as a dairying region' The success of
a
Agricultural College' was manifest
this campaign, which èrrtirt ¿ the cooperation of Oregon
in the following

decade.2ó

of scientific investigation was
During this period, agricultural improvement as an outcome
advanóed by the passage of the Hatch Act'
1887, promoted
The Hatch Act, signed by President Cleveland on March 3,
and applications
principles
,'scienrific investifation ãnd experimentation respecting the
and territory, to
of agricultural science" thougliannual grants of $15,000 to each state
colleges'
Grant
Land
of
establish agriculturat experiment stations under the direction
nation, the Hatch Act
Seen as u,.yly a; advanðe agriculture in a rapidly industrializing
institutions to solve farm
created a structure of federated yet independent research
knowledge
problems particular to their states while building a core of basic scientific

ielated to agriculture.2?
,,On Febru ary 25,1889, Governor Sylvester Pennoyer signed legislation establishing an
under provisions of
Agricultural Experiment Station at OAC [Oregon Agricultural College]
Á.i.'år ;'By 1g90, Station publications were covering a wide range of subjects,
hogs, controlling weeds'
most of them center.ã on helping farmers solve problems of raising
and constructing useful
irrigating pastureland, improuing- soils, selecting the right varieties,
oregon
order to disseminare this information, Farmers' Institutes held in

Ëä;r.h

;;iíñ;; rtt i;
2a

Pirtle, p. 83.

in oregon," (corvallis, oregon: oregon state college)'
sitton, G.R., 'Evolution of public Regulation of rhe Market Milk Industry
p. 4.
1941,
3,
Agricultural Experiment Sration, Circular of information No. 252, December
2r

part in the Dairy Industry," Report of ttre 1909 Dairy Convention, on f¡le oregon Sate University
Malboeuf, C.A., "The Railroad,s
Archives, pp. 3940.
2ó

2?

years of Proqress: T'Ì¡e qregon-Aqricultural Experiment station oreson S¡ate Universiw
Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station, 100

1888.1988,(Corvallis,oregon.oregonAgriculn.otn*p.ffiuln¡ralSciences,oregonStateUniversiry'1990'p.
5.

ll.

2t

lbid, p.

2e

lbid, p. 12.
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Institutes were held in
and around the united States were held. In 1893, nine Farmers'
in
ói.gãn.i Agricultural education was also promoted by the Grange movement founded
County the first granges
1g67 as the National Grange of Patrons of Husbandry.3t In Linn
an area equivalent
were organized in the earli 1870s with a single grange generally serving
to a townshiP.

n lbid, p.20.
,r Bunerfield, Kenyon L., Chaprers in Rural Proqress, (Chicago, Illinois: The Univcrsity of Chicago Press),
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Threshing Machines
by turning horses over
"Threshing by hand flail had been short-lived, threshing
generally by 1870. In the 1860s and 1870s
the sheaves in t¡e barn disappeared
-ttãtte
power to a sweep took to the fields' Often the
portable threshers applying
were in
harvest was sold on itt rpot. By the 1880s, steam-powered threshers
to
proportion
in
general use. With these õhanges, grain storage on the farm
the barn with a threshing
iroductive acreage was no loñger ãbsolutely_n99:.ssary;
barn
floor and the wtieat loft vanishãd from new building in the 1870's, too. The
had become more specialized,less generalized, in its function'"r
1880, the total time

has been noted that "In the 50 year period between 1830 and
and forty minutes to ten
necessary to produce one bushel of wheat fell from three hours
the consequence of the adoption of mechanized farm equipment. In
minutesJ,2 Thi,
1860s'
oregon, threshing machines began replacing hand flailing and threshiF in the
Uot¡ wtrictr üsed horses, to power the threshing machine: the

It

*.,

There were two devices,
the motion of
',sweep power', and the "tread power.3 "The "sweep power"...transferred
circling horses to gears and shafts leading to the threshing cylinder, and the "treadmill,"
',treadlower," or1'railway power,"...utilized a simple belt system to transmit the energy
expended by one or two ttoit.t made to walk an endless incline... "a

of Linn County farms featured in Edgar Williams Illustrated
to
Historical Atlai Map of Marion and Linn Counties (1878), the horse-sweep appears
threshing
illustrate
which
have been *o., .oñã* Of the six Linn County lithographs
power (Figures 25
machines, five are operated by sweep power while only one is a tread
and 26).s Rikoon notes that:

Based on lithographs

prior
The horse-sweep was the overwhelming choice of threshing machine owners
to the widespreâd adoption of steam engines for threshing in the last decades of
the nineteenth century....The larger units favored by travelling threshermen rode
on their own wheeleã carriages and contained, over the central gear, a small

rDole, philip, ,,Farmhouses and Bams of

rhe

Willamere Valley," ¡¡ Space. Swle' and Structure:.Er+ilding.i4 Nonhwest America'

Society), 1974,
Ed. Thomas Vaughan and Virginia Guest Ferriday, (Portland, Oregon: Oregon Historical
2

p.213'

1982' p' 56'
Hurt, R. Douglas. American Farm Tools. (Manhauan, Kansas: Sunflower University Press),

r Rikoon, J. Sanford, Threshins in the Midwest. lg20-1940, (Bloomington, lndiana: Indiana university Press), 1988' p' 28.
4

lbid.

j williams, Edgar, Historical

twilliams &
Atlas Map Marion and Linn counties gregqn, (san^Francisco, califomia: Edgar

l8?8.(originalr.p'int.andtheFriendsofHistoricAlbanyinl976and1981.)
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stationary platform for the "driver" or "power boss. " With careful use of his whip
and constant verbal encouragement, the driver's task was to keep eight to fourteen
circling horses moving at thè correct steady pace during the threshing.ó
Fred Harrison noted that Robert Harrison, his grandfather, "...and three neighbors, John
Nelson, Frank Troutman, and a Mr. Wright, owned one of the first horse-powered
threshers in the Brownsville area. This was about 1860, and the machines operated for
20 years."7
Harvey Pugh recalled that:

Still another side line of my Father's was his threshing outfit...The standard
practice was to "head the grain and thresh. " By that I mean that the grain was
elevated it
þermitted to stand until fully ripe and then was cut with a header which
high enough that wagons could be driven along side the machine and the grain
would be delivered right into the header box as it was called. The wagon was
driven to the threshing machine which was stationary and the grain was pitched
into the thresher which was powered by horse power or "power as it was
generally called. This power consisted of a complicated system of gears which
increased the speed of the eight or twelve head of horses which energized it until
it drove the threshing machine for proper speed for threshing. The horses were
hitched to sweeps which might be likened to a gigantic wheel lying on its side,
and was turned by the horses as they walked round and round, the gears
converting this slow motion up to the speed the thresher must run.8

While most farmers threshed with the services of traveling threshermen using sweep
powers, Rikoon notes that farmers with large acreage who desired to own their own
machinery favored tread powers. Farmers could also "barn thresh" in intervals
throughout the winter with the aid of small tread powers placed on the floor between the
grain mow and another area set aside for housing straw.e
By the 1880s, threshing machines began operating with steam power.
The rotary and belt power produced by the sweep and treadmill limited the speed
of threshing work. In the 1870s, however, the pace of grain separation

6

Rikoon, p. 28.

?

Haskin, Leslie

E

Roberts and Pugh, p. 93.

e

Rikoon, p. 39.

L. "Interview with Fred Harrison," W.P.A Oral History Project'
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The
significantly increased as thresherman began using the...steam engine'
the
alplication of steam power to threshing was the first agricultural task in which
in
on.nèrgy that powered the urban industrial revolution became directly visible
farm work.lo
area in about
Robert Harrison operated one of the first steam threshing outfits in the
1gg0.rr This was a Russell machine with an eight-horse portable steam engine.r2
knowledge to
',The professional thresherman became especially crucial -as the cost and
of most
successfully use the latest machinery escalated far beyond the capabilities
farmers. "13

Improved threshing machines powered by steam engines and the growth of a
capable class of itinerant operators supported a movement to drop stacking or
môwing wheat in favor of summer and early fall shock threshing. Ideally each
farmer could reap his grain, allow it to go through a ten-day to two week "sweat"
'in the shock, un¿ ttr.ñ carry the bundles directly from the field to the threshing
machinery.ra

Harvey Pugh recalled that:

"About 1890 the horsepower and the little threshing machines gave way to the
bigger sisters, po*ered with a steam engine; also the grain binder had appeared
and superseded ttre grain header. The steam engine at first had to be moved from
farm to farm with horses as well as the threshing machine. Soon, however, the
engines were built to furnish their own power of moving and thus we had a
"Tiaction Engine". At first the threshing crew boarded with the farmers they
were threshing for. But this had its drawbacks, especially when the binder
replaced the header for cutting the grain. With grain cut with a binder and well
"sirocked" the grain would not be dampened by dew or even a light rain. The
men could start work much earlier and work a much longer day. In order to save
the farmers' wives the inconvenience of feeding a large crew of men (twenty-five
or twenty-six in a threshing crew) and make use of precious daylight the
threshermen began providing themselves with the facilities necessary to board or
feed the men. A large wagon was provided with a long table, cookstove, etc.
ro

Rikoon, p. 58.

rr Haskin.

tl lbid.

'! Rikoon, p. 59.
ta

Rikoon, p. 60.
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whistle
Two women were hired for cooks and a man helper or "roust-about"...The
get
up
to
teamsters
was blown at four-thirty 4.M., which was the signal for the
would call,
and feed and harness their horses. At five o'clock the roust-about
,,come and get it", and the grand rush for the table rwas on. At five-thirty the
and
whistle *.rilo*n and a few moments later the work of the day commenced
was
hour
an
of
stop
continued without intemrptions until noon...At noon the
proceeded until
needed for food and rest for the men and horses. The work then
nightfall. "rs

By 1gg1, most threshing machine manufacturers were making steam traction engines,
steam tractors.ló

the 1880s'
The combine, which combines a harvester and a thresher, began to be used-in
,,Large combines pulled by teams of twenty to forty horses prepared grain for market in
Califãrnia and the Pacific Northwest throughout the latter decades of the nineteenth
At the same time, large-scale wheat production was shifting to the east side

.**O,;tt

of the Cascades.

rr Robens, phyllis pugh and Harvey G. Pugh, et al., Francis Asburv Push and Ruth Jessup Pugh Pioneers

Countrv, (Portland, Oregon: J.V' Hollingsworth Co.)' 1959' pp' 93-94'
ró

Hurt, p. 103.

r?

Rikoon, p. 147.
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IDENTNTCATION
BARNS OF TIIE LATE 19TH CENTURY
PROPERTY TYPE DESCRIPTION
Desígn, Materials and'Worlcrrcnship

Figure 27. The James Alexander Smith Barn, a horse barn built in ca. 1888.
Barn design was affected by a number of factors in the period after 1870, including: a
demand for increased storage space, a corollary of increased agriculnrral production driven
by expanding markets and technological advances in machinery for planting and harvesting;
the development of hay hoisting devices which permitted higher barns; increased numbers of
stall-housed horses, especially draft horses, and dairy cows; and the dissemination of
information on barn design which, in addition to technological and practical considerations,
accentuated style and appearance. One technological advance which impacted the spatial
organization of the barn was the widespread adoption of threshing machines which eliminated
the need for the threshing floor in the barn and at the same time increased the need for grain
storage.
The Mechanical Haylork and íts Effect on Barn Design
Perhaps the most profound change
Linn County Bam Context

in Linn County barns during this period was barn form.
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perhaps the most profound change in Linn County barns during this period was barn form.
high ridge
The lôw profile bãrn vanished from new construction, replaced by a barn with a
hayfork.
unO trigtr raves.r The transfiguration was largely wrought by the mechanical
patent
was issued
Horse-iowered "pitchforks" were available in the early 1860s with the first
for a harpoon hayfork in 1g64.2 "By 1867, three distinct varieties were in use: single forks
with wood handles, grappling forks which grasped their load between two sets of tines, and
harpoons which *"tð thrurt ãown into the top of the hay and then, when opened, exposed
was usually
barbs for holding the hay as it was pulled upward. No matter the type, the fork
"3 A number
attached by rope to . puil.y mounted on a cross piece in the center of the loft.
of fork types are illustrated in Figure 28.

In 1g67, William Louden obtained a patent for his hay carrier which added a steel track and
carrier for the hayfork (Figure 28). He advertised in the Prairie Farmer that it elevated the
hay perpendiculaily to any height, and then conveyed it horizontally to the back of the
foñgã$ mow and .rtutn.d the fork back to the load without a single effort of the pitcher.'
"Tñe superiority of the hay carrier with its wooden track fixed to the roof rafters led to the
quick replacement of the old horse hay-fork....Horse lay-fork brands soon disappeared from
ádvertisðments, replaced by manufacturers' versions of l¡uden's hay carrier, such as
Hinman, Hicks, oi fittpuirick's horizontal carriers. "s The Louden equipment magazine of
1916 noted that WilliarrLouden was popularly known as "The Man Who Made High Barns
possible."6 In the mid-1870s, Rurallffaírs reported that, "Since the introduction of the

horse-fork, three-story barns are not so important as formerly...and barns may be built
higher than before, und *otr room thus secured under the same extent of roof. A height of
not lr55 than 20 feet from basement walls to eaves may be adopted. "7

IVhile some barns in this period may have been designed so that the hay was unloaded on the
rüillamette Valley," in Space, Stvle. and Strucn¡re: Building
' Dole, philip, "Farmhouses and Bams of the
Thomas Vaughan and Virginia Guest Ferriday. (Ponland, Oregon: Oregon Historical Society') L974,

in Northwest America, Ed.

p.2ll.

Inc.), Volume V, The Economic
2
Shannon, Fred A., The Farmer's Last Frontier: Aqriculture 1860-189?, (New York: Farar & Rinehart,
History of úre United Starcs, 1945, p. 133.
and Hubert G.H. Wilhelm'
3
Soike, Lowell J., "Affordable Bams for the Midwest: Beginnings," Barns of the Midwest, Ed. Allen G. Noble
(Aüens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 87.
a

lbid, p.88.

s

lbid.

ó

p.15.
Louden Machinery Company, Louden Bam Equipment, (Fairheld, Iowa: Louden Machinery Company), 1916'

:Thomas,J.J.RuralAffairs.Vol.Vil.(Albany,NewYork:LutherTucker&Son),
1878.)
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of a barn with a
exterior, no extant Linn County examples have been located. A lithograph
exterior unloading
large exterior hay door illustraied in the 1878 Williams atlas suggests
reflects preference for interior unloading or
iFil; ttj.r lt'ir nor known if this deficiency
it is
ì, ,î.pry a bias introduced by the small rutnpÈ of barns from this period. Furthermore,
difficult in many cases to firmly establish dates of construction. Many barns originally
early
ãoign ¿ for inierior hayforks, were subsequently adapted for exterior unloading in the
zgtlicentury. While eiamples elsewhere in oregon can be found which date to the 1890s
a hay hood,
and perhapõ earlier, no barn in Linn County has been found to incorporate
typically associated with exterior hay unloading, before 1900.
Bent Design

with
The hay carrier required that there be no obstructing cross beams in the way to interfere
change
a
also
was
the forí<'s operation. So with the increase in the height of the barn, there
the
in bent confìgurations. "The mechanical fork was suspended from a track secured under
to
necessary
was
ridge and, to allow unimpaired movement of the fork loaded with hay, it
g.úiO of the cross girts òr at least to lower them; raising the ridge - and.the height of the
beams were
6urn - helped to achieve the desired clearance."e Ways in which obstructing tie
upright
eliminated included canting the purlin plate posts or removing the tie beam from
purlin posts (Figure 30). Wnifr the bent configurations of these barns resemble the bents of
burn, from the mid-century, the plates are higher and these barns all have a second level.
posts altogether by
Most barns of this period, however, eliminated the secondary purlin plate
using a post to purlin plate configuration (Figure 31)'
Spatial Organiz.atíon
The increase in the eave height reflects the altered interior arrangement of the barn which
and
bore little resemblance to thð pioneer barns of only a decade or two before. The hayfork
"A
radical
barn.
the need for additional hay stórage led to the proliferation of the two level
ground
change occurred in the inierior, for it became two separate floors: a low ceilinged
flooifor stock...; the haymow on the upper floor reached by ladder or stair, now the
the same time, the threshing floor was no longer
dramatic, high-volumed Larn space.nro
general
needed ur põttubl. horse-poweied threshers, which bagged grain in the field, were in
use in the 1g70s. Some periodicals of the era listed an area for the horse-power as one of
the spatial requirements in the construction of a barn.rr Grain bins, with an increased
.up.ôity, werè often located on the first level with the stock. As in earlier barns, these grain

[[

Williams & Co.)' 1878' p'
Williams, Edgar, Historical Atlas Map Marion and Linn Counties oregon, (San Francisco, Califomia: Edgar
Albany in 1976 and 1981')
Historic
of
Friends
and
rhe
Society
nistorical
Co,tnty
r"rarion
(original
uy
ute
reprlnteu
59.
s

e

Dole, p. 220.

to

lbid.

nThomâs,J.J.,RuralAffairs.Vol. IX,(Albany,NewYork:LutherTucker&Son), l88l'p.63.
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bins often had which could be inserted or removed from the slaned jambs according to the
height of the grain (Figurc 32). Often, however, doors were added over the boards in barns
dating to this period.

Figure 32. Grain bin opening with boards in slatted jambs.

of Linn County barns, most barns in this period incorporated a
rwagon drive from which the hay lvagon could be unloaded to lofts on either side of the
drive. For intþrior unloading, u... tho hay wagon was driven into the barn and unloaded by
mechanical fork there. This required the old t¡pe of high open central wagon drive, but
otherwise it, too, was floored over for a second story devoted entirely to hay storage."r2
BotJr transverse and longitudinal arrangements were recorded for barns of this period; in

Based on the 1996 survey

conüast to the ea¡lier period, however, end-opening plans predominated. Side-opening or
end-opening, the plans generally featr¡red grain bins and stock aligned along a drive, in
varying arrangements, often under a continuous roof line (Fþres 33-37). Barn lengths
recorded were generally from 40 to 60 feet, while widths ranged from 32 to 54 feet (36' to
42' for three aisle barns and 48' to 54' for four aisled barns). The single barn with the 54'
width dimension, the Bond Barn buitt in 1883, is the only barn recorded in the county with a
timber tn¡ssed roof (Figure 38). Principat rafters are located over each bent wittt common
rafters in benpeen resting on a principal purlin mortised into the principal rafters.

Also recorded was a single level barn plan with a two-aisle alrangement beneath the main
roof -- a wagon drive flanked by grain bins. Flanking this main volume are lean-tos for
stock on two, three aird even four sides of the barn. Mow space is located above the grain
bins and above the stables (Figure 39).

¡2

Lirø

Dole, p, 220.
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Exterior Design
this period have higher
Because many barns have an interior plan with two floors, barns of
to this period had
eaves, a higher ridge, and a steeper roof pitch. All barns recorded dating

with the
a gabie rool often íuittt . medium pitch. The roof line is generally not broken'
peiasive form being the single rectangular volume for two level barns. Læan-tos were
sometimes added at a later date.

During this period, a number of journals published advice on barn design and construction.
"Willúm Raiford's architectural company and the orange Judd Company began publishing
farm
more complete plans and specifications for farm houses, barns, out-buildings, and other
structures well before the turn of the twentieth century"r3 A catalogue of rural books
published and for sale by the Orange Judd Company was located in the collections of a Linn
bounty resident indicating that these publications were available in Linn County. The
catalolue stated that "Any Book on this list will be forwarded, postpaid, to any address in
the United States or Tenitories, on receipt of the price."ra
The literature of this period reveals a growing concern for the appearance of the barn. one
author attributes this to the influence of A.J. Downing noting that:

"Many formal and stylistic changes in barn construction were the result of a growing
interest by landscape architects and designers in the rural environment. A.J.
Downing, for example, presented the most influential case for integrating geography
and architecture in a tasiefut manner; for him the appropriate style was expressed in
the Gothic mode. His widely-read book, The Architecture of Country Houses (1850),
and those of several other followers initiated a concern among farmers and rural
builders for aesthetic considerations in new and remodeled barns. As farmers
responded to the growing trend toward specialization and the appeal of scientific
t rñoiqu.r during the blossoming Victorian era, their barns were often rebuilt to the
predominant coniemporary fashion. Simple gable ends became mazes of vergeboard
iopped by finials; great doors were transformed into cathedral arches. Healthful
ventilatiôn, the desideratum of modern farming, was accomplished by capping air
shafts with vents or cupolas..."15
Matched siding, sometimes only on the main facade, glazed windows, boxed eaves became
more common on barns. Frieze boards and corner boards were sometimes employed. In
Linn County, a number of barns dating to this period have the gable siding cantilevered
slightly ovei the wall siding (Figure 40). Halstead, in his 1881 Orange Judd publication,
Barns. Sheds and Outbuildings, illustrates many barns with ventilation cupolas, windows,
lrHarper,GlennA'andSteveGordon,.'TheModernMidwestemBam'lÐ0.Present,.Dê@!,E<l.AllenG.Nobleand
Hubert G.H. Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995' p. 230.
ra

Powell Collection

rr Rawson, Richard, Old Barn Plans, (New York: Bonanza Books)' 1982'
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gable ornaments and cross gables noting that, 'With the increase of wealth, and we may add
ót good sense and enlarged ideas, among the farmers of the country, there is a gradual but
very decided improvement in farm architecture."16 lVooden ventilation "Cupolas, often in
rtryihmic multiples, might have been justified in practical terms but no one doubted their
ability to turn the eye as well, particularly when they were dressed with gingerbread brackets
and a splendid weather vane"rT Only several barns from this period in Linn County retain
their wooden ventilation cupolas although it is clear from discussions with local farmers that
many barns were once crowned with these elements. Other ornamentation was likely
employed on barns of this period as suggested by the gable of the Morgan Barn (Figure 4t).

While some farmers replaced or augmented smaller pioneer barns on existing farms, others
remodeled the pioneer barn by raising the roof line. This could be accomplished by raising
the plate. This alteration was observed on a number of Linn County pioneer barns. Figure
42b, below, illustrates the raised plate in the Officer Barn.

Figure 42b. Raising the roof on a pioneer barn by extending the height of the plate.
Materials and WorknwnshiP

In addition to the design and functional differences which distinguish the pioneer barn from
the barn of the latter 19th century, the barns are also distinguished by a number of
differences in constn¡ction materials. Timber frame constn¡ction with mortise and tenon
joinery, however, continued to be used for barns in Linn County in the latter part of the 19th
century. All barns recorded from this period during the 1996 survey have a timber frame.
Harvey Pugh recalled the coßtn¡ction of his father's barn in the late 19th century:

tó Halsted, Byron D, Barns. Shed and Outbuildines (Reorint of
The Stephen Greene Press), 1977, p. 13.
r?

19V2,

l88l

edition oriqinallv published bv O. Judd Co.), (Bradeboro, Vermonl:

Endersby, Elric, Alexander Grcenwood and David Larkin, Bam: The Art of a lVorkine Buildine, (Boston: Houghton

p.

ll2.
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pins to hold
The way the carpenters cut the mortises and tenons and made the wooden
plum and square is in
the joints togethår and cut the braces that were to hold the barn
done not by trial
was
*y r¡inO stñl a wonderful piece of craftsmanship. This work
the timbers were
and error but by accurate measurements and careful shaping. When
event.
wonderful
put together, they fitted perfectly. "Barn-raising day" was a
father
ñeigtrbors came from miles around, perhaps twenty or twenty-five, for I think
not
afternoon
late
joints
by
fit perfectly and
was=quite popular. All went well, the
place.rs
only was the frame of the barn erected but many of the rafters were in
The use of hewn or sawn timbers is not necessarily an indicator of age. While the vast
frame,
majority barns recorded in the 1996 survey that date to this period had a sawn timber
t¡ere aie examples of hewn timber frame barns dating to the latter part of the 19th century;
for instance, aù of the late 19th century barns recorded in the Jordan Valley of Linn County
his father's barn
had hewn timber frames. Russell Rose, who lives near læbanon, described
built in the early 1870s:

...the barn, why it was mostly of huge timbers that was hewed out, and the roof was
split board, und, consequently, it didn't take much money. Probably they'd spend a
good share of the winter by hewing the timbers, squaring the timbers, and they'd
frame it in the spring; t¡ai is cut it out. Then they'd have a barn raising and all the
neighbors from milei around would come and then they would put this together this
frame, and it wouldn't take more than a day to put that barn up.re
Sawmills were located in many areas of the county at this time. Table 5 provides a list of
the sawmills enumerated in thð Tenth U.S. Census of Linn County (1880). The 8" x 8"
circular sawn timber was co1¡1mon during this period for major framing members. No pole
barns from the 19th century were located during the 1996 survey.
The fieldstone foundation was still typical although one barn recorded, the Rudd Barn near
peoria, employed brick piers. Sawn sills were also commonly employed on barns with sawn
frames. Dimensions reCorded included L2" x 8u, 10u x 10", 8" x 10" and 8" x 8". Circular
sawn joists were recorded for the majority of barns dating to this period. Joist size varied,
howeier, with joists as large as 4" x 7" and as small as 2" x 8". The use of puncheon logs
was recorded for several barns while hewn joists were recorded for one barn. These barns
also had hewn timber frames.

The dimensions of the vertical board siding became more standardized and was often the
product of circular saws. Shiplap siding, sometimes applied vertically, was also utilized. Of
theZT barns recorded from this period, 11 have shiplap siding; on six barns this siding is

phyllis pugh and Harvey G. pugh, et al., Francis Asburv Pueh and Ruù Jessuo Puqh Pioneers of 1846 in the oreson Countrv'
(Portland, Oregon: J.V. Hollingsworth Co'), 1959' p. 94.
rr Robens,

re

Oregon)' l9?8'
"It Used to be...but now...',: An Oral Historv of Lebanon. Oreqon and Surroundinq Areas, (Dalton's Printing: Lebanon,

p. 3.
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applied vertically and on fîve barns

it is applied horizontally.

availability of
The dimensions of flooring, sheathing, and rafters were also affected by the
used with
circular sawn lumber. Thé 2. x 6" common rafter appears to have been frequently
of the century. The use
the 2, x 4" rafter located on several barns which date near the end
of waney-edged sheathing boards for the roof was not exclusive to the pioneer era barn but
19th century.
the use of rtip sheathing for this purpose became cornmon in the latter

Nail use was limited in the framing, with pinned mortise and tenon joints still employed.
(round) nails were
Machine cut Square nails were in general use, although wire drawn
probably availáble beginning in the 1890s locally. Wire nails were manufactured as early as
wire nails
it. tssôr in New york aftei earlier development in Europe.2o "The earliestpocket
book
construction, but rather in the smaller sizes for
were not made for building-American
until
the
1860s
perfected
nail machinery was not really
frames, cigar boxes, etc.
Exposition
and 70s. Machinery for this product was exhibited at the Philadelphia Centennial
of 18?6."2r "Wire nails did not really become the dominant type until the 1890s, and many
power
builders preferred using cut nails well into the twentieth century. The greater holding
of cut nails was certairíy a factor which delayed the quick acceptance of wire nails."22 The
earliest wire nails differfrom modern wire drawn nails by bulbous "heads" which are
generally eccentric with respect to the shank. "23 Nails manufactured of steel wire had been
in use for a number of yeais in America and for a longer period in Europe when it was
observed in lggg that ñ both places they had been very favorably received and were fast
superseding the common cut-nails for many purposes.2a "Wire nails did not really become
thê dominanr rype until the 1890s, and many builders preferred using cut nails well into the
twentieth century. The greater holding power of cut nails was certainly a factor which
delayed the quiik acceptãnce of wire nails. "2s Only three barns, believed to date to the
mid-to-latter 1890s, haã wire drawn nails that appeared to be original. It is interesting to
note that two of the three barns were built by immigrants from Germany where wire drawn
nails had been used at an earlier date.
Although steel-track roller doors were manufactured as early as the 1850s, it was during this
periodìnat ttrey began replacing hinged doors locally. The majority of barns recorded from
ihis period nad at léast one roller door, or evidence of a roller door, which appeared to be
original. To protect the doors from the weather, a horizontal cap a foot or more in width

æ
Nelson, Lee H., Nail Chronology As An Aid to Dating
History, Technical Leaflet 48, Nov. t968, p. 9.

old

Buildings, Historv News,

rt lbid, pp.9-10.
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in William's
was recommended.2ó Roller doors are apparent on several of the lithographs
(Figure
42a).n
1g7g atlas map of Linn County including-the barn of W.M. and D. Shearer
in many of the periodicals of the
day, wlndow use in Linn County barns during the earlier part of this period appears not to
have been coÍtmon. Limited use, sometimes in the gable, is seen in a few barns in
william,s 1g7g atlas. In lieu of glazed windows, hinged shutters or louvers were sometimes
used (Figure 43). In the J.A. Smith horse barn, ventilation and light is provided by sliding
slats.
sashes with vertical wooden slats; light and ventilation depend upon offset or aligned
(Figure
aisles
By the 1890s, windows were used in some barns to illuminate the livestock
34.) Diamond shaped window openings were also observed on a number of barns built

While

glazed windows were recommended and illustrated

around the turn-of-the-century.
Barns could also be fitted with accessories available from mail order catalogues. The 1870
edition of George E. Harney's Stables. Outbuildings. and Fences advertises iron stall guards,
iron mangers, iion hay racks, iron blanket rollers, iron harness hooks and iron window
guards foi stables.2s Ñone of these accoutrements were found in a Linn County barn during
the 1996 survey.

While stanchions were observed in a small number of barns from this period, these
stanchions often dated to the 20th century, probably replacing earlier stanchions or stalls.
The Cyrus Barn (1884), however, has stanchions which probably date to the 19th century;
these stanchions have wood pins rather than nails and incorporate a design similar to
sranchions illustrated in Rural Affairs in the latter part of the 1870s. (Figure 44).
Stalls for dairy cows were recommended during this period because
housing lessened the transmittal of diseases:

it

was believed that stall

Individual stalls are advisable in dairy barns, as a precautionary measure to prevent to
some extent the spreading of contagious diseases among the herd. Stanchions are
responsible in many instances for the spreading of tuberculosis. An infected cow's
breath continuously circulating around her companions' nostrils is a menace, and
absolutely dangerous to the health of the herd. In individual stalls the danger from
this source is not so great, as each cow is more of less separated from her
companions, and with proper ventilation of the building the contamination from each

26

Thomas, J.J., Rural Affairs. Vot.

VI, (Albany, New York: Lu¡her Tucker & Son),
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other's breath is reduced to the minimum'2e

during the 1996
Only several barns with wooden cow stalls were recorded in Linn County
so that the space
removed
,u*.y project. Of course, stalls were rare generally having been
could accommodate other uses.

(1880). Almost all
Tabte 5. Sawmills enumerated in Linn County in the Tenth U.S. Census
saws.
muley
gang
and
saws
of the listed mills had circular saws and a number had
ALBANY PRECINCT
Allen Robinson and Co.
Elias Carter and Co.
Althouse and Pierce

FRANKLIN BUTTE PRECINCT
Calavarus

Mill

(spelling may not be correct)

LEBANON PRECINCT
Clark's Mill
Price and Nickerson
J.G. Reeds Sawmill
BROWNSVILLE PRECINCT
Conn Bros.
rWiley Andrews

David McDowell
E.P. Large
George Miller
John Conway
J.E. Iæmaster
Kendig and Klafkey [Brownsville]

2e "Short Course in Horticuln¡re and Dairying,', (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Agriculnrral Experiment Sation), Søtion Circular No. 2, Nov.

I,

1897, p. 47.
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hchariah T. Bryant's Description of Building a Barn in 1876
,'Zachariah T. Bryant, An Unpublished Autobiography of A Carpenter/Builder and Civil
From:
War Soldier. " Written ãnd Transcribed in 1935. Zachariah Bryant was a native of Indiana and
a civil war veteran who came to Oregon and Linn County in 1876.

In 1876, ZachariahT. Byrant built a barn for Mr. lAlex] Settlemire.
"On the last day of May, in the afternoon, I commenced on the barn. It was 84 feet wide and
100 feet long and 20 feet high, on the eave it was over 51 feet from the bottom of the sills to
the point oflne rafters, took 25,000 3-foot shakes to cover it....In building the barn I had to
¡¡utl ru.ry piece so I would know where it went when I was putting it together....I had one man
to help mé irame it. Mr. Settlemire said all he wanted was the roof on in time to put his hay
in. I had made him out a bill for all the lumber for his barn and he go to the mill and get any
of it that was on the bill. It was being sawed in Albany. I expected to find some mistakes when
we was raising it, but there was but two little ones. One was a tie cut a foot too long, and a
mortise in the wrong place. I had drawn up the plan on rainy days.
August

3rd. Today

we put the bents of the barn together.

It went together all right.

Friday, the 4th. Today we commenced to raise the barn. It was late before we got started. Got
one bent up by noon.
The 5th, about 3 P.M. We had all the bents up and that was all we did.

Today, Friday the 18th, we been covering the barn....
Saturday, the 7th, Mr. Miller and I have been working at the barn doors today. When we get
them done and hung the barn will be finished. "
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EVALUATION
Property Type: BARNS OF THE LATE 19TH CENTURY
propeñy 7)pe Signiftcancet Barns dating to the late lgth.century in Linn County were built at
states. These barns
a time when the county was a major wheat-producing region of the united
from subsistence level agriculture to commercial agriculnrre in the Willamette
reflect the change
-æchnologies,
most notabiy the threshing machine and mechanical hayfork,
Valley. New
transition. With
combined with the compietion of the first rail line in the region to facilitate this
the threshing
machine,
the mechanical hayfork, barns could be higher, and with the threshing
hayfork
floor was eliminated from the barn plan. Bent designs also changed to accommodate the
generally
more
were
barns
with post to purlin plate configurations coÍrmon. Materials for
the timbers were often the product of the local sawmill.
proceised und

"u.n

history;
Barns dating from the late 19th century illustrate several major themes in Linn County
Register
National
the
areas of significance include agriculture and architecture. Criterion A of
National
may be tn.t Uy barns which reflect agriculture during this period.t Criterion B of the
in Linn
persons
significant
Register may be met by barns that ire associated with the lives of
contributions were significant within the context
County history particularly
^C.it.rion if the individual's
C of the National Register may be met by barns which retain enough
of agricultur..,
be
charãcteristics to be considered a representative of the property type.3 A barn may also
"The
eligible under Criterion C if it was built by a builder recognized for his consummate skill.
work of an unidentified craftsman is eligible if it rises above the level of workmanship of the
other properties encompassed by the historic context. "4
barns estimated
euantíty, euo.tity and Conditio¿.'The 1996 survey recorded 27
the survey;
during
to dut.-to-thisleriod. Ñot euery barn from this period was recorded
(ca.
nonetheless, thiJproperty type is rarer than anticipated. One of the barns, the Miller Barn
was
already
Barn,
Hale
1g70), was demoiished shortly after it was recorded. Another barn, the
in a collapsed state when it was recorded. Several other examples were in poor condition, but,
overall, tire condition of barns from this period is better than the condition of barns from the
mid-l9th century. Because of their rarity, the integrity threshold should be less than that for
barns of the 20th century.

property

\pe

associated with events
Criterion A of the National Register states that properties can be eligible for the National Register if they are
history.
that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
r

r Criterion B states that properties may be eligible for the National Register ifthey are associated with the lives of persoru significant
in our past.

¡ Criterion C states thât properties may be eligible for the National Register if they embody the distinctive characteristics of a type'
a
period, or method of co¡utruction, or that represent the work of a master, or thât possess high artistic values, or that represent
distinction.
individual
may
lack
components
whose
signiÍicant and distinguishable entity
. National Register Br¡lletin lS, How to Apply the Narionat Register Criteriafor Evaluatíon, U.S. Department of the Interior, National
Park Service, p. 20.
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Regßtration Requirementst Linn County barns may be National Register eligible under
Criterion A, in the area of agriculnrre, if characteristics are present which link the barn to
this
agricultural practices of this p.iioO. Aspects of integrity.which should be present to convey
distinctive
most
The
setting.
and
association are design, ,rp.ôiully exterior design, location,
exterior characteristir ir tir form of the barn, a singular rectangular volume with a moderatelypitched gable roof of sufficient height for a second level hay mow. Often these barns have been
äoapteolt a larer period by the ã¿¿ition of one or more lean-tos. Since original cladding
of an
materials are not óften found on early barns, replacement siding of vertical boards
appropriate width, unless there is evidence of horizont¿l siding, is acceptable. I-arge non-

tristoric openings cut into one or more exterior walls may make a barn ineligible under Criterion
A depending upon the location of the openings and how they impact the character of the barn.
tvtetal roofs, while not endorsed, have become almost a universal feature of the Linn County
barn, primarily because of the expense of shingle or shake roofs. While metål is an acceptable
material for the roof, metal cladding would not be desirable on a barn seeking nomination under
Criterion A in the area of agriculture since feeling and association would be greatly diminished
by this material. Given the rarity of this property type, however, metal siding should probably
type, color and
Uä juOged on an individual basis since its impact on a barn will vary with siding
should
be retained
.ppti.ã'tion. Ideally, some aspects of the original interior spatial organization
tinting the barn to agricultuial practices of the period. The barn's location and rural setting
should be intact in order to foster the associative qualities of feeling and association.

important achievements especially if the area of
significancsfor those achievements is agriculture. Of special interest would be barns associated
with individuals that made significant contributions in the area of grain production. Barns are
eligible for the National Register under Criterion B if they are associated with the lives of
prironr significant in Linn County history, and maintain the characteristics by which that
ãssociation is conveyed. The most important aspects of integrity for barns eligible under
Criterion B are exterior design, sufficiently unaltered so that it would be recognized by the
associated individual, location, and setting. A preliminary list of individuals that may have made
significant contributions in the area of agriculture are listed in Appendix C.

A barn may be illustrative of a person's

Because this property type appears to be rare, remaining examples are potential National
Register properti¿s under Criterion C if they clearly contain enough characteristics to be
co*ider.ã a representative of this properfy type. Design, materials and workmanship are more
important than iocation and setting so moved barns, and barns located in an area where the rural
setting has been compromised, may still be eligible. To be considered a good representative of
the rype, a barn shouid exhibit the pattern of features common for barns built during this period.
(Tabl¿ 4 summarizes those characteristics.) Since one of the most important design aspects of
this period is the method of construction, a barn may be significant for distinctive timber
framing; in this case, integrity of materials and workmanship are paramount. Barns may also
be eligible for illustrating the variation which occurs in the property type. Barns which illustrate
For instance,
evoluiionary or transitional characteristics may be eligible under Criterion
prototypicai batns, such as the earliest barns to incorporate a hay hood, or have V/ing's joist-

C.

frame, may also be eligible under Criterion C.
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HISTORIC OVERVMW

I)iversifrcation and Experimentation, 190l-1919
In 1905, portland led the nation in the exportation of wheat.r Although much of this

wheat came from eastern Oregon and Washington State, Linn County was second in
production in Oregon in 1900.2 By then, however, yields had decreased because of soil
àepletion from yeárs of raising wheat. "The initial development of agriculture was
dråwing to a clðse by the turn of the century. The success of agricultural pursuits was
upput it as various agriculnrral industries became commercial and farmers began to
siåcialize in the production of commercial crops. There was less emphasis on general
fãrming practiceJ. "3 The isolation of rural communities was moderated and the
exctrangé of information was facilitated during this period by the rural free mail delivery
the telephone, the Good Roads Movement, and the Oregon Electric, an
ryrt
interurban electiic railroad constructed in I9l2 which enabled the farmer to ship farm

*,

products to cities on a daily basis.
agriculnrre began to diversify after the decline of the wheat market, and the period
between 1900 and 19t0 saw an upswing.a Farmland in Linn County was valued at $25of
$50 an acre.s The number of farms in Linn County grew from 2,417 at the beginning
fruit
accommodate
could
farms
this period to 3,041 at the end of this period.6 Smaller
and vegetable production, poultry production, and dairying which became important
..ono*i. pursüim in Linn County. Field crops also were diversified. A 1904
Brownsvilie rù/arehouse advertisement gives market quotations for wheat, oats, hay, mill
feed-bran, chopped wheat, chopped oats, shelled corn, oil mill and cracked corn,
Timothy grass, vetch, rape, Màmmoth red clover, alfalfa, rye seed, and potatoes.? The
M. C. Jenks Family who lived near Tangent during this period reflected this
diversification. A daughter recalled that the family "...produced diversified crops: wheat,

l¡cal

rHalbakken, David, A Hisrorv of \lheat Growi¡ìs in Oreson Durinq ùe Nineteenth Centurv, (Eugene, Oregon), M.A. Thesis'
University of Oregon, 1948, P.72.

p.

2

Halbakken,

3

pp.277-78.
Carey, Charles, History of Oreqon, (Portland, Oregon: The Pioneer Historical Publishing Company), 1922,

146.

Olsen, Charles Olaf, History of Linn County. Oreqon, Work Projects Administration Writer's Program, Reprinted by
Wheeler, 1982, p. 66.
a

VII' p. 394'

5

Thineenth Census of the United States, Reports by States' Vol.

ó

U.S. Agricultural Census, Linn County, Oregon, 1900' 1910' 1920.

?

Linn County Planning Deparunent, Brownsville Precinct Historic Survev and Inventorv Proiect, 1990.
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oats, barleY, hâY, apples, cherries, hogs, cream' milk, and eggs"'8

due in
Dairying became much more important in Linn County-and the state, reportedly
continued
part io íh, ,u...rrful "dairy campaign" begun in 1_898J This campaign was
company:
äuring the early years of the century by Southern.Pacific Railroad. The
worked closely with
reduced rares on the shipment of high-Lred stock into the region;
Farmers' Institutes;
Oregon Agricultural Coilege, bringing farmers to Corvallis to attend
demonstration
established reasonable rates for the transport of milk cans; and operated
College
rrains through the state from which Dr. Withycombe of Oregon Agricultural
lectured to farmers.
the
The formerly simple sysrem of milk production for family use and sale within
long
community beganto sitift to a complicated industry in which milk was shipped
from many herds mixed together and divided among customers.r0
distances, tt.
"This change in the marketing system occasioned by the change from a rural to an urban
of which was
economy biought into existence many new problems, the most important

*itt

milk sanitation."rr

In 1905, Oregon began differentiating milk produced for fluid consumption from milk
produced for butterãnd cheese. This led to the distinction between a Grade A dairy and
ã Grade B dairy. Sanitary requirements for the production and handling of milk for the
fluid trade were much mõre rigid, and persons maintaining cows for the purpose of fluid
consumption in cities of 10,000 or more had to apply annually for a certificate of
inspectiòn. This certificate could be revoked if proper sanitary conditions were not
maintained in the stables, buildings, or grounds where the cows were kept.r2

Dairying led to a greater diversity of products than any.other branch of farming, due to
ttt i.q,iirrment foi forage feed. Clover and vetch, which enrich the soil, were grown
and cròp rotation createð good pasture for sheep and cattle. Creameries were established
in many Linn County communities and in nearby Corvallis and Stayton. In 1901'
(both in
farmeri could sell their cream to the Corvallis Creamery, the Jersey Creamery
Corvallis), the Albany Creamery, the Plainview CreamerY, the Scio Creamery and the

r "On

the Farm,"

$lþgry-Dj4@!!,

Albany, Oregon, Friday, March 26, 1993'

p.34'

on file at oregon state
Malboeuf, c.A., "The Railroad's pan in the Dairy Industry,' Repon of the 1909 Dairy Convention,
Archives.
University
e

,,Evolution of Public Regulation of the Market Milk Industry in Oregon," (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Sate
Sitton, G.R.,
p. 4'
College, Agricultural Experiment Station), Circular of Information No. 252, December 3' l94l'
ro

rr Sinon, p. i.
t2

lbid.
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Brownsville Creamery. There were also a number of skim milk stations, including ones
at Tangent, at Shedd, and at Stayton in nearby Marion County.r3 The Shedd Creamery
Co. was established in 1913.

In 1907, the Linn Condensed Milk Co. was incorporated, and, in 1910, the Scio
Condensed Milk Co. was incorporated.ra The label of the condensery was "Country
Club Milk".rs In 1915, the Scio Tribune reported: "The Scio condensery shipped a car
of milk to San Francisco this week. This is the fîrst shipment to the California
merropolis....Between 9,000 and 10,000 pounds of milk is being received daily at the
condensery. "1ó During the peak days of the company, Scio was referred to as the
"Dairy City of the rùfillamette Valley".r?
During this period farmers could sell their milk to several cheese factories in Linn
County; two of them were located near Scio. The Richardson Gap Cheese Co. was
established in 1918.ts The factory burned to the ground in1922 and was never rebuilt;
while it operated it was producing 600 lbs. of cheese daily'le A number of the
incorporaiors were of Czech descent, including John Shimanek and Joe Bartu. In the
1910;, the Jordan cheese factory was operating on Thomas Creek in the community of
Jordan. In July of 1919, the factory was manufacturing 1000-1100 lbs. of cheese daily.
The produ.t of tht factory was known as "Willamette Cheese".2o

In 1908, The first cow testing association in Linn County was organized at Peoria. The
association was formed to test cows to generate scientific data on milk and cream
production at various times of the year. By December 1908, there were five associations
in Oregon with three in Linn County centered in Peoria, Shedd, and Crabtree.2r This is
of note since a book entitled the History of the Dairy Industry, published in t926, states
r¡ Kent, F.L., "Creameries and Cheese Factories of Westem Oregon," (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station), Bulletin No. ó5, January. l90l'
ra

Anicles of Incorporation, Linn County, Oregon, Vol. 2.

l,Bates,Carol,@.(Gates,oregon:SusanGauderman,GatesGraphics1989)'p.208.
Bates, p. 208.
f6

The Scio Tribune, Scio, Oregon, lune24, 1915, p' 4.

'? Bates,

p. 209.

18

Linn County Oregon, Anicles of lncorporation, Vol. 2.

te

Bates, p. 210.

20

Bates, p. 210.

2' Repon of the 1908 Dairy Convention, pp' 49-50.
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three years
that the first cow-testing association in the united states was organized only
there
earlier, in 1905, in Mictrigan and that the first testing began in 1906' In 1940,
was
were only forty such assoóiations in the United States.22 Apparently, Linn County
stated that
progr.rriu, in-this area. Nonetheless, one speaker at a 1909 dairy convention
rilashington".23
he believed 'nowhere are conditions more bäckward than in oregon and

The 1910s ,were extremely prosperous as war-torn Europe demanded American
agricultural products. rrôm 191+ ø l9!9, overall crop prices more than doubled. As
,õnr.qurn e of this boom, a contemporary publication noted that:

a

Development in farm buildings in the years since 1910 has been rapid and
continuous. Farming communities have become prosperous, and since the
fundamental improvements of clearing, drainage and tillage have been largely
accomplished, more money is available for buildings. I¿nd values have risen,
and the o*n i is now ¡ustitieO in putting more improvements on the farm.za

In 1916, the Federal Farm Loan Act was passed. The Farm t¡an banks created by this
act were authorized to lend sums at a low interest to cooperative farm-loan associations
on the security of farm lands and buildings.
World War I also led to a worldwide shortage of horses. As early as 1915, Scientific
American predicted that an "enormous drain on America's horse supply.'.will hasten the
adoption of tractors hitherto accepted with some hesitation. "25 This shortage even
affected the remote far west. The Scio Tribune reported: "About 14,000 horses have
been sold in the northwest to be taken for war purposes to England and France. About
one-half of the number were bought in western Oregon. "26 In other articles, the Scio
newspaper noteed: "A horse buyer from Kansas City, Mo., was in town Tuesday,
wanting to buy heavy, chunþ horses for the English army"; and, "Quite a number of
horsesl.re biought into town Tuesday, to be sold for transportation to the.French
govemment, many of which are not the quality of horses the bills call for. "2?

22

pirtle, T.R., Historv of rhe Dairv Indusrry, (Chicago: MojonnierBros. Company), 1926, p. 69. (Reprinted 1973, Scholarly

Resources, Inc.)

sKlock,H.L.,"ImprovingrheConditionoftheDairyFarm,"Reportofthelg0gDairyConvention,p.39. OnfileatOregon
State University Archives.
2n

Fosrer,

W.A., and Deane G. Caner,

@þl!![4gq,

(New York: John Wiley and Sons), 1922.

2t Williams, Robert, C., Fodson. Fannall. and Poppin' Johrurv:
(Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press)' 1987' p. 43.
tu

A Historv of the Farm Tractor and lts Impact on America,

p. a.
31rg.-Sgiq!¡jÞg!9,, Scio, Oregon, July 15' 1915,

2'Scio Tribune, Scio, Oregon, April 15, 1915, p. 4, and April 8, 19t5' p' 4, respectively'
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the
The shortage of horses in this country during the wal is_ believed to have accelerated
adoption oi ttr" tractor. In the period prior to world war I, tractor makers experimented
with basic design concepts.2s Ford began mass-producing the Fordson tractor during the
war, and mass-productión combined with a price war between Ford and Harvester
,'lowered the prìce of tractors to the point where a tractor cost 'less than the price of a
good team of horses"'.2e Fordsons were of questionable value, however, because of
iheir inability to be used on row crops, and because they were too large and too
expensive for smaller farms.3o In 1919, one author stated: "Much as the tractor is
nrädrd on a very large percentage of farms, the time will probably never come when
has come to
horses will cease to be needed to do farm work. In other words, the tractor
has
its
supplement animal power, not to displace it."3t He continued: "The tractor
adTäntages over thc horse and vice versa. It is not subject to death, and if it breaks
down, ii can be replaced piecemeal for a time. Yet it does not reproduce itself as does
the horse... "32

While the gasoline-powered tractor was still a few years in the future for most farmers,
threshing and similãr jobs created a market for a large number of steam engines in
agricultùre between tiSS an¿ about t920, with steam power at its peak in 1910.33 A
piotograph of a Barrett Bros. threshing crew, taken n t902, illustrates a steam-powered
itu.toi Oiiving the belt for a threshing machine.3a Small portable combustion engines
made their de-but in the early 20th cennrry.3s In 1914, Blatchford Bros. of Shelburn
advertised the Sterling thresher combined with an I.H.C. gasoline engine. The
advertisement pointed out: "When threshing is over, you can dismount the thresher and
mount a saw in its place. Or, you can belt the 4 or 6-horse power engine to a pump'
corn sheller, grinder, etc.u36
During this period, agricultural education was promoted by several pieces of legislation.

2E

Williams, p. 86.

ze

lbid, p. 55.

30

lbid.

Seymour, E.L.D, (ed.), Farm Knowledqe. Vol.
Company for Sears, Roebuck and Co.), 1919' p. 57.
3r

t2

lbíd, p. 59.

t3

Williams,

p.

III: Farm

Implements and Construction, (New York: Doubleday, Page

10.

3' 'Barrett Bros", Albanv Democrat Herald, Friday' March 26, 1993' p' 36'
35

Williams, pp. 35-36.

36

The Stavton Mail, April 30, 1914.
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By 1902, 2,700 Farmers Institutes around the nation had attracted 800,000 farmers and
their wives. These institutes eventually led to the establishment of the Cooperative
t9t4,
Extension Service. The Oregon Extension Service was established in 1911, and, in
the
the smith-I-ever Act gave *ã¡ot congressional support to extension work throughout
work
United States.3? This act provided for the expansion of agricultural extension
passed in
under the direction of theìtarc agricultural colleges.3s The Smith-Hughes Act,
providing
lgl7, encouraged the teaching of agriculture in high schools.3e In addition to
crop and livesiock information, "The extension service departments of most agricultural
colieges and college departments of rural economics or farm management, agricultural
engiñeering or farm méchanics, and horticulture or landscape architecture also offered
advice on the arrangement of farm building groups. "e
had training at a state agricultural college;
at this time, Oregon Agricultural College in nearby Corvallis was the largest agriculnrral
college in the United States in proportion to state population.ar The daughter of M'C.

It was now more common for farmers to have
Jenks recalled that:

After attending Oregon Agricultural College, now Oregon State University, Jenks
liked to try progressive farming methods such as spraying, fertilizing and
experimenting with new crops. He bought the first land plaster machine in the
Tangent area....land plaster contained sulfur and was used as a stimulus for
legumes like the clover crop Jenks grew to return nitrogen to the soil. By loaning
thé land plaster machine to his neighbors, Jenks contributed to the soil enrichment
program throughout the area.a2

Tïe Oreqon AqriculNral Experiment Station Oreson State
Station), College of Agricultural Sciences, Oregon State
Experiment
Agriculnrral
(Corvailis,
Oregon
Oregon:
UniversiJ t888-t988,
University, 1990, p. 24.
37

Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station, 100 Years of Proqress:

3t Harper, Glenn A. and Sreve Gordon, 'The Modern Midwestern Bam, 1900-Present,"
Noble and Huben G.H. lililhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995' p. 229.
te

{

@&-M¡ggg!!,

lbid.
Ibid.

¿rKlock, p.39.

.,.'ontheFarm,.,4Þ3!y-@!d',Albany,oregon,Friday,March26,|993,p.34.
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TABLE 6. List of Linn county members of the oregon Dairymen's Association Reports
of the Annual Meetings 1903-1908.
Wm. Allingham
N.H. Bateman

Shedds
Shedds

Peter Bithers

Albany

J.C. Brown

Shedds

F.A. Bruckman

Brownsville

Jas. Carothers
George Cline
George Cochran
S. Freerksen
S. Froman
Thos. Froman
S/.4. Kimsey

Shedds

J.A. McBride

Shedds
Shedds
Shedds

McConnell Bros.
W.B. McCormick
M. McCroskey
John Myer
J.M. Philpott
W.W. Polland
F.H. Porter
George C. Porter
J.W. Pugh

E.F. Rice
C.R. Schiller
Ed Schoel
E.J. Seeley

C.L. Shaw
H.B. Sprenger
Edwin Stone

C.H. Stewart
W.A. Thrift
Clyde Beach

A.C. Miller
R.L. Burkhart
J.N. Connett

L.L. Connett

Linn County Barn Context

Albany
Albany
Albany
Albany
Albany
Albany

Albany
Crabtree
Harrisburg
Shedds

Halsey
Shedds
Shedds
Albany
Halsey
Albany

Albany
Albany
Albany
Albany
Albany
Shedds
Shedds

Albany
Albany
Iæbanon
Iæbanon
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List of some creameries and cheese factories which served Linn County
farmers in the period 1900 to 1919. (This is not a complete list.)

TABLE

7.

Alban],

Albany Butter and Produce ComPanY
Albany Creamery Association
Grand Prairie Creamery

Brownsville
Bruckman and Son Creamery (Brownsville Creamery)

Lebanon Vicinit),
Iæbanon Creamery
C.H. Vehrs creamery
L.R. Cheadle cheese factory
Plainview Creamery

Corvallis (Benton County)

H.W. Kaupisch creamery
Jersey Creameries
Corvallis Creamery
F.O. Wilcox cheese factory

@
The Jordan Cheese Factory
The Richardson Gap Cheese Co.
The Scio Creamery
The Scio Condensed Milk CompanY

Lirn
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IDE¡{TIFICATION
BARNS OF TIM EARLY 2OTH CENTI.IRY
PROPERTY TYPE DESCRIPTION
Bam Design and Function

"" 'application of
nrincinles of the industrial revolution made barn construction
more practical and-the
economical, but at the price of local diversity,r
a

Figure 45. The Miller Barn, builr in 1911.
Between the turn of the century and the end of World
War I, agriculture and barn
buitding in Linn county were in a transitionar phase. During
tãis perioo,
constn¡ction and design began to shift from vernacular desigãs
to riro¿.råir.a a.sig*
that were disseminated nationwide. While some farmers
ad-opteo *"¿.*,iighter framing
techniques, others continued to build conventional timber
frame barns. There also
appears to have been a good deal of experimentation
in the interpretation of new barn
building concepts. It has been suggest;d that, "If a singi- theme
characterizes twentieth-

u.*

lEndersby,Elric'AlexanderG¡eenwood,andDavidkrkin,@,(Boston:HoughtonMifflin
Company), 1992,

p. Lt4.
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century barn construction, and agriculture in general, it was experimentation. Indeed, the
period from 1890 to 1920 was marked by great innovation and experimentation in farm
ùuilding design... "2 In Linn County this period seems to begin nearer to 1900.
FactorJcontriUuting to change in Linn County barn design during this period included:
lighter framing sysiems and the adoption of the gambrel roof; the rise of dairying as a
pii.aty economic pursuit; the incorporation of the hay hood in barn design; greater
ã*porui. to new ideas disseminated by the extension seryice, agricultural experiment
stations, farm periodicals, and pattern books; and the proliferation of mail-order farm
equipment companies.

that, "With few exceptions engineers and researchers at agricultural
experiment stations had ignored the study of barns and their improvement during the
niñeteenth century. Farm structures began attracting some interest, however, during the
opening decade of the new century, stimulated in part by the studies of Franklin H. King
oi the Wisconsin Agricultural College and Experiment Station. "3 During this period the
Regional Plan Service was developed through the cooperation of a number of federal and
staie agencies. The United States was divided into four principal geographic regions -northeãstern, north central, western, and southern states. The plan service of each region
was conducted cooperatively by the United States Department of Agriculture, the state
extension services, and, in some states, by the Agriculnrral Engineering Departments of
state colleges. Two stated purposes rwere the standardization of farm building
construction in a given geographical area, and the dissemination of plans and information
on farm building construction.4 One writer noted: "Thus a farmer who wants a plan for
a parricular farm building can consult the catalogue in his county agent's office, and
through the county ag.ni, order the standard plan from the state extension service. "s

It

has been observed

In addition to plans provided by educational organizations, there was a proliferation of
agricultural journals, pattern books, mail-order catalogs, and other product dealer and
manufacturer promotions.ó In 1914, the James Manufacturing Co. advertised its barn
planning service. A free barn building book was also offered.T Barns were a major part
of the sales operations of two Iowa firms -- the l,ouden Machinery Company and

2
Harper, Glenn 4., and Steve Gordon, "The Modern Midwestern Barn, 1900-Present," Bams of the Midwest, Eds. Allen G.
Noble and Huben G.H. Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1995)' p. 213.

3 Soike, Lowell J., "Wirhin Reach of Alt: Midwest Bams Perfected,' Bams of the Midwest, Rls. Allen G. Noble and Hubert
G.H. Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, pp. 157-158'
a

Gray, Harold E., Farm service Buildinqs, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book company), 1955. p. 29.

5

Gray, p. 30.

6

Harper and Gordon, p. 215.
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Gordon-Van Tine company.s "Louden began its self-proclaimed 'first free planning
seryice'in 1907."e "Headquartered inFairfield, Iowa, its catalogues, filled with sample
plans and available farm equipment, invited farmers to simply 'tell us about what you
ñave in mind in the way of a barn' and then 'we'll draw you a floor plan giving you our
recommendations' without charge.'r0 The I¡uden Machinery Company had an
architectural department, described as follows:

No other organization of architects is so well equipped to give you expert advisory
service and practical barn plans as the Architectural Department of the Louden
Machinery cbmpany. Unlike most architectural concerns, its services are limited
strictly to one line of work. Agricultural Architecture. Every man on the staff is a
Farm Building Specialist. As a result, t}rey are more competent to advise you on
your farm building problems than any organization of general practicing
architects. Our staff of skilled architects and builders is supplemented by an
auxiliary of 75 practical field men who know barns from basement to ridgepole.
There is probably a field man in your territory. Write us about your building plans
and we will have him see you, if possible and talk the matter over with you.
There's no expense -no obligation.rr
"The Gordon-Van Tine Company of Davenport, Iowa, advertised its plan services less as
a way to sell barn equipment and supplies than to help sell pre-cut barns along with their
ready-cut homes."r2 Barns also appeared in Sears, Montgomery Wards, and Aladdin
catalogues.13

There was also a selection of plan books which included: Barn Plans and Outbuildings by
E. Powell (1903); Sanders Publishing Company's Farm Buildings (1907); Modern Farm
Buildings by Alfred Hopkins, Orange Judd Company's Barn Plans and Outbuildings,
(1907), a slightly updated version of their 1881 plan book; rWilliam Radford's-Praclical
Barn Plans, (1909); Farm Structures by K.J.T. Ekblaw (191a); Herbert A. Shearer's,
Farm Buildings with Plans and Descriptions (1917); and Armstrong H. Robert's, The
Farmer His Own Builder (1918).

t Soike, p.
e

158.

lbid.

to

lbid.
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Louden Machinery Company, Louden Bam Equipment, (Fairfield, Iowa: Louden Machinery Company), 1916,

p.217.
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lbid, p. 159.
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Soike, p. 158.
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perhaps the most noticeable change in barn design was the shift from the gable roof
formjof the 19th century to the gambrel roof. The gambrel roof was not new at this
time. An 1881 issue of Rø rat Affairs noted that, at that time, the external appearance of
the curb lgambrel] roof was not in favor and "This mode of building has consequently
t4 The gambrel roof's ascent to popularity was a response to
nearly passed out of use. "
tt. n for more hay storage, a corollary of increased dairy activity and horse-operated
mechanical equipment, and the acceptance of light barn framing. Light framing allowed
for braced aná trussed roofs that provided overhead storage of hay and feed without

ø

interference from supporting members.

In this new era of balloon framing and self-supported roofs, the gambrel roof
soared in popularity. Earlier called the curb roof, it had been around and growing
in numbers during the latter half of the nineteenth century, encouraged by greater
height and storage possibilities offered by the hay carrier. But its reputation for
spréading rafrers and settling roofs had denied it widespread popularity during
these years....The gambrel roof accompanied light-construction methods to the
forefront of popularity. 15
Philip Dole has noted: "...the gambrel-roofed dairy barn or all-purpose barn appears to
have developed in the 1890s, vigorously supported and developed by state agricultural
colleges throughout the nation which built huge examples of the form, often in group
comp-lexes and with long, low one-storied cowsheds attached to them."16 Data from the
1996 survey indicate that in Linn County the gambrel roof form made its appearance in
the first decade of the 20th century and became common in the 1910s. Overall, however,
the gable roof still appears to have to been predominate, especially during the first
decade. A pre-1910 date was established for only one gambrel-roofed barn in the county
during the 1996 survey; that barn was built in 1909. Surely some of the other undated
gambrel-roofed barns may have been built in the first decade. The deficiency of gambrel
roof barns recorded from that decade probably reflects the small sample size, the bias in
selecting barns to record (gable-roofed barns probably were looked at more closely
because rhey are associated with the 19th century), and, the difficulty in establishing firm
dates of construction.
The variety and combination of barn framing techniques is one of the characteristics of
the period 1900-1919. The timber frame, the plank frame, the pole frame, the balloon

ta
Thomas, J.J.,Rural Affairs.
1879-1880-1881 .)

Vol. IX, (Albany, New York: Luther T\¡cker & Son), 1881, p. 273. (Reprint of
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frame, and the platform frame were all used during this period. Barn building
conventions of the 19th century persisted into the early 20th century. Timber frame
barns predominated at this time (See Table 8). Bent designs varied, with_many barns
incorpãrating the same designs used in barns dating to the 19th century (Figures 46 and
47). While Wing's joist-frame was promoted nationally in the 1890s, this frame
configuration *uJr.ðorded during the 1996 survey only in barns built in the first decade
of the 20th century (Figure 48); however, timbers, rather than the usual plank dimension
lumber, were employed.
While the majority of timber frame barns recorded for this period had gable roofs, timber
framing *as àlso used for early gambrel-roofed barns. The gambrel roof in a timber
frame barn *as generally supported by tall timber purlin posts extending from the loft
floor to the purlin plate. Early examples in Linn County are not always conventional,
however; a numbei of designs for achieving the gambrel form were employed (Figures
49 and 50). Timber framing was also combined with braced rafter and trussed roof
designs. The Hoefer Barn (ca. 1915), has a timber frame, mortise and tenon joinery, and
a bráced rafter roof (Figure 51). Built about the same time, the Kelly Barn (ca. l9l2)
has stud wall construction combined with a gambrel roof incorporating timber purlin
posts (Figure 52). By the second decade of the century, the gambrel form was commonly
ächieved either by the Shawver truss which was a plank truss design, or by a braced
rafter system which incorporated light trussing on each pair of rafters (see section entitled
Truss Innovations).
The increased need for hay storage made interior hay unloading improvident since the loft
floor was open above the drive Unloading hay from the exterior of the barn allowed an
uninterrupted loft floor and, therefore, more storage space. Of the forty-six barns
recorded during the 1996 survey that date to this period, thirty-seven \ryere designed to
unload hay from the exterior of the barn while nine were designed for interior unloading.
Seven of the nine barns that retained interior unloading also had gable roofs. On the
other hand, there were many gable-roofed barns with exterior hay doors.

.

Spatial Organization
The prominence of dairying at this time increased the dairy herds in the county with more
spacè allocated in barns for this function. The milk room and milkhouse also appeared
during this period. In the milk room, milk from pails was poured into milk cans.
Additionally, it provided an area to keep scales and records, and to wash hands. 'The
real reason for this room is to provide a place that may be kept free from flies, odors and
dust."l? In many areas of the country, a milkhouse, separated from the barn, was
required by law.
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Milk was originally stored in springhouses, but government regulation and
improving co-mmeicial standards forced an improvement in milk cooling methods.
Spãcificaily, milk must now be cooled to 50 degrees or lower within a few hours
oi milking to prevent bacterial growth....the milk house is an unmistakable
trademark of the dairy farm. Located as close as possible to the barn itself, it is
often an appendage of the barn. By law, however, the milk house must be
separated liom t¡e barn for sanitary reasons.ts
The tractor was still in a developmental state at this time, so that horse stalls remained an
important consideration in barn design.

During the 1996 survey, barns with transverse arrangements and barns with longitudinal
.rt.Çr.nts from this period were found in almost equal numbers. Transverse
..r.n!6.nts from three to six bays were recorded. Three-bay designs usually
incorporated a central wagon drive, with cows on one side and horses on the other side
plan common at this time had a wagon drive in an interior bay
(Figure 53). A four-bay
-Out
t bays were for horse stalls and cow stanchions (Figures 54).
àuft.¿ by grain bins.
Although a similar five-bay plan was recorded, the use of the extra bay was not
determined (Figure 55). In the six-bay plan, the extra drive was used for wagon and
equipment storage (Figure 56). The loft of this barn was divided in two with one half
used for straw and the other used for hay.

A three-aisle barn with a central wagon drive flanked by livestock stanchions, stalls,
pens, and grain bins in varying arrangements was a common longitudinal plan (Figures
3Z and S8i. Bank barns having this anangement also were recorded from this period
with the cow stanchions located in the basement level (Figure 59). As would be
expected, bank barns in Linn County are generally found only in the hilly portions of the
.ounty or in areas where tenaces of the Willamette River provide the needed bank.

A four-aisle longitudinal plan, similar to that described for 19th century barns, persisted

during this period (Figure 60). Automobile storage was sometimes incorporated into the
design. In iome barns, a feed aisle replaced the wagon drive, no longer essential when
hay was loaded from the exterior of the barn (Figure 61).
Several three-level, non-bank barns were recorded during the 1996 survey. The only
access to these barns is on the main level; the second level is gained only by stair or
ramp in the interior of the barn (Figure 51). Sheep were housed on the second level of
the Hoefer Barn.

Noble, Allcn G, and Richard K. Cleek, The Old Bam Book: A Field Guide to North American Bams and Oû¡er Farm
Structures, (New Bnrnswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press), 1995' p.140'
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Feeder barns were also recorded during this period. These barns have a central area
open from floor to ceiling for hay. Live stock aisles flank the center hay bay on both
sides. There are no drivès; A pedestrian entry is located in the center of a gable end and
usually accesses a room with a grain bin or two (Figure 62)'

The only observed barns with overhangs in the county were built in the area south of
Stayton during this period. The earliest appears to have been the Michael Ryan Barn
buiit in 1910. Michael Ryan hailed from Pennsylvania; This barn can be classified as a
pennsylvania Barn based on its forebay overhang and plan. The Ryan Barn is the only
r*u*pl. of a Pennsylvania Barn in Linn County. (See chapter on Ethnic and Religious
Immþration, Figure 120.) A very short distance from the Ryan Barn is the Aegerter
Barn.: This barn, built in 1915, has a four-sided overhang, a design that may be related
to the Aegerter's Swiss background. The Aegerters hailed from Canton Bern where
buildingslith four-sided overhangs are cornmon. Also nearby is a barn with two-sided
overhangs built by the Sandner Family, a Linn County pioneer family. The overhangs
were incorporated into the design of the barn to protect the stable doors from the
elements (Figure 56).
M at eríals and WorkmnnshiP
Materials and workmanship during the early years of the 20th cenn¡ry mirror the
transitional character of barn construction and design at that time. Concrete, plank
dimension lumber, wire-drawn nails, and nailed connections were embraced by some
builders, while others clung to the traditional materials and workmanship of the 19th
century.
The turn of the century ushered in a new or rediscovered building material which
eventually had a significant impact on barn construction. The Portland Cement
Association reported that concrete allowed farmers to make their farms "...rotproof,
ratproof, rustproof, windproof, fireproof, and as nearly expense-proof as possible"re In
Linn County, the first use of concrete in barn construction appears to date to the first
decade of this century. The earliest use may have been for concrete piers that could
substitute for fieldstones. During the 1996 survey, a number of barns were recorded
dating to the first decade of the 20th century that incorporated concrete piers. The
earliest recorded barn with a concrete perimeter foundation and a slab-on-grade floor
dates to 1910. During this period, however, many farmers who adopted the concrete
perimeter foundation continued the tradition of a wood floor. Table 9 summarizes the
foundation types of the 45 barns recorded from this period. When a concrete floor was
used, it was advised that in the areas where animals walk, the concrete should have a
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float finish to prevent animals from slipping.'o

In barns where wood poles or posts came in contact with the ground, the wood was
bark was left
sometimes treated. Wtt n the Richard Struckmeier Barn was built in 1918,
of
on the posts that extended below the ground. The posts were bored and a solution
arsenic and salt was inserted. The holes were then corked.
Although some of the literature of the period advocated the plank frame for barn
construition, only two plank frame barns were recorded during the 1996 survey.2r
Since timber scarcity was a reason for adopting the plank frame, the apparent scant
employment of the ptunt frame in Linn County may have been related to the locally
period
auúndânt timber r.ùut æ; The large number of timber frame barns from this
the 20th
anesrs ro the availability of timber. Plan books dating to the first decade of
published
by the
centuÍ!, such as Radfoid's Practical Barn Plans (1909), Farm Buildings,
Sandei's publishing Co. in lg}7, and Barn Plans and Outbuildings published by the
Orange Judd Company also in 1907, include numerous plans for timber frame barns.
wall
Based on the findings of the 1996 survey, the earliest examples of barns with stud
platform
framing date ro .u. t9t0. Barns of this period having the lighter balloon or
framing also have plank truss roof systems.

in the early 20th century, the size
'While timbers for framing barns continued to be used
of the timbers diminished. The 8" x 8" timber was still used in some barns, but, more
commonly barns were constructed with 6" x 8" or 6" x 6" timbers. As the size of the
timbers diminished, so too did the use of mortise and tenon joinery. Even when mortise
and tenon joinery was used for posts and beams, toenailing was often used for brace and
wall girt ¡ðints. (Toenailing is itre practice of driving nails at an angle into the side of
on pi..e, close to the end, so that they extend into a second member at right angles.) In
*.ny cases, mortise and tenon joinery gave way to simpler let-in, lapped, notched or
halvãd joints with nails and spikes replacing wooden pins (Figures 63 and 64). In some
cases, even when the mortise and tenon joint was retained, the wood pin was replaced by
a spike. Pole barns also were being built in the early 20th century, some with mortise
and tenon joinery (Figure 65).
Atthough timbers were generally sawn, several hewn timber frame barns were recorded.
The bent configurations of these barns were similar in design to Wing's joist-frame, but
with timbers rather than plank dimension lumber. Timbers were connected with mortise
and tenon joinery, but the 2" x 7" braces were spiked into place. The hewn posts were
8" x 8".

æ
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plank frame bam was located
There may be other examples. Interiors of approximately 147 bams were recorded and only one
in this sample.
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In the first decade of the 20th century, both wire drawn (round) and machine cut (square)
nails were used. Although several Linn County barns dating to the mid-1890s appear to
have originally incorporuted wire drawn nails, the widespread use of these nails in Linn
County t.*r dates tõ ttre first decade of the 20th cennrry. By the 1910s, the wire drawn
nail was the standard.22
Barn siding varied during this period. Generally, timber frame barns had vertical board
siding, wtrlte barns with sn¡d wall construction had horizontal siding. Of the timber
framã barns recorded during the 1996 survey, approximately two-thirds with vertical
siding incorporated battens. Both plain and shaped battens were used during this period.
All of the barns surveyed with stud wall construction had horizontal siding, with
horizontal drop siding favored. V-match siding was observed on several barns. Two
timber frame barns from this period also had horizontal drop siding.

V/ith a greater emphasis on sanitation during this period, new materials were promoted
for the interiors of barns used for dairying activities.
The material for the interior surface of the cow barn is selected with a view
toward the elimination of all wood. Even in a wooden structure the interior walls
can be entirely covered with non-absorbent materials, which render it possible to
make a wooden building just as sanitary as one of masonry. To get this result it
is necessary that the walls to the height of...4 ft. above the floor...be plastered in
Portland cement...forming a cement dado all around the building. This cement
dado...is best put on galvanized iron lath. Above this point the walls and ceilings
are plastered in the usual manner but finished with some hard substance, such as
Keene's cement...All offsets in the plastering should be carefully avoided and 3-

in. coves run at all interior

angles...23

The doors...are better if sheathed smooth on the inside than paneled in the
ordinary fashion. The idea of doing away with all dust-catching projections
should be carried out even to the very smallest detail....even the muntins in the
window sash are designed without moldings...2a
Despite this advice, in Linn County many barns continued to have wooden surfaces,
although the wood was often whitewashed. Whitewashing provided a surface where dirt

22
During the 199ó survey Only one barn that possibly postdates l9l0 was recorded with machine cut nails. The l9l2 date of tltis
bam has not been substantiated. At least two bams dating to the first decade of the 20ù cennrry had a combination of wire drawn and
machine cut nails.
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could be seen and cleaned.

For the interior woodwork of the cow barn, enamel paint is much the best.
V/hite, although it soils quickly is preferable for the simple reason that all dirt
may be çrn. Th. old idea of choosing colors not to show the dirt is entirely
*róng in principle. In places that must necessarily be kept clean and where it is
necessary to know whether or not such places are-clean, white paint will always
give the desired information in a definite manner.2s
During this period, a number of items were developed for the barn which made a
rWilliam l¡uden in 1898'
farmei's woik easier, including the litter carrier patented by
and the feed carrier (Figure 67). It was noted that: "The most satisfactory way to
remove the manure is by overhead trolley, and the track should be hung two feet back of
the gutter, which bringS the carrier in exactly_the right position for convenient transfer
of tñe manure from the gutter to the sarrier. "26 On the exterior of the barn, "The
openings through which the manure trolleys pass should never be narrower than 4 ft..n
Farm equipment catalogues during this period advertised a number of products to
promote sãnitary conditions, including steel stanchions, cow stalls, and gravity water
bowls. Steel stanchions with wood linings were also available, supposedly providing
more comfort to the cow (Figure 66). Circular Bulletin No. 9, issued by the Oregon
Agricultural College Experiment station in 1910, provides details of the iron cow stall
and swinging metal stanchions and the Hoard-Schulmerich Stall which was of wood
construction.2s The Hoard stall was originated by former Governor Hoard of
Wisconsin, who was the editor of Hoard's dairyman. The design in the 1910 circular
illustrates the stall with certain changes suggested by a Mr. William Schulmerich and
used by him on his farm near Hillsboro, Oregon (Figure 68).2e One example of a barn
with stalls similar in design to the Hoard design was located during the 1996 survey
(Figure 68). While original stanchions have been removed or replaced in many barns, it
appiars that simple wood stanchions which could be built by the farmer with little
r*prns. were the most common in Linn County except in Grade A dairies where wood
eventually did not meet sanitation requirements.
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There was great concern for proper ventilation. One author noted that: "The simplest
way...to g"i air out of the cow barn without opening the doors and windows is to erect a
duðt which will go from the floor straight up through the- roof...There may and should be
two outlet ducts when the number of cows require it..."30 "Orange Judd (1911)
promoted the very latest ventilation technology, the F.W. King system, which controlled
ih. inflo* and outflow of air through ventilating tubes regulated by dampers"3l Metal
ventilators were located on the roof ridge at the end of a ventilation shaft. While often
supplanting wooden ventilation cupolas, the wooden cupola was still being built during
this period-, sometimes simply for the sake of appearances. Also, for the first time some
cupola roofs took the gambrel form.

With the new emphasis on the inclusion of glazed barn windows, also thought to promote
livestock health, ihe hinged window ventilator was advertised in many early 20th century
catalogues. These galvanized iron shields prevented air from blowing directly on the
stock and prevented rain from blowing in. In Linn County, barns of this period have
these shields, but they are almost always made of wood and appear to be hand-made
rather than ordered from supply houses. In order to prevent drafts, most barn windows
used these shields in conjunction with single hopper windows, often with four or six
lights. In some cases, windows from the old farmhouse on the property were recycled for
uJe in the barn. (The earlier windows are identified by their thin muntin profile.)
Sometimes, dormers with windows were employed to provide light and ventilation, as
well as to improve the appearance of a barn.32
Roller doors were recommended during this period. "Doors built up out of matched
flooring are very strong, and if made double thickness with one thickness running at right
angles to the other, will prevent warping..."33

It was during this period that the material used for fencing also changed. The Scío
Tríbune reported: "The amount of wire fencing which is being used throughout the
county is enormous. You will seldom see a new board fence and never a new rail fence,
even in the timbered regions. The wire is both better and cheaper.

30

"3a

Hopkins, p. 56.

3|Harper,GlennA.andSteveGordon,'TheModernMidwesternBam,l900-Present'.,@!!g9$,Eds.AllenG.
Noble and Hubert G.H. Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press)' 1995' p. 230.

32
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G.H. Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995' p. 105.
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Table

8.

Frame types for barns recorded from the period 1900-1919.

Number of Barns

Wall Construction
Hewn log

1

Hewn timber frame

3

Sawn timber frame

27

Pole frame

4

Platform frame

2

Balloon frame

3

Stud wall construction
(system not determined)

2

Plank frame

I

planks and timbers both incorporated for
used for posts andior tie beams

2

Total

45

Table 9. Foundation types for recorded for barns dating to the period 1900-1919.

Concrete perimeter/slab on
grade floor

Altered or original
undetermined
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Frame and Truss Innovations
The Plank Frame

,With the scarcity of heavy timber and the consequent cost it is time farmers who are
to erect barns should give some study to the newer methods of framing, where no timber
is thicker than two inches, and from six to eight inches wide. The use of modern hay
and grain elevating machinery calls for barns with open centers. Upper cross-ties, collar-

beams, etc., are in the way and are quite unnecessary. The plank frame...is the newest
thing in barn framing, and at the same time is very much stronger than the old-fashioned
frame made of square timber of eight to twelve inches on a side. It is about half as
costly, and a first-class carpenter is not required to erect it. In the plank frame there are
no timbers larger than two by eight inches. These are doubled and trebled where great
strength is required....In this frame there is no mortise and tenons. The frame is put
together with spikes. "r

The precept of plank framing was the substin¡tion of heavy, long, square timbers with plank
dimension lumber to form bents. (A plank is defined as a piece of lumber 2" thick.) Where
extra strength was required, double and triple members were used. Plank framing was a
transitional framing technique which eventually ushered in the development of light framing
techniques. The pùnk frame was also essential to the development of the gambrel-roof barn.2
Plank framing was first publicized widely in the in the 1890s. "Between 1894 and 1903, the
Ohio Farmer opened its columns to a quartet of vocal plank-frame enthusiasts. Joseph Wing and
John L. Shawver became plank framing's most persuasive and prominent advocates. "3 Joseph
'Wing's Joist-frame
Wing was recognized for his advocacy of a plank frame design known as
while John Shawver was associated with the design known as the Shawver Truss. A number
of plan books dating to the early 20th century incorporate Wing's joist-frame and/or the Shawver
truss in their barn designs including Farm Buildings (1907), Barn Plans and Outbuildings,
Orange Judd Company, (1911), and Radford's Practical Barn Plans (1909).
The adoption of plank framing may have been largely by-passed in Linn County because there
was still an abundant timber resource in the early 20th century. Soike notes that "...timberframed buildings continued to be built well into the twentieth century, especially in forested
areas..."4 A number of barns located during the 1996 barn survey of Linn County had a
timber frame configured in the same manner as Wing's joist frame; timbers, rather than planks,

' Orange Judd Company,

EêIL8!g!.1Qg¡þg!!CjlgS, (New York: Orange Judd Company), 191I, p. 9. (Reprint of

1881 and 1903 editions)

2Dole,Philip,'FarmhousesandBamsoftheWillametteValley,''in'E¡l.
Thomas Vaughan and Virginia Guest Ferriday, (Portland, Oregon: Oregon Historical Society), 1974,

p.225.

3
Soike, lowetl J., "Wirhin Reach of All: Midwest Bams Perfected,' Barns of the Midwest, Ed. Allen G. Noble and Huben G.H. Wilhelm,
(Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 147.
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in which
however, were used. Only one example of a barn from this period whiclr had a frame
the
hand,
other
the
the posts were constructeâ of plank dimension lumber was located. On
with the timber
Shawver truss and braced rafter roof were adopted, and used in conjunction
frame or platform frame in the early part of the 20th century.
Wíng's Joist-Frame

Wing's joist-frame was developed in the 1880s and was most popular in the 1890s and first
type
decaãe õf tn 20th century (Figure 69, top left). Wing was not the only one to build this
V/ing
design
of
the
of barn but he popularized it ait t he built an example in 1893.s Attributes
were the ur. of ptur* dimension lumber and the open center which did away with cross ties
rüing's Joist-frame:
which could pronìUit the free movement of modern hay carriers and slings.

Took dimension plank lumber and imitated heavy timber framing, carrying the loads
through post and beams, but did away with crossbeam ties across the center of the bent.
This made each part of the bent act as a cantilever. On each side of the drive floor, a
long post reacheã from the floor straight up to the purlin plate. Frgm this post to the
outèr wall ran a horizontal tie at the mow floor level, and a diagonal brace went down
to the floor sill, both acting as the sinews -- the purlin post in tension and the bracing in
compression -- to hold the building from spreading.6
The joist-frame barn, in contrast to the Shawver Truss, was typically gable-roofed like the
timber frame barns it imitated. Gambrel forms, however, were also built. "By the second
decade of the twentieth centurl, Wing's joist-frame or "open-center" barn...had fallen into
disfavor, partly for the greater amount of lumber it required, but mainly owing to the
unwelcomã diagonal bracing and ties which ran from the wall to the long, vertical, interior
purlin posts. "z By this time however, Wing was promoting the "new" Wing joist-frame which
offered a braced-rafter, self-supporting roof.
The Shawver Truss or Plank Truss

The Shawver Truss, also known as the "plank truss", also opened up the center of the barn,
initially by using a truss at each bent (Figure 69, top right). The truss arrangement... "contained
a long support post of two members extending from where the mow floor met the sidewall up
to the purlin plate. Supporting this double member post was a single-member principal rafter

5

Soike,

6

lbid.

?

soike,

p.

148.

p.

155.
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placed 10 to 16
that ran from the plate to the ridge. "s The trusses in this type of framing are
on the
supported
are
rafters
and 14 feet aJ the usual spacing. Intermediate
feet apart, with
State
plates and purlins 24 inches on centers. Plans for a Shawver roof truss from the Oregon
^College
in
plan
is
illustrated
Eitension Service are illustrated in Figure 70 and a Schematic
Figure 71.

li

although the
Both gable and gambrel roof forms can be accommodated with the Shawver truss
by that roof
afforded
gambiel form was most common because of the extra hayloft capacity
form. Because of the posts and nailing girts employed in plank frame barns, vertical board
period
siding was typically employed. The Shawver truss was used into the 1930s, well after the
when-lightei iraming póhttiques achieved popularity, because of its ability to accommodate barns
of wider widths.

Light Frame Constructíon
The Balloon Frame

Although the balloon frame had been widely used in house construction since the mid 19th
cennrry, its acceptance for barn construction, which was so closely tied to the use of heavy
timbeis, was delayed until the 20th century, eventually superseding plank framing. The balloon
frame has continuous studs, spaced L6 to 24 inches on center, from sill to plate. The ceiling
joists are fastened to the sidesãf the studs and given additional support by ribbons (Figure 72).
"Balloon framing superseded plank framing in two respects. Stud walls replaced those
of posts and nailing girts for handling loads, and light-truss, self-supported roofs replaced
those heretofore supported at the purlin plates with posts from below. For exterior walls,
light studs worked with horizontal siding/sheathing to broadly distribute through its
frãmework the stresses from wind pressure, roof load, and weight of the building and its
contents. "9

The balloon frame was used with a variety of roof designs but the most popular was the braced
rafter roof.
The Platlorm Frame
The platform frame (Figure 73) feanrres floor platforms independently framed, with each floor
being supported on studs one-story in height. The studs and joists are spaced 16 or 24 inches
on cénteis. The main advantage of the platform frame is that it can support greater floor loads

t Soike, pp. 151-152.
e

Soike,

p.

156.
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than the balloon frame.lo
The Braced Rafrer RooÍ

"In the early 20th centur!, Joseph Wing introduced the new Wing joist-frame. This design
featured a braced-rafter, self-supporting gambrel roof (Figure 69, bottom). This braced-rafter
design eventually combined with the balloon frame resulting in a new generation of light-frame
barns.rr Self-supporting roofs spread stresses and loads through every set of rafters and
eliminated the purlin plate. In a braced-rafter roof:
...each set of four rafters is braced at all angles, to form a light truss, which supports
the roof through a length of 2 feet, which is the spacing of the rafters, no purlins or extra
framing being necessary. Each truss consists of two lower rafters, two upper rafters, a
collar beam, or, tie, and upper and lower braces...The upper braces...extend from the
center of the upper rafter to a point about 7 feet below the angle of the roof on the lower
rafter. The lower brace...extends from just above the second floor to the point where the
upper brace attaches.12

In the braced-rafter barn, light rafter units were attached to each stud forming a self-supporting
gambrel roof.
"With each angle of the gambrel rafters braced across, tying them together into a unit,
and with each braced unit spaced two feet apart rather than resting on a purlin plate
supported from below every fourteen feet, several advantages resulted. Each light archrib unit could be constnrcted quickly on the mow floor and raised easily into place.
Moreover, the braced-rafter unit required about 11% less lumber, and its materials were
of a stock size and a length that could be bought at any lumber yard. Cheap to buy and
easily built, braced-rafter construction became the recommended standard for barns up
to thirty-six feet in width, while the extremely strong Shawver plank truss was the
preferred frame of choice for barns over thirty-six feet and less than forty-two feet
wide. "t3
Figure 74 illustrates a cut-away view of a barn with braced rafter framing. A variation of the
above described braced rafter framing is illustrated in Figure 75. This design, from the
Extension Service at Oregon State College, eliminates the lower braces. The illustrated barn is

r0

Gray, Harold E, Farm Service Buildinqs, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company), 1955.

p.

166.

rrSoike, p. 155.
12

Foster, W.A. and Deane G. Carter,

13

Soike,

p.

Eqqqj$ldbgq, (New York:
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above described braced rafter framing is itlustrated in Figure 75. Ttris design, from the
Extension Service at Oregon State Cotlege, eliminates the lower braces. The illustraæd ba¡n is
a LVz story barn and the elimination of the brace is probabty based on size although this was a
common design for larger barns in the county. In yet another variation observed during the
1996 survey, wooden "gussetsn are used to stiffen the hip (See Figure 76 below).

in the major nineæenth-cenh¡ry innovations
in barn building. The lowa Homestead ted in bringing the midwesûern hay barn into popularity
during the 1880s and 1890s, while the Ohio Farmer, beginning in 1894 and continuing for the
next dozen years, popularized plank-frame constn¡ction embodied in Joseph ÏVing's "joist fra¡ne"
and, more imporønUy, in the light-timber constn¡ction ideæ of Ohio builder John Shawver."la
Several journals in this period "Becane the leaders

Figure 76. Wood "gussetsn stiffen the hip of the Krabill Barn.

¡'
Ihn

Soike, p. 91.
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Hay Hoods
With the increased need for hay storage, it appears that unloading hay from a wagon on the
turn of
exterior of the barn became the-preferrid method in Linn County sometime around the
providing additional
the century. With exterior unloaàing, the mow floor could be unintemrpted
n,o* ,pu.L. In the alternative barn type, the hay wagon was driven into the barn and unloaded
the
uV r.ônunical fork there requiring tirã old type of high open central wagon drive.r From
drive.
of
the
diive, hay was unloaded into the mow which extended on either side

A hay hood or hay bonnet is often incorporated on barns where the hay is unloaded from the
exterlor. Francaviglia (1972) identified five hay hood forms.2 In form, they range from no

hood, to a simple cántilevered pointed hood, to a boxed-in enclosure. Figures 77-82 identifies
hay hood forms recorded during the 1996 survey of Linn County barns. By far the most
.or-on form in the county is the cantilevered pointed hood. On the other hand, the boxed
form is the least common and none of the boxed forms had the decoratively sawn lower edge
E.E.
seen in neighboring Benton County, in the vicinity of Monroe, Oregon, where barn builder
Brimner iJassociated with barns with boxed enclosures. The gabled form, which occurred in
almost equal numbers to the cantilevered pointed hood in the period prior to L920, appeared to
lose favor as the pointed hood dominated in the period aftet 1920.
Hayhood location was also recorded during the 1996 survey (see Table 10.) On over half of the
barns, the hayhood was located on the north elevation. The east elevation was the next favored
location. Francaviglia noted that "Loft openings of a disproportionate number of barns in the
Willamette Valley face north or east. Farmers have implied deliberate positioning because most
3
rains in this area are accompanied by strong southwesterly winds"

The various types of hay forks required different sizes of hay doors. The single harpoon fork
couldbeusedin adooias small as5 x 7 feet. AdoorS x 10 was desirableforthedouble
harpoon, while the triple harpoon required a door 9 to 10 feet wide and 10 feet high. A door
9 tó 10 feet wide and l0 to 11 feet high was needed with the grapple fork. Hay slings (Figure
83) required a larger door of 10 x 12 feet.a Hay doors could be hinged at the bottom or doubleleaf doors could be hinged on the sides. Some hay doors were hung with weights and could

philip, ,Farmhouses and Barns of the Willamette Valtey, " in Space, Style, and structure: Building in Northwest America, Ed. Thomas
and in
Vaughan and virginia Guest Ferriday, (portland, Oregon: Oregon Hisrorical Sociery), 1974, p 220. Philip Dole notes that in operation
Pennsylvania.
England
or
in
New
origins
suggests
form this bam
' Dole,

Association
2
Francaviglia, Richard V., 'Westem American Barns: Archirecural Form and Climatic Considerations," Yearbook of the
pacific Coast Geographers, Ed. John F. Gaines, (Conallis, Oregon: Oregon Sate University Press), Vol. 34' 1972, pp.l53-160.
1

of

lbid., p. t57.

o Seymour, E.L.D. (ed.), Farm Knowledse Vol. III: Farm Implements and Construction, (New York: Doubleday, Page & Company for
Co.), 1919, p. 386.
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slide in grooved jambs on the outside of the building.s Single-leaf doors could slide up and
down (Figure 84j while double-leaf doors had inclined tracks.6

TABLE 10. Hay hood locations on barns recorded during the 1996 linn county barn survey
project. (Percentages are based on 459 barns recorded with hay hoods.)
EAST 32%

NORTH 54%

5

Radford, William

ó

Radford, pp.267 and270.

Linn

County

Bam

4.,

wEsr

10%

Framinq, (Chicago, Illinois: The Radford Architecn¡ral Company), 19{19,

Context

90

SOUTH 4%

p.267.
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The Silo
"Architecturally the silo becomes a difficult problem, for while it is certainly typical of
the farm, it is a most unmanageable thing for the architect. Perhaps the best way to
dispose of the silo is to place it among the trees, where its rigid outlines are
softened...."1

Figure 85. Unique Linn County silo of stacked crib construction. The builder of this
silo, located east of Scio, was of Czech descent.
As dairying became a more important part of the farmer's income in Linn County, the silo
became an element of the landscape. Silos weie critical to successful winter dairying because
the cow's milk supply depended upon a secure succulent food source. Cows that were fed silage

I Hopkins, Alfred, lvfodern Farm Buildines, (New York: McBride, Nast
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in the winter gave milk year round. 'With silage, farmers could keep larger herds of dairy cows
during the winter and the cost was lower than with dry feed'"2

Nationally, silos were first used in the last quarter of the 19th century. The first silos were
pit
simply piis excavated inside the barn. "In 1875, the American Agriculturalist...introduced
for
stored
and
air,
siloi,-tienches into which green crops were pitched, closed off from the
foddår. "3 Early silos weie often built inside of the barn. Later, silos were usually built
adjacent to the bârn on the gable end or at the end of the "feeding alley".a
The earliest examples of upright or tower silos date from the end of the 1880s.s Early silos
were rectangular, wood frame towers while the later examples of this type frequently have
corners rounded off on the inside with a vertical tongue-in-groove lining.6 Although the
geographic range of the rectangular wooden silo includes Oregon's Willamette Valley, none have
b..n ré.otded in Linn County. At least one exÍrmple of a rectangular wood silo exists nearby,
in Lane County.

Circular silos date from the 1890s. An early type of circular silo was the wooden-stave silo
constructed of tongue and groove, vertical wooden staves that were held in place by iron bands
and turnbuckles. J. Calvin Johnson is credited with introducing the circular stave silo to Oregon
in letters published in the Rural Northwest in 1892. In 1893, full directions for the construction
of such silos was provided. In 1901, J. Withycomb of the Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station penned an article entitled, "The Silo and Silage. " In this paper, he noted that "The
growingtendency among our agriculturalists to give more attention to dairying, brings frequent
áppeatJfor information relative to the construction of the silo..."7

In the article, Withycomb recommends that the silo be placed either inside or outside the barn
making sure that whatever location is chosen it is convenient for both filling and feeding. If the
silo is located on the interior, a partition should be placed between the silo and the cows because
uA good arrangement is to have the silo
objectionable odors can petmeate the cows milk.

2 Vogeler, Ingolf, 'Dairying and Dairy Barns in the Northern Midwest,' Barns of the Midwest, Etl. Allen G. Noble and Hubert G.H.
Wilhelm (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1995), p. 108.
3

Endersby,
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constructed a few feet from the barn. The space between the silo and the barn may be enclosed
with a door leading to the barn. "8 Withycomb advocates the circular form for the silo and notes
that the circular stave silo is satisfactory especially if the interior of the silo is plastered with
cement.e His recommendation of the stave silo is based on the abundance of wood locally,
remarking that "...staves are best made from common fir lumber, free from knots. These can
concrete foundation was
easily UeãUtained up to twenty-five or even thirty feet in length.ttro
recommended as the best and perhaps most economical.rr In 1901, concrete was just beginning
to be used for building locallY.

I

The wooden-hoop silo is similar to the wooden stave silo except that the hoops are made of
wood instead of metal.t2 Noble and Cleek note that early roofs, even on circular silos, were
gable roofs. "Roof forms better suited to the circular silo evolved through conical, hippedconical, low dome, to hemispherical."r3
Another type of wood silo was the panel silo. The panel silo consists of ribs or uprights set 20
to 24 inches apart. Matched boards are set horizontally between the ribs. Steel hoops are placed
around the silo and hold the boards in place. This silo is not round, but is in the form of a
many-sided polygon.ra
Concrete stave silos made their appearance in the early 20th century. Foster and Carter note
that the first one was built in Michigan in 1904.1s The concrete-stave silo is similar in
construction to the wooden-stave silo, but with concrete staves. This structure was perfected
by cement companies around 1906.t6 The poured concrete silo was formed of separately
pôured, stacked, concrete rings and its inception also dates to the early 20th century.l?

6

Withycombe, p. 89.
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Masonry silos were also constructed beginning in the early 20th century. These silos were often
constructed of concrete or tile blocks with brick construction rare.rs

In Linn County, the earliest date for a silo is not known; surviving examples date to the early
20th century. An account is provided of a cooperative project to build silos in the Sodaville
neighborhood of Linn CountY:

In 1916 five Sodaville farmers who ran dairies or did diversified farming joined in a

cooperative project of building silos. That spring they put in the fields of corn to provide
the ênsilage and proceeded with the building of silos....Materials, ready planed and cut
to measure, were purchased at the Charlie McPherson sawmill in the Berlin Community.
They consisted of 12 uprights for the corners, grooved to take short lengths of tongue groove-siding. Iron hoops at intervals held the near-circular structure together. The silo
proper was then enclosed in a frame shed to protect it from the weather, and roofed.
Farmers who filled silos that fall were T.J. Coyle...H. Seifert...George Price...J.S.
Campbell...V/.H. Skeels. I¿ter J.S. Hazen, Peter Karpinski, Tom Chesire, I-eslie
Haskin and Homer Brown put up silos. Ensilage cutting time called for a large gang of
men. It took three cutters in the field, with long corn knives; two loaders with teams and
wagons; a man to feed the corn into the chopper; and three men to tramp the ensilage
and pack it after it was blown into the silo. The only piece of machinery that was used
in the process was the gas engine that ran the chopper and blower. The high cost of
filling and the simple fact that this is not corn country contributed to the final disuse of
Sodaville's silos. After their years of service they finally rotted down and disappeared

on the landscape.re

A number of silos types observed during the 1996 survey are illustrated in Figures 86-89.
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period.
Round and octagonal barns stand as testament to the experimental zeal of this time
part
Although examples were built earlier, the round barn received renewed interest in the latter
showon
of the igth ..otury and early 20th century. "The early round barns typically stood
place farms, the farms of weâlthy landowners who could afford to indulge their whims in costly
ärchitecturai experiments. George Washington;s sixteen-sided barn is the earliest recorded barn
of this type."1

In the late 19th centrrry, the barn was extolled for its economic advantage -- less perimeter, more
enclosed volume, and potential for ingenious and efficient feeding of stock.2 Plans for round
and octagonal barns .oùtd be found in plan books of the period such as William Radford's 1909
Radfordis practical Barn Plans. Barn equipment companies, such as the I¡uden Machinery
a plans for a round barn. The Sears Building catalogue advertised plans and
C"*p."y,
"ffrred
kits fór an octagonal barn in t917.3 Gordon Van Tine offered pre-cut kits. In
.o*pt.tð barn
191i, a local ne,wspaper, The úarrisburg Commonwealth, printed two plans for circular barns.a

In Linn County, only one example, the octagonal Pugh Barn (Figure 90), still stands, and if
there were other examples, they must have been few in number. The Pugh barn does not have
a silo in the middle at present but is similar in plan to the octagonal barn illustrated in Radford's
1909 plan book.s The Pugh Barn was reportedly built in ca. 1910.

Soike states that "From the 1880s onward, the [round] barn simply never surmounted resistance
to enjoy the kind of undivided support needed for converting most farmers to its use. Enough
criticism, faint praise and outright opposition circulated to keep most farmers cautious and
uncertain and to confine the round barn's acceptance to a few venturesome souls. It took a
stalwart disposition to put up a round barn when all one's neighbors were building rectangular
barns. "6

Writing in 1919, one author concluded that:
r Soike, Lowell J., Without Riqht Anqtes: The Round Barns of lowa, Iowa Stare Historical Deparunent, Offrce of Historic Preservation,
1983, p. 5.

, Dole, philip, 'Farmhouses and Bams of the Willamene Valley,' in Space. Stvle. and Stn¡cn¡re: Buildinq
Thomas Vaughan and Virginia Guest Ferriday, (Portland, Oregon: Oregon Historical Society), 1974, p.225.

in Nonhwest America, Ed'

3
Scu[e, Keith A. and H. Wayne Price, 'Bams of Nonorthogonal Plan," Bams of the Midwest. Ed. Allen G. Noble and Hubert G.H.
Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 202.
a

Frazer, W.J., 'Best Farm Buildings,' Harrisburg Commonwealth, Harrisburg, Oregon, Friday, May 21, 1915, p' 3.

5

Radford, William, A,., Radford's Practical Bam Plans, Chicago, Iltinois: The Radford Architectural Co., 1909' pp' l7l-172.
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The round barn...is not very popular because: (1) It is difficult to light--direct sunlight
is secured with difficulty in the interior portions. ..(2)It is hard to arrange satisfactorily.
(3) It is not in keeping with the average farmer's scheme of things: he is in the habit of
working on the ¡aiis õf squares and oblongs and a circular arangement seems odd and
uninviting. (4) The stalls are of an odd and somewhat inconvenient shape. (5) It is
difficult to install litter carriers, milking machines and so on because of the circular
tracks needed...(6) The centre is usually utilized as a silo; this makes the silage handy,
but has the disadvantage of supplying a double set of walls for the silo which is an
expensive procedure....tZl lt is a difficult shape with which to combine additions and
other buildings.T

By the mid-1920's, the tide of opinion had moved away from round barn experimentation.s

?
Seymour, E.L.D. (ed.), Farm Knowledee Vot.
Sears, Roebuck and Co., 1919, P. 414'

III:

Farm Implements and Construction, New York: Doubleday, Page
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EVALUATION
Property Type: BARNS OF THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY
properxy llpe Signíftcancet Innovation and experimentation in both agriculture and barn
quality of the
construction are hallmarks of this period. Some barns reflect the transitional
period illustrating evolutionary stages, or sometimes misguided experimentation, in the shift
irom the timber-framed barns of the 19th century to the light-framed, gambrel-roofed barns of
In
the 20th century. other barns illustrate conservative or progressive ends of the spectrum.
the early 20th century, diversified farming replaced wheat production; dairying played a
prominent role. Barnibuilt during this period generally have more room devoted to dairy cow
time.
stanchions and hay storage. The specialized dairy barn also emerges at this
Barns dating from the early 20th century illustrate several major themes in Linn County history;
Register
areas of significance incluãe agriculture and architecture. Criterion A of the National
National
B
of
the
period.l
Criterion
Uy barns which reflect agriculture during this
may be
Relister may be met by barns that are associated with the lives of persons significant in Linn
significant within the context
County històry particularly
-C.it..ion if the individual's contributions were
C of the National Register may be met by b.t^o which retain enough
of agricultur..,
characteristics to be considered a representative of the property type.t In this period, the
property type is actually characterized by variation and individuality. A barn may also meet the
i.quir.*.nts of Criterion C if it was built by a builder recognized for his consummate skill.
"The work of an unidentified craftsman is eligible if it rises above the level of workmanship of
the other properties encompassed by the historic context. "a

*.t

propefi Ilpe Quantíty, Quatify and Conditíotzr It is difficult to determine the number of extant
barns fiom ttre lirst two dicades of the 20th century because only a sample, approximately 45,

were recorded; many more were located during the reconnaissance survey but it was generally
not possible, upon cursory exterior examination, to distinguish barns of this period from barns
of de subsequént period unless a date of construction was provided. Clearly, barns of the 20th
century are far more numerous that their 19th century counterparts. Although there are more
r*u¡¡p6r, there is also more variation because of the transitional character of this period. For
this rôason, while the property type is more numerous, barns significant for illustrating variation
or evolution may be poorly represented. For these barns, the integrity thresholds may be less
r Criterion A of rhe Narional Register stares that propenies can be eligible for the Nationat Register
have made a signifrcant contribution to the broad panems of our history.
2

if they are associated with events that

Crirerion B sares rhar properties may be eligible for the National Register if they are associated with the lives of persons significant in our

past.

Criærion C sates that propenies may be eligible for the National Register if they embody the distinctivc characteristics of a type, period'
possess high artistic values, or that represent a signifrcant and
distinction.
lack
individual
may
distinguishabte entity whose componen$
3

or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that

. National Register Bulletin 15, How to Apply the National Regíster Criteria for Evaluation, U.S. Deparunent of the Interior, National Park
Sewice, p. 20.
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than for barns represented by numerous examples'

under Criterion
Registration Requirements: Lirrr- County barns are National Register eligible
A,-in the area of agriculture, if charactêristics are present which link the barn to agricultural
practices of this p.iioo. For instance, dairy barns which date to this period may be eligible
of
under Criterion A because they reflect the importance of dairying at this time. Aspects
exterior
especially
design,
are
integrity which should be present to convey this association
desiln,-location, and setting. Since barns of this period are more numerous, original cladding
County barn
materials should be present on at least several elevations. (It is rare to find a Linn
in which the siding h.r not been replaced on the south and west elevations). Modification of
not
door openings, window openings, and window sash should be limited. Metal roofs, while
primarily because
endorsãd, hive become aimostã universal feature of the Linn County barn,
interior spatial
original
the
of
of the expense of shingle or shake roofs. Ideally, some aspects
period. Silos and
organizatìon should be retained linking the barn to agricultural practices of the
good
of dairy
indicators
milkhouses inside of the barn, or in close proximity to the barn, are
activity. The barn's location and rural setting should be intact in order to foster the associative
qualities.
barn may be illustrative of a person's important achievements especially if the area of
significance-for those achievements is agriculture. Of special interest would be barns associated
*lth indiuiduals who made significant contributions to the dairy industry. Barns are eligible for
the National Register under Criterion B if they are associated with the lives of persons
significant in Linn County history, and maintain the characteristics by which that association is
cõnveyed. The most important aspects of integrity for barns eligible under Criterion B are
exteriór design, sufficiently unaltered so that it would be recognizable by the associated
individual, lõcation, and setting. A preliminary list of individuals that may have made
significant contributions in the area of agriculture are listed in Appendix C.

A

Barns of this period may meet the requirements of National Register Criterion C if they clearly
contain .nough characteristics to be considered a representative of this property type. Design,
materials and workmanship are more important than location and setting so that moved barns,
and barns located in an area where the rural setting has been compromised, may still be eligible.
To be considered a good representative of the type, a barn should exhibit the pattern of features
common for barns built during this period. Table 4 summarizes these characteristics. Barns of
this period are characterized by variation, individuality, and evolution. For this reason, a wide
range of design is actually "typical" of the property type. Since one of the most important
design aspects of barns is the method of construction, a barn may be significant for framing
regardless of other features. In this case, integrity of materials and workmanship are paramount.
Barns which fall into the below categories may be eligible under Criterion C if they retain those
characteristics by which their significance is understood.

*

Barns which continue the building traditions of the 19th century. For instance,
a barn with a hewn timber frame or Gothic cross gable roof.
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*

prototypical barns which are the earliest known examples illustrating 20th century
trends-in barn building such as: the earliest barns to use concrete for foundations
and floors; barns with plank frames; the first barns to use lighter framing methods
such as balloon or platform framing; the first barns with gambrel roofs; and early
examples of the Shawver truss or braced rafter roof framing.

*

Barns illustrating variation and individuality such as barns with three levels, barns
with overhangs, and bank barns.

*

Barns for which the plan can be traced to one of the following: the Regional Plan
Service; Oregon State College; pattern books of the period; a barn planning
service; catalogue such as Sears or Montgomery Wards; or a barn that is pre-cut
and shipped by a company.

*
*
*

Round or octagonal barns.
Barns which illustrate methods of construction that are rare such as pole frame
construction with mortise and tenon joinery or log construction.
Specialized barns, such as feeder barns
anangements peculiar to that barn type.

or dairy barns, that illustrate

spatial

Property Type: SILOS

propefi Tjpe Signífícance: A corollary of dairying, silos began to dot the Linn

County
Register
National
landscape during this period. Silos may be eligible under Criterion A of the
as a contributing structure when in association with a barn significant for illustrating agriculnrral
practices of the period. A silo may also be significant as a contributing structure under Criterion
C for representing a type, period and method of construction. Silos occurring sans barn may
also be significant under Criterion C for illustrating a type, period or method of construction.

Propefi Tlpe Quantity, Quatþ and Conditío¿.' In the early 20th century, the wood stave silo
was the standard in Linn County. Presently there are less than ten surviving wood stave silos
in Linn County. Of this number several are in poor physical condition.
Registration Requíreme¿fs: Wood stave silos, because of their rarity, may meet Criterion C, in
the area of architecture, even when the barn with which they are associated has disappeared.
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HISTORIC O\¡ERVIETV
Standardization and Specialization z 1920-1945

Ftgure 91. The Cate Barn, built in 1932
Increasing mechanization, especially the widespread adoption of the tractor, more
rigorous standards in dairy sanitation, and the introduction of ryegrass as a commercial
crop were among the milestones affecting agriculture and ba¡n design during this time
period in Linn County.
Increased mechanization, especially after 1920, created new demands for
implement storage facilities and altered traditional barn functions. Most farms
changed from a dependence on draft animals to mechanical power, and farmers
shifted from general-purpose farming to crop and animal specialization, which
increased the demand for highly specialized equipment and facilities designed to
meet these new production needs.l

Agriculture was also affected by nvo major upheavals during this period: the Great

¡ Harper, Gtenn A. and Steve Gordon, 'The Modem Midwestem Barn, 1900-Present,"
Noble and Hubert G.H. ll¡ilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio Universþ P¡ess), 1995, pp.224-?25,

!ryt_!þ![!!gq!,
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Depression and the Second World War.

By 1921, feverish wartime purchasing had ended; crop prices plummeted, with American
farm income sliding to halfthe level of the previous year.2 In the period from 1920 to
1930, the numbet õf fartns in Linn County increased only slightly, from 3,04t to 3,074.
In the 1930s the country plunged into the Great Depression. Overextended farmers were
faced with foreclosure. The policies of the New Deal had a profound affect on

agriculture. The New Deals's Agriculnrral Adjustment Acts (1933-1938) paid farmers to
curtail production in order to reduce surpluses and thus raise prices. The Farm Credit
Adminiltration (FCA), established in 1933, provided short and long term credit to
farmers that could be used, among other.purposes, to acquire the necessary machinery.
During the Depression, "...financial instin¡tions and insurance companies found
themsélves in possession of even more land after many farmers...were forced to default
on their mortgages...Equitable Life Assurance Society seized thousands of acres
...farming while it awaited an upturn in real estate prices. "3 A barn located on Knox
Butte Road in Linn County (Figure 110) was built by an insurance company in the 1930s
with the goal of improving the property for later sale. At the same time, there was a
substantial increase in the number of farms in Linn County during the early 1930s: The
number of farms grew from 3,074 to 3,849 in the five-year period, 1930-1935.4 This
increase in farms reflects a regional surge in population due, in part, to the exodus of
framers from the dust bowl. The earþ 1940s once again saw great demand for
agricultural products as the Second World War raged.
Just as experimentation was a hallmark of early 20th century agriculture and barn
construction, the desideratum of this period was to be modern. "The agricultural press,
land grant colleges, and farming societies all urged the farmer to be'modem"'.S Being
modern meant adopting labor-saving equipment. And for many, being modern meant
owning a tractor. "In one generation between 1920 and 1950, most farms in the United
Statesihanged from dependence on draft animals to dependence on mechanical power."ó
"Gasoline tractors were not coÍtmon until the early 1920s, and were at first used largely
for plowing and other heavy tillage operations. "7 In L924, the Harrisburg newspaper,

2 Williams, Robert C., Fordson. Farmall. and Poppin' Johnnv:
and Chicago: University of lllinois Press), 1987, p. 71.
3

'

A Historv of the Farm Tractor and lts Impact on America, (Urbana

Williams, p. 163.
U.S. Agricultural Census

t Williams, p.
6

lbid, p.3

?

Caven, William

L., 'The Technological Revolution in Agriculture, 1910-1955," Aqricultural Historv, 30(l),
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The Dissemenator, ran an article entitled, "Tractors Useful on Wheat Farms".8 That
ot"a y.¿r, the row-crop tractor was introduced. "The introduction of a successful
grn tál-purpose tractor marked the end of an era. "e By the thirties, farm specialization
and farm tractor numbers were both growing. The tractor discouraged diversification
because "The more diversified a farm was, the more specialized equipment it
required... "to
The introduction of the tractor foreshadowed the end of the self-reliant family farm.
"The tractor forced the farmer to rely on fuel, a commodity which was beyond the
farmer's control, making him dependent upon others."rl Farmers often had to borrow
money to purchase the mechanized equipment needed to remain competitive in the face of
the ever increasing yields that resulted from mechanization. The "...farmer knew that
mechanization led to overproduction, but that farmers had to produce more in order to
meet their payments on their equipment. And machinery was essential in order to remain
sufficiently competitive to continue farming."r2 Surpluses have plagued farmers ever
since 1921.13
Before farmers brought tractors, they had to use about one-quarter of their land to
feed their horses or mules...Fully one-half of the increase in farm produce for
human consumption between the world wars came from acres that had formerly
fed horses. In 1941 estimates of "released" land came to thirty-five million acres
thar had shifted into market production between 1918 and t945...In addition, there
was a marked decrease in the demand for oats and hay.ra

In Linn County, oat production dropped markedly in the 1920s, from 49,735 acres in
1920 to 34,546 acres in 1930.15

E 'Tractors useful on wheat farms," The Disseminator, Harrisburg, Oregon, May 22, 1924.
, \ililliams, p. 79.
to

lbid, p. 138.

tt lbid, p. 139.
t2

lbid, p. 153.

t3

lbid, p. 149.

t4

lbid, t49-t50.

t, Hill, D.D. Oars Production in Westem Oreson. (Corvallis, Oregon: (Oregon State Agricu¡tural College, Agricultural Experiment
Stâtion), Station Bulletin 285, June l93l,p. 5.
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uThe pressure to constantly expand forced
Mechanization also increased farm size.r6
large farmers to swallow up their smaller neighbors.._Ever-larger tractors demanded everlarger farms if they were to be operated efficiently."rT Mechanized farming also
increased the amount of capital required to begin farming.rs

While the first practical and affordabte gasoline tractors were available in the 1920s,
many Linn County farmers reported that they used horses for farming until the 1940s.
Merie Jesse Splawn, who grew up on a farm in the Calapooia River Valley, recalled:
"We got our tractor in the early forties. Up until that time we had horses. Horses really
were best for muddy conditions on a farm. They could get in the fields when it would be
too muddy for a tractor. We kept one of our horses through to about 1950. "le
Dairying became a more specialized activity, with dairying ranking as th¡ state's biggest
income-producer (l6Vo of ihe state's gross agricultural income in 1935).20 Milk
production ranked first in the products of the county in 1944.21 While a small herd of
dairy cows was a component of the diversified farm in the early 20th century, during this
period the specialized dairy emerged. ln t928, one observer noted:

With the increased competitive conditions it is becoming more doubtful if the
small-issue dairy farm can be successful, or a paying proposition. This is more of
an age of specialization, and in order to take advantage of the latest inventions in
labor-saving machinery, the herd unit must be of sufficient size to get the highest
possible renlrns from its use...It begins to appear that the dairy unit should either
be of a size sufficient to supply the home need, or else considerably larger; for
instance, from 20 cows up. Probably the six- and seven-cow units are
uneconomical and even the ten- and twelve-cow units are becoming
questionable.22

ró

Williams, p. 149.

It tüilliams, p. 163.
It Williams,

p.

1ó1.

re Judge, Barbara C,, Historic Farm Structures as Material Culture: an Oreqon Sn¡dv, (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon State
Universiry), Master's Thesis, 1993, p. 66.

H.D,, and E.B. Hurd, "Graphic Summary of Agriculture and Land Use in Oregon," (Corvallis, Oregon: Agriculrural
Experiment Stâtion), Station Circular #l14, December 1935, p. 26,
æ Scudder,

2r Federal Cooperarive Extension Service, Oreqon's Farm Products for Market 1936-1940, (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Sate
College Extension Service), Extension Bulletin 641, Sept. 19,14'

22 Jamison, N.C.,"Dairy Cattle Feeding lilirh Some Pointers on Management," (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Agriculural College
Extension Service), Extension Bulletin 402, March 1928, p.13.
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Table 5a lists some of the Linn County farmers with larger herds of dairy cows.
One of the labor-saving machines was the milking machine, which, prior to the
availability of electrical power, could be operated with a small, portable combustion
engine. In 1928, it was noted that,"With increased cost of labor and the difficulty of
geiting the proper kind of milkers, the milking machine is coming into greater general
usg.

t'23

"By !923, Linn County had more dairy cows than any other county in the state.'24 The
Jersey breed was the most important in Linn County during this period and the breed was
known for its cream production. In 1928, ninety percent of all the dairy cattle in Linn
County were of that breed, with227 breeders of registered Jersey cattle in the county.2s
"Linn County Jerseys are shþed to every state in the union, and to give some idea of
the magnitude of this industry this county last year ranked third in the United States in
the number of transfers of ownership of registered Jerseys, also fifth county in the United
States in registration for L927.'26
During the past fifteen years Linn County herds have claimed continuously one or
more of the eight world records for production. This county can also claim the
distinction of having for four successive years the highest producing herd in
America. Linn County produced the first medal of merit bull in the world; also
the world record fourteen year old cow, four year old cow and senior yearling.2T
The Medal of Merit Jersey, one of only two in the country a that time, was Holger,
owned by the Riverwood Dairy operated by Hector Macpherson.
Other breeds found on county dairy farms included Holsteins, Guernseys, and Brown
Swiss.28 The Dairy Herd Improvement Association was formed in Linn County in
1929. "The dairy herd improvement association with its records of production and feed
costs puts dairying on a really business basis according to more than 500 Oregon

a Jamison, N.C., "Dairy Cattle Feeding With Some Pointers on Management,' (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Agricultural College
Extension Service), Extension Bulletin 402, March lÐ8, p. 13.
2{ Mullcn, Floyd C., The Land of Linn, (Lebanon, Oregon: Dalton's Printing), 1971, p. t97.
Ú Anon, 1928, n.p.
26

lbid.

2t

Anon, 1928, n.p.

2E

Anon, 1928.
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dairymen who belong to these associations."2e

According to a promotional brochure dating to 1928:
Markets for dairy products are stable and well established with progressive
creameries and cream buying stations located conveniently throughout the county,
and a large milk condensery at Albany, the County seat. Both the condensery and
the creameries have truck lines extending into all the out-lying districts, thus
providing a convenient medium of transportation of these products to market.3o

Hauling was facilitated by motorized vehicles operating on an all weather road network
and supplanting horse drawn conveyances. Outlets for cream, which were numerous'
includéd the Albany milk condensery which was purchased by the Borden Milk Company
in L929.31 That sáme year, the Albany Creamery Association, a Farmers' Co-operative
Creamery, was producing Linn Butter.32 The Albany Creamery Association
incorporäte¿ in tg+S. The Albany Dairy Cooperative incorporated in t932, and the
Snow peak Dairy in Albany incorporated in 1933.33 In Harrisburg, in the early 1920s,
farmers affiliated with the Cooperative Dairyman's lrague. In 1931, the Brownsville
and to other points in Oregon and
Creamery shipped
-In butter to Seattle and Tacoma
was
operated by the Oregon Milk Co. of
Scio, the milk condensery
Washinglon.
Portland.3a

Dairies were often located near cities. "At one time there were 19 dairies around
Albany, all of them delivering door to door."3s The Nygren Bros. Dairy, at its peak in
the 1930s and 1940s, "...milked 100 cows a day and had its own retail milk-selling
business. The retail end was phased out after World War II, and the dairy eventually sold
its milk exclusively through Mayflower, a dairy cooperative in Salem... "3ó Prairie Rose
Dairy near Shedd, operated by the Davis Family, had its own bottling plant and milk
delivery trucks.

2e The Brownsville Times, Brownsville, Orcgon, h;Jy
30

25,1929.

Anon, n.p.

'' pBrownw1¡¿@,

Brownsville, Oregon, May 30' 1929.

,tpÐry!!þ!!499,

Brownsville, Oregon, June

6,

1929,

p.3.

33

Linn County Anicles of Incorporation.

!

Bates, Carol. Scio in the Forks of rhe Santiam. Gates, Oregon: Susan Gauderman, Gates Graphics, 1989, p. 209.

¡r "Nygren dairy',
36

Lirn

A!þely-D4þ!$,

Albany, Oregon, Fridav, March 26. 1993, p. 46.

lbid.
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In the 1920s, grass seed was grown commercially for the first time in Linn County.
Howard Jenks, who lived near Tangent, became the first commercial shipper of domestic
The Harrisburg
ryegrass.37 This firm opened the eastern market for ryegrass. ln 1924,
Bulletin reported that:
"When harvest time rolls round it will be off to the rye fields this year around
Harrisburg. I¿st fall dozens of farmers who feared a slump in the hay market,
turned their attention to the production of rye seed and hundred [sic] of acres were
put in last fall, some of the farmers planting as much as 250 acres. There is a
promise of a good price for the seed which it is said will be shþed to the
Atlantic Coast states. There is also a promise of a good crop, especially where the
Italian rye seed was so\ryn. "38

l,

1926, reported that, "...ryegrass has become quite an
The Brownsville Times on July
extensive production in this section of the Willamette Valley and brings growers many
thousands of dollars. "3e

in its infancy in Oregon. Linn
of
domestic
County, uses the largest acreage chiefly
ryegrass."o Figure 92 illustrates
the amount of ryegrass grown in Linn County in comparison with other areas of the state.
Locally, the region with the most intensive ryegrass production was the floor of the
Willamette Valley, south of Albany. Between 1936 and 1940, production doubled.ar
By the 1940s, large acreages, that had been devoted to wheat production in the 19th
century now were planted in grass seed. As a result, the lilillamette Valley became
recognized as the primary source of ryegrass seed in the United States. Ryegrass
production brought about the conversion of many barns into seed cleaners, with added
elevating equipment and large bins. Combines were required to thresh ryegrass. Self-

In 1935, it was stated that, "Grass

3?

seed growing is

Mullen, p. 158.

¡t 'Many Acres of Rye in This Neighborhood," The Harrisburs Bulletin, Harrisburg, Oregon, May

" Ibg-@j!þ][!meq,

0

Brownsville, Oregon, July

I,

l,

1924, p.

l.

1926.

Scudder and Hurd, p. 2ó.

ar
Breithaupt, L. R., and M,D. Thomas, and C.J. Borum, "Production and lncome Stadstics for Certain Specialty Farm Products
Oregon 1936', (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Agriculnrral College Extension Service), Extension Circular No. 318, Sept. 1936.

M.D., and Breithaupt, L. R. and N. l. Nielsen, "Production and Income Statistics for Specialty Farm Products
Oregon 1938', (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Agricultural College Extension Service), Extension Circular No. 334, July

Thomas
1939.

M.D., and Breithaupt, L. R. and N. I. Nielsen, 'Production and Income Satistics for Specialty Fârm Products
Oregon l9zt0,' (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Agriculnrral College Extension Service), Extension Circular No. 375, August

Thomas
1941.
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propelled combines were not introduced until the 1940s. Prior to that time, the combine
tra¿ to be pulled by a team of horses or a tractor.a2
were still producing the
ryegrass began to dominate on the valley floor, farmers
hay cropsiequired by the county's large number of dairy herds. In 1928, one source
noied that, "ihe principal hay crops grown are red and alsike clover, cheat and
vetch. "a3

rwhile

Although hay baling equipment had been available since the 19th century (in the mid1880s, steam powered balers replaced the horse-powered hay press of the 1850s), hay
was frequently put in a barn in loose form in the early 20th century as feed for a farmer's
livestocÈ. Hay baling became more common during this period and may be related to the
increasing sale of hay; hay bales, as opposed to loose hay, could be easily transported.
Figure 93 illustrates a baling operation on the Roscoe B. Paine farm in the 1930s.
Farmers who were not specializing in dairying and who had converted to tractor power
no longer need a large mow of loose hay.

Flax was also grown in Linn County during this period. "In 1924, Oregon contained
5000 of the 6500 acres of flax produced in the U.S. and there is no better flax land than
lffar II when a
some in Linn County."{ The demand for flax accelerated during World
farmers cooperative flax processing plant was built in Harrisburg in 1941. The plant
burned down the following year.as In 1939, Linn County also led the state in turkey
production.'ó Often pigs were kept by dairy farmers because for was recommended that
one pig be kept for every diary cow on farms that sold cream. (Pigs were fed the extra
skim milk.) In 1944, the top agricultural products of Linn County were milk production,
turkeys, and common ryegrass seed. These were followed by: cattle and calves; chicken
eggs; hogs; sheep; lambs and wool; wheat; oats; farm forest products; and hairy
vetch.aT

The first known rural electric line in the country was reportedly constructed in 1906 at

¿2.BanettBros.,"AlÞ3ry..@ld',Albany,oregon,Friday,March26'L993,p'38'
o3

Anon, 1928, n.p.

'

Bg$p4gJp¡!g,

"

Mullen,

Halsey, Oregon, Iuly 22, 1f25, p. 4.

p.-.

6 T-homas, M.D., and L.R. Breithaupt, and N. I. Nielsen, "Production and Income Statistics for Specialty Farm Products Oregon
1938", (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon Agricultural College Extension Service), Extension Circular No. 334, July 1939.
a? Federal Cooperative Extension Service, Oreson's Farm Producu for Market 1936-1940, (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon State
College Extension Service), Extension Bulletin 641, Sept. 1944.
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Hood River, Oregon.asMountain States power reportedly provided electricity in the
Jefferson-Scio Road area as early as 1925-26. It was not until the mid-1930s, however,
that electrical power first reached many farmers in Linn County. "Following the advent
of the Rural Electrification Administration in 1935, there was a rapid increase in the
availability of electricity, and in 1940 the census reported that 45.6 per cent of all farms
had an electric distribuiion line within one-fourth mile of the dwelling. "ae Merle Jesse
Splawn, living in the Calapooia River Valley, recalled that, "'We got electricity in 1945.
u50
With electrical power:
The barn had electricity before we had it in the house.
The farmer soon discovered that it was feasible to have small, medium, and large
motors scattered about the farmsteads as might be needed. Thus, we have electric
pumps, milking machines, ventilating systems, hay and grain dryers, barn
cleaners, silage unloaders, feed grinders, tool grinders, and milk coolers, and
lights when and where we want them. We also have heat lamps to warm the new
born pigs and lambs and thermostatically controlled hovers for chicks and turkey
poults.5l

{

Cavert, p. 20.

'e

lbid, p.20.

t

Judge, p. 78.
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Cavert, p. 20.
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Table

_.

List of some Linn County dairies and farmers who owned large dairy herds.

Iæo Cersovski (Guernseys), Harrisburg area, sold to the Eugene Farmer's Creamery
E.E. Gourley and Sons Dairy, Knox Butte area
Shelby Dairy, Knox Butte area
J.M. Dickson, Ashburn Farm, Shedd
Walter Davis, Prairie Rose Dairy, Shedd
I¡ne Oak Dairy, Tangent
Schumaker Holsteins, Cottonwoods area
Jack Pugh, Shedd
Everett Struckmeier (Jerseys), Scio
Svede Oling, Albany
Rollo Hulbert, Albany
Nygren Bros. near Albany (Old Salem Rd.)
Hector McPherson, Tangent area, Riverwood Dairy
F.J. Wrightman, Mistletoe Dairy
Minor T. Clark Dairy
Meadow Lane Dairy
Totem Pole Dairy
Petersen Dairy
Wayside Dairy
Flanagan Dairy, Scio
Snow Peak Dairy
Roscoe Paine, Peoria Rd.
Lee Foster, between Harrisburg and Halsey
Floyd and Gene Fisher, Brownsville area
Phil Haddan Jerseys (Riverside Dr.)
Bill and Vivian Freekeson, Albany vicinity
Walter Hense, Shedd area
Earl Shearer, Shedd area
Warren Cooley, Albany
W.W. and Mary Poland, Shedd
Jay Palmer, Albany
G.A. Overton, Brownsville
Alva Byers, Cottonwoods area
Bob Burkhart, Cottonwoods area
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IDENTIFICATION
BARNS OF TIIE MID.2OTH CENTT]RY
PROPERTY TYPE DESCRIPTION
Desígn, Materials, and Worlcmnnship

A trend toward barn specialization and single-story construction began in the 1930's
and accelerated after World War II. Government and university agricultural experts
alike confidently predicted that the general-purpose wood-frame barn, nostalgically,
and at times, sarcastically, referred to as "the big red barn", would be replaced by
five million gleaming buildings made of steel, aluminum, and treated wood.r
The trend toward specialization saw dairy farmers building dairy barns, or, in the later part
of this period, a separate hay barn, loafing shed and milking parlor combination. Grass seed
farmers needed seed cleaners and warehouses. The tractor and its accessories required
machine sheds. Out of the transitional years of the early 20th century emerged similitude,
characterized by light frame construction and the gambrel roof form. Farmers began to rely
less on traditional barns built by carpenters and more on engineer-prepared plans. This
standardization was engendered by the increasing dissemination of barn plans by a number of
agents. ln t922, the authors of a book on farm building construction remarked:
The services of the architect and engineer are needed on the farm. In the past the
fîeld of the farming community has not attracted the architect, partly because the
work of the city kept him busy, and partly because the farmer has not realized the
need for specialized personal service. Much credit for the development of farm
buildings is due to the professional services rendered through the State experiment
stations, agricultural colleges, trade associations, and manufacturers. These agencies
have been instrumental in providing good plans, pointing out economies of
construction, and proving the need of modern farm equipment.2
One of these agents was the Regional Plan Service which was developed ttrough the
cooperation of a number of federal and state agencies, including the USDA, the state
extension services, and, in some states, including Oregon, the Agricultural Engineering
Departments of the state colleges. The purposes of the plan service of each region of the
United States -- northeastern, north central, western, and southern -- was to standardize farm
building construction for a given geographical area, and disseminate plans and information on

rHarper, Glenn A. and Steve Gordon, "The Modern Midwestem Barn, 1900-Present,'Bams of the Midwest, Eds. Allen G. Noble and
Hubert G.H. Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 224.
2

I)nn

Foster,

W.4.,

and Deane G. Caner, Farm
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farm building construction.3 "Thus a farmer who wants a plan for a particular farm building
can consult the catalogue in his county agent's office, and through the County Agent, order
the standard plan from the state extension service. "a Oregon St¿te College had a Farm Plan
Building Service. Available plans were listed in an Extension Circular. The plans appear to
have been prepared by the Oregon State College Department of Agricultural Engineering, in
cooperation wittr ttre U.S. Department of Agriculnrre. A list of plans available in September
1941 included general purpose barns, dairy barns, horse barns, beefbarns, and bull barns.
Plans were also available for wood and steel stanchion details, roof details for the Iowa truss
and the Shawver truss, and Gothic rafter details for the bent and sawed type.s
Unforn¡nately, many of the plans listed are not in the current collections of the Oregon State
University (formerly Oregon State College) archives.

A number of barn equipment companies offered plan services during this period, including
the Louden Company which had a representative in Portland, Oregon. Louden's plan
service:

...helped gain entry for the firm to advise farmers, especially dairymen, on ways to
modernize and equip the barn with l¡uden's main stock-in-trade, which included
ventilation systems, hay and litter carriers, windows, stalls, and pens....By 1940, the
company claimed it possessed "easily the largest" barn-plan department from which
"moie than 25,000 barns have been planned the world over."6
The Star Line catalogue of L921, published by the Hunt, Helm, Ferris & Co. of Harvard,
Illinois, advertised The Star Barn Plan Service.7 The company also had a main office
located in Portland, Oregon. Like the I¡uden Company, the catalogue advertised steel
stalls, steel stanchions with wood linings, tubular steel stanchions, adjustable wood
stanchions, steel manger partitions, water bowls, steel bull pens, window guards, and "steel
cupolas". Other companies which sold barn accoutrements as well as barn plans were the
Hudson Manufacturing Co. of Minneapolis, Minnesot¿, and the James Manufacturing Co. of
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin.

During this period, concrete perimeter foundations and slab-on-grade floors became the

3

Gray, Harold E., Farm Service Buildinqs, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company)' 1955' p. 29.

a lbid, p.30.
r Oregon Sate College Departnrent of Agriculnrral Engineering, "Oregon State College Farm Building Plan Service.' (Corvallis, Oregon:
Oregon State College Extension Service), Extension Circular No. 3?6, September 1941.
ó
Soike, Lowell J., "tilithin Reach of All: Midwest Barns Perfected," Barns of the Midwest, Eds. Allen G. Noble and Hubert G.H. ÌVilhelm,
(Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 159.
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standard in barn construction. It was recommended that, "The barn foundation should be
continuous, rather than in the form of piers. "8 Of the forty-two barns recorded from this
period during the 1996 survey, all but two feeder barns had concrete foundations, albeit
several had concrete piers instead of perimeter foundations.

Two other roof systems emerged during this period: the Clyde Truss, developed in the early
1920s for a gambrel roof, and the round-arched Gothic roof, developed in the previous
period but appearing locally in the 1920s. These are discussed in more detail in the
following section entitled, "Truss Innovations".
Balloon frame construction, with either a braced rafter roof or, less commonly, a Shawver
truss, was the nonn. As in the previous period, girders supported by posts helped carry the
vertical load of the loft. Metal posts were recorded in several barns dating to this period,
with one barn having posts from the l¡uden Company. The beams were almost always
built-up by this time. l¡ft floors were often of double thickness; heavy paper was placed
between the layers to keep the dust from sifting through.

Timber frame barns were still being built during this period, but they represented a minority
of the barn construction that was taking place. Figure 94 illustrates some bent configurations
for timber frame barns of this period. The gambrel roof form was also standard although
gable roofs were generally found on the timber frame barns from this period. During the
1996 survey, all barns with a balloon frame had a gambrel roof although the corollary was
not always true since there were several barns with timber frames that had light-framed
gambrel-roofs. At least one family during the Great Depression utilized materials on hand to
build a log barn (Figure 95).
Masonry construction is first seen in barns constructed during this period, but appears to
have been rare in this area probably because wood was copious. During the 1996 survey,
only two barns with masonry wall construction were recorded in the county: one was built of
hollow tile; the other was constructed of pumice block. Both barns dated to the 1940s. The
literature notes that steel frameworks were being used to some extent in barns at this time.
The Agricultural Engineering Journal of May 1926, contains a report of a steel frame barn
that was found to be very satisfactory.e In 1936, the James Manufacturing Company was
furnishing steel frames.¡o Galvanized sheet metal was also used as sheathing as early as the
1930s.1t Only one metal building was recorded during the 1996 survey -- the Prairie Rose

8

Foster, W.A. and Deane G. Carter,

e

Wooley, J.C., Farm Buildinqs, (Columbia, Missouri: The University Co-Operative Store), 1936, p. 59.
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(New York: John Wiley and Sons), 1922, p. 67.
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Dairy milking parlor manufactured by the James Manufacturing Co. just prior the onset of
World War II. (The owner, Mr. Davis of Shedd, indicated that it was the last one sold by
the company until the end of the war.) If other metal building from this period exist, they
were missed in the course of the survey. A large gambrel-roofed pole barn appears to have
been originally clad with metal sheathing; however, the date of the barn, which is in very
poor physical condition, has not been determined (Figure 96).
The use of poles for a barn of this size was unexpected since pole barns generally are
smaller. Pole barns were constructed during this period and Luther R. Shanks has described
a pole barn built on his property in the Tennessee area of Linn County in 1941 or L942. He
recalled:
had an oppornrnity to get some poles over at Providence for construction of a barn.
hauled these poles over here and peeled out enough for all the frame work, I hewed
the timbers for the foundation for a hay area 36 x 24 ft. and put a lean-to twelve ft.
on both sides so actually we had an area thirty-six by forty-eight. We used peeled
poles for rafters so all I bought one by twelve boards nailed them vertical and put bats
on the cracks, painted it red so it looked good with the board (shake) roof.r2

I
I

With the predominance of the balloon frame, horizontal siding is more cornmon than vertical
siding during this period. In Linn County, drop siding appears to be used most commonly,
although a narrow bevel lap siding and v-match were also used. Barns that had vertical
siding were timber or plank frame barns (posts composed of plank dimension lumber). Most
vertical-sided barns from this period incorporated battens.

It was advised

that:

For good appearance, the tops of all doors and windows in the first story should be
placed on the level. Large windows, possibly in groups of two or three, are better
than small single windows. Dormer windows often serve to break up large space of
roof, and they light the loft as well. The roof should be in the proper shape and
proportions....The projection of the eaves, or the "overhang," should be in proportion
to the size of the building. There are several building materials which might be
combined to enhance the appearance of the barn. Shingles, stucco, and lap siding,
while not generally used as a barn covering, might well be used to advantage in many
cases.

13

The hopper windows observed on many of the early 20th century barns continued to be used

R., "I'll be Jumped Up', unpublished manuscript, ca. 1982.
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during this period (Figure 97). A plan from the Oregon State College Department of
Agricultural Engineering for a 34 foot milking barn, illustrates the details of a window of
this type, referring to stock 1'-10' x 3'-5" barn sash (Figure 98).
Hayforks now could be pulled by horse, automobile, or by electricity. In 1929, a good
power hoist could be procured for $80.00 to $100.00.14 A power hoist was observed on
one Linn County barn but may have been overlooked on other barns.
Older barns continued to be remodeled. "An essentially modern barn could be created by
rebuilding or remodeling an older structure. Remodeling involved constructing a selfsupporting roof over the lower portion of the earlier timber-frame bents."rs Materials could
also be recycled from older barns and other buildings for new barn construction. Luther
Shanks recalled that "...Granddad heard of an old church building in Talman [Tallman] that
was for sale, so he ended up buying this building intending to dismantle it and use it in his
barn."ró Several barns dating to this period incorporated posts from earlierbarns.

With the advent of grass seed production on a large scale, some farmers converted their
barns into seed-cleaning facilities. Commercial seed cleaners had bins 2-3 stories high to
hold seed that was to be cleaned.
Spatial Arrangement
Several agricultural developments affected the design of the general purpose barn during this
period. In some cases, horse stalls disappeared or were reduced in number, especially
toward the end of this period. Notwithstanding the shift from the horse to the tractor, some
general purpose barns built in this period had horse stalls, for many Linn County farmers
farmed by horse until the end of World War II (Figure 99). Even those farmers who
purchased a tractor often kept a horse or two. The author of a book published in Portland,
Oregon in 1947, remarked that, "Tractor equipment is fast replacing horse-drawn tools. In
addition to tractors, we now have combines, corn pickers, forage harvesters, one-man balers,
four-row planters, grain and fertilizer drills, power sprayers and dusters, potato diggers and
other mechanized equipment....Thus, machine sheds are needed for modern farming..."17
A number of barns from this period had areas for tractor storage, even though tractors were

ra

Price, F.8., A.W. Oliver, and E.L, Poner, "Electric Hay Hoists," (Corvallis, Oregon; Oregon State College), Agriculural Experiment
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generally not stored in the barn because of the fire hazard. Machine sheds were also added
to some barns (Figure 100).
The wagon drive was eliminated in some barns, and was replaced by a narrower feed aisle
(Figurei 101 and 102). A shift from loose to baled or chopped hay at this time reduced the
n .ã for haymows. Many farmers adopted the "loose-housing" or "loafing" system for
housing cattle.rs In Linn County, loafing areas began to be included within the envelope of
the barn (Figures 101 and 103), or in lean-tos (Figure 102). The cows were only brought
into the barn to milk.

Longitudinal arrangements of consisting of three aisles with horses, cows, and grain bins
flanking a wagon drive continued to be built during this period (Figure 104). Barns with this
three-aisle plan were most commonly from 34 to 40 feet in width. The length dimension
varied greatly from 40 feet to 110 feet, with the length dimension generally over 60 feet. A
longitudinal arrangement of three-aisles appears to have been favored, especially for dairy
barns (Figure 105).

A transverse plan recorded in both late 19th and early 20th century barns in the county
continued to be used during this period. The transverse plan has a wagon drive in an interior
bay; the bay is flanked by grain bins. Outer bays were used for horse stalls and cow
stanchions (Figures 107 and 108). Barns having this plan generally measure 40 x 60 feet.
Figures 109 and 110 illustrate two other arrangements recorded during the survey for barns
dating to this period.
Six bank barns built between 1920 and 1945 were recorded. Four of the six bank barns had
a milking parlor in the lower level. Feeder barns also continued to be built during this
period.

ltHarper,GlennA.andSteveGordon,"TheModemMidwesternBam,l900-Present,.@!'Ed.AllenG.Nobleand
Hubert G.H. Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 225.
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Truss Innovations
The Arched

Roof

. . .:it:a':
''i ri::l.,
''.¡

).j-:

'

Figure 111. The Stellmacher Barn, a bank barn with a Gothic roof, built in L924.
The arched roof was employed as early as the 1910s, but was perfected in the 1920s and 1930s.
The 1911 edition of Barn Plans and Outbuildings by the Orange Judd Company. illustrates a
"circula¡ roofed bartr" in Nova Scotia but gives the reader no clue as to how the arched roof was
constn¡cted.l By the euly I920s, the arched-roof barn \ryas a staple of plan books and
equipment company catalogues. The earliest construction daæ recorded during the 1996 survey
for a Linn County barn with an arched roof was 1924.

An arched roof ttrat is pointed usually is referred to as a "Gothic roof", whereas an arched roof
that is rounded is referred to as a "rainbow roof". Barns with these roof forms have even more
loft space; therefore they are very suitable for livestock or dairy farning. Farmers could store
more hay in round-roofed and pointed, gothic-roofed barns than in gambrel-roofed ones.2 It
has been noted that, u...the gothic roof passed through more than two decades of

t Orange Judd Compaly, Bam Plans and Outbuildings, (New York: Orange ludd Company),

l9ll

edition, p. 100.

2
Vogeler, Ingolf, 'Dairying and Dairy Bams in the Northern Midwest,' Bams of the Midwest, Eds. Allen G. Noble and Huben G.H.
Wilhclm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 105.
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experimentation as new ways of building and using curved rafters in barns evolved....

"3

Sawed construction, which was initially used to create the curved rafters, may have first been
used in the Northwest where there was an abundant timber supply.a The outside edge was
sawed from one-inch boards, measuring eight-to-twelve-inches wide and three-to-four-feet long,
in order to create the needed curvature. Then, "...three or four plies were laminated together
side by side with nails, with the splices staggered to get the curve needed. "5 In September
lg4!, the Oregon State College Farm Building Plan Service issued its revised Extension Circular
No. 376 listing the farm building plans then available. One of the plans for a barn measuring
36 x 56 feet was categorized as an "Oregon arch roof -- sawed type."6 Another plan designed
by the Agricultural Engineering Department refers to the "Oregon Gothic roof", also a sawn
design (See Figure tL2).

A second type of curved rafter construction involved the use of bent or sprung rafters; developed
following a L9t6 experiment in Davis, California. "The perceived savings in material and labor
required to produce the same contour, by bending instead of sawing, brought the rafters quickly
into favor. "7 The 1921 catalogue of Hunt, Helm, Ferris & Co., The Star Line, states:
Blue prints showing details of Gothic roof construction for a barn...will be mailed upon
request. This barn is particularly admired for its attractive appearance. It is easy to
build and comparatively inexpensive. The Gothic rafter is made from 1 in. Iumber, built
up to the required thickness by nailing together several pieces of I in. x 4 in. or 1 in.
x 6 in. material. The curve is marked out on the loft floor, along which blocks are
nailed and to these blocks, the first member of the rafter is bent and nailed and the rafter
built to the size required by adding 1" material, which is bent to the curve and nailed.
All the rafters are made in one form.8
had bent rafters laminated with nails.
were
being built described the method
Several barn owners who were children when the barns
quoted above of laying out blocks on the barn floor. A plan available through the Extension
Service of Oregon State College illustrates this method in its plan for "Gothic Rafters Bent

All barns recorded in Linn County during the 1996 survey

3
Soike, Lowell J., 'Within Rèach of All: Midwest Barns Perfected,' Bams of the Midwest, Eds. Allen G. Noble and Hubert G.H. \ililhelm,
(Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995, p. 161.
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Type" (Figure 113). The 1934 Sch¡ock Ba¡n has bent laminated rafters composed of five 1 x
4s as suggested in the plan (Figure 114). The 1996 survey revealed that the number of
laminated I x 4s varied from barn to barn, with rafters ranging from three boards to seven
boards in thickness. A barn having laminated rafters that are seven boards thick, the Smucker
Barn, used 1 x 3s perhaps reflecting its laær construction date of L946. At least one barn owner
noted that a number of barns with rafters composed of fewer than five laminated 1 x 4s have not
survived to the present.

Figure 114. I¿minated rafters in the Schrock Barn.
The Louden Machinery Company introduced an improvemeût in the Gothic roof design by
substituting, at every eight feet, a patented, curved, reinforcing tn¡ss that ran continuously from
plate to plate. This earþ 1920s tn¡ss, which Louden claimed was economical to build and
simple to raise, lent "enormous strength" to every third or fourth rafter.e I¡uden also
introduced the concept of rafters extending all the way from the foundation sill on one side to
the foundation sill on the other. "This avoided the weak point where the bent rafters joined the
upper wall plate, which often had been mounted to the plate by merely toe-nailing, sometimes
with the help of braces running from the rafter to the mow floor joist. "r0
The Gothic roof entered its final phase of innovation during the 1930s, when modern glues first
were used to produce a stronger bent rafter. Experimentation began in 1936, with Guttorm N.
e

Soiko, p. 162.
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were used to produce a stronger bent rafter. Experimentation began in 1936, with Guttorm N.
rWeyerhaeuser.rr In May 1939, Rilco
Brekke and Professor Henry Giese, both funded by
Laminated Products, a Weyerhaeuser interest, was incorporated in Minnesota. This company
began the manufacture and commercialization of glued laminated rafters. Another company that
sold glued laminated rafters was Unit Structures, Inc. of Peshtigo, Wisconsin. The company
adveñised their Engineered Farm Buildings with unit glue-welded rafters.r2

I-aminated timber was used in the Pacific Northwest as early as 1938. Its first installation is
rWallingford Brethren Church.l3 During World War II,
believed to have been in Seattle's
Timber Structures, Inc. of Oregon began to manufacture glued laminated timber.ra No barns
recorded during the 1996 survey incorporated rafters laminated with glue.

The Clyde Truss

In the early 7920s, A.W. Clyde, an extension engineer for Iowa Søte College, developed the
Clyde Truss, also known as the Iowa Truss. Used for a gambrel roof, it was less expensive than
the Shawver truss, which required more expensive extra-length material. The design, which
used gas pipe for shear pins at the ends of each truss, "...tied the ridge, the purlin, and the plate
into a single uncomplicated truss to carry the intervening rafters....Clyde's Iowa truss constin¡ted
the final innovation in the plank-frame tradition."rs A cutaway view of a barn with an lowa
Truss is illustrated in Figure 115. The Extension Service of Oregon State College made plans
available for the Iowa roof truss (Figure 116).

tt Rhude, Andreas Jordahl, 'structural Glued Laminated Timber: History of its Origins and Early Development," Forest Products Joumal,
Vol.46, No. l, January 199ó, p. 19-20.
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Unit Structures lnc. Catalogues, 1940s.
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Dairy Barns, Mitk Houses and Milking Parlors
With the prominence of dairying in Linn County in this period, the specialized dairy barn
emerged. Dairy barn designs generally accommodated two longitudinal rows of cows with
.orpl.¡¡"nt of litter and feed aisles. The design might also include bull, maternity and calf
pens; a feed room; office; milk room; wash room; cool room or can room. It was

iecommended that the dairy barn be placed with the long axis north and south in order to secure
direct sunlight for as much of the day as possible.l Ceiling height was recornmended at eight
and one-half feet and the width of the barn either 34 or 36 feet with room for two rows of stock.
Cows can face out with a single cleaning alley in the center or face in with a feeding alley in
the center.2 The length of the barn depended upon the size of the herd.3 Different cow breeds
also required different st¿ll dimensions.
Concrete for barn foundations, floors, and gutters became common and were required for Grade
A dairies. Often, mangers were formed of concrete. Dairy barns had rows of windows along
the side ends in response to the recommendation that "Four square feet of glass, well placed,
should be provided for each mature animal in the dairy barn. "a Above, a large hay mow,
beneath a gambrel or Gothic roof, accommodated loose hay which could be dropped through hay
holes to the feed aisle below. A silo, or perhaps two silos, were located adjacent to the barn
with a door from the inside of the barn to access the silage.

Milk,

once stored in spring houses, now needed to be cooled in order to prevent bacterial growth

and the milkhouse provided this function. It was advised that the milkhouse be constructed
within 6 to l0 feet of the barn with the location such that prevailing winds during the dry season
will carry barnyard dust away from it.5 By 1947, however, it was reported that:

New thinking has gone into milk house requirements. At one time it was necessary to
place the milk house at rather long distances from the milking room or dairy barn. Now
the reverse is true. New milk houses should be attached to the milking room or barn,
and in most cases city ordinances will permit construction under the same roof when a
passageway with two doors is provided between the milking room and the milk cooling
and utensil room. This is a big advancement and makes it possible to coordinate feeding,

I Foster and Caner, p. ó.

I Foster and Carter, p.
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I
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caring for the cows, milking them, and handling the milk, all into an effîcient system.6

In the 1930s, there was a trend toward separate mitking parlors (Figure 117). In 1936 one
author remarked that there were two methods for handling dairy herds. The first method

involved the use of a dairy barn with cows in stalls where hey are fed, watered, milked and kept
in overnight. The recond method is the loafing barn type with another building where cows are
milked. This latter plan, he noted, was growing in popularity'7
was use-experience that changed the stanchion dairy barn into small milking quarters
combined wittr ttre loafing shed. Hauling out manure and cleaning the barn at least once
each day, the difficulty of keeping the cows clean, and the development of big knee and
udder trouble because the cows had to stay in stanchions throughout the long winter
months, made someone think of a better way for housing cows.8

It

1941, plans were available from Oregon State College which illustrated "dairy plot plans".
These plans illustrated paved exercise lots, lounging sheds, hay barns, and milking parlors. The
Davis Èur., home of the Prairie Rose Dairy, had a large loafing/hay barn, two silos, calf barn,
and milking parlor (Figure 106) sunounding a paved exercise lot on three sides.

In

Sanitation was another factor which led to the development of the separate milking
early as 1913, one author pointed out that:

parlor. As

Now that the habit and knowledge of cleanliness is more general, it has been observed
that the infection of milk is not so much due to the virulent pathogenic germ found in
filthy and unsanitary surroundings, as to the bacteria on the dust in the stable, and
especially the dust of the feed, grain and hay. For this reason it is desirable to place the
¡¡itting cows as far as possible from the storage of hay, bedding and the like, which
brings up at once the question as to whether it is advisable at all to store hay over the
animals, although long custom has established that usage.e

In Linn County, many barns continued to have wood stanchions, wood floors and wood walls
well into the 1950s. These farms operated Grade B dairies. Grade B dairies received less
money for their milk and the milk could only be used for butter, cheese or powdered milk.

ó
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Dairy Barn Arrangement
aisled dairy barn was advocated. There was a debate,
In
however, conôerning whether the cows should face the center aisle or face the windows.
fromThe
Linn County, both.l.ngr.rnts were found. The following points are taken verbatim
which
Star Line, tire catalogue óf Hunt, Helm Ferris & Co. of Harvard, Illinois. This company,
sold barn and barn plans, had offices in Pofland, Oregon'

In numerous publications the three

"Where Cows Face

In"

This arrangement of the barn has a number of advantages. You can take the feed all down a
cenrer alle! and distribute it right and left as you go along. It centralizes the work of feeding.
Then the herd is divided so you don't have all the cows trying to crowd through one door at the
same time.
The out-take chutes for ventilation are located at the sides of the barn where they are out of the
way, and do not occupy space which could well be used for other purposes.
Sunlight strikes the gutters directly and they get rhe full value if its disinfecting properties.
gives you light behind the cows when milking in the morning and at might.

It

Another advantage of this anangement is that some prefer to see all the herd from either end
of the feed alley.ro
"Where Cows Face Out"
"Advocates of facing the cows out, call attention to the fact that while it may be well to do your
feeding from one alley, you nevertheless do three-fourths of the work behínd the cows.
Cleaning and milking take more time than feeding.

They claim that the cows breathe better air when they face out than when they face in.

That it's more important to have the disinfecting action of the sunlight applied to the manger
where the cow is fed than to the gutter.
That you've got to build long in-take chutes for ventilation
That you've got to divide your herd to get
side of the barn, it causes confusion.

(Harvard, Illinois: Hunt, Helm, Ferris
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rwhere cows face out the supporting posts for hay loft floor can be placed where they
way interfere with the arrangement of the stalls.

will in no

Then the appearance of both herd and barn is better where cows face out. cows are always
sized up frõm Uetrin¿, where they face out, the whole herd is seen at one time.

Furthermore, there never was a barn built, where the cows faced the center, that was wide
prevents
enough to prevent the wall from becoming spattered with manure. Facing the cows out
this. It f..'i,pt all the manure along one alley and the gases and fumes are more easily disposed
of when they are in one place.lr

tt

lbid., p. 133.
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EVALUATION
Property Type BARNS OF THE MID-20TH CENTURY

propefi Tlpe Sígnificance2 Standardizationinbarnconstructionand specialization inagriculnrre
are hallmarks ofthis period. Out of the design jumble of the early 20th century, the balloon

frame, gambrel-roofed barn emerged as the standard in barn construction. The diversified farm
often bècame a specialized farm during this period as increasing mechanization made it costly
to purchase equipment for numerous activities. In Linn County, ryegrass production and
dairying *ere in the forefront of specialued agriculture. Ryegrass production required a seed
cleaner-rather than a barn. Barns that were built during this period were often dairy barns.
Others in dairying followed the advice of experts at the time which recommended separate
milking parlor, hay barn, loafing barn combinations. With the adoption of the tractor, the
uutomõbll. and other gasoline powered equipment, barn space required for horses and their
accoutrements diminished.
Barns dating from the mid-2Oth century illustrate several major themes in Linn County history
with areas of significance including agriculture and architecture. Criterion A' of the National
Register may be met by barns which reflect agriculture during this period.r Criterion B of the
National Register may be met by barns that are associated with the lives of persons significant
in Linn County history, particularly if the individual's contributions were significant within the
context of agriculture.2 Criterion C of the National Register may be met by barns which retain
enough chaiacteristics to be considered a representative of the property type.3

Propefi Tjpe Quantity, Quality and Condítion.'It is difficult to determine the number of extant

45, were recorded; many
more were located during the reconnaissance survey but it was not always possible, upon cursory
exterior examination, to distinguish barns from this period from barns of the first two decades
of the century unless a date of construction was provided. As evidenced by the reconnaissance
survey, barns of the mid-20th century are far more numerous than their 19th century
counterparts and barns of the mid-2Oth century appear to be more numerous than barns dating
to the earlier part of the century.
barns from the mid-20th

cenury

because only a sample, approximately

Regístration Requirementst Liwt County barns are National Register eligible under Criterion

t Crirerion A of the National Register states that properties can be eligible for the National Register
have made a significant contribution to the broad pattems of our history.
2

if they are associated with events that

Criterion B sutes that propenies may be eligible for the National Register if they are associated with the lives of persons significant in our

past.

r Criterion C

may be eligible for the National Register if ttrey embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period,
possess high anistic values, or that represent a significant and
distinction'
may
lack
individual
whose
components
entity
distinguishable
stâ@s rhat properties

or method of consm¡ction, or that represent the work of a master, or that
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A, in the area of agriculture, if characteristics are present which link the barn to agriculnrral
pracrices of this priioO. For instance, dairy barns which date to this period may be eligible
under Criterion A because they reflect the importance of dairying at this time. Aspects of
integrity which should be present to convey this association are design, especially exterior

desi-gn,-location, and setting. Since barns of this period are more numerous, original cladding
materials should be present on at least several elevations. (It is rare to find a Linn County barn
in which the siding has not been replaced on the south and west elevations). Modifications to
original door openings, window openings, and window sash should be limited. Met¿l roofs,
wnîte not endoried, ñave become almost a universal feanrre of the Linn County barn, primarily
because of the expense of shingle or shake roofs. Ideally, some aspects of the original interior
spatial organizatiõn should be retained linking the barn to agricultural practices of the period.
Sitos an¿ milkhouses inside of the barn, or in close proximity to the barn, are good indicators
of dairy activity. The barn's location and rural setting should be intact in order to foster the
associaiive qualities. Barns which have been converted to grass seed cleaners in the 1920s or
1930s .uy ulso be eligible under Criteria A. Integrity assessments would center on the adapted

design, not the original barn design.

barn may be illustrative of a person's important achievements especially if the area of
significance for those achievements is agriculture. Of special interest would be barns associated
with individuals who made significant contributions to the dairy industry or grass seed industry.
Barns are eligible for the National Register under Criterion B if they are associated with the
lives of persons significant in Linn County history, and maintain the characteristics by which that
association is conveyed. The most important aspects of integrity for barns eligible under
Criterion B are exterior design, location, and setting, sufficiently unaltered so that the property
would be recognizable by the associated individual. A preliminary list of individuals that may
have made significant contributions in the area of agriculnrre are listed in Appendix C.

A

Barns of this period may meet the requirements of National Register Criterion C if they clearly
contain enough characteristics to be considered a representative of this property type. Design,
materials and workmanship are more important than location and setting so that moved barns,
and barns located in an area where the rural setting has been compromised, may still be eligible.
To be considered a good representative of the type, a barn should exhibit the pattern of features
common for barns built during this period. Table 4 summarizes these characteristics. Since
barns of this period are more numerous and standardized, the integrity threshold should be high
for barns illustrating the patterns common to barns of this period. Since one of the most
important design aspects of barns is the method of construction, a barn may be significant for
framing regardless of the integrity of other design aspects. In this case, integrity of materials
and workmanship are paramount. Barns which fall into the below categories may be eligible
under Criterion C if they retain those characteristics by which their significance is understood.

*

Late examples of timber frame barns.
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*

Barns which illustrate methods

*

construction,
Barns illustrating variation and individuality. For instance, barns with masonry
construction.

of

construction that are rare, such as log

*

Barns for which the plan can be traced to on of the following: the Regional Plan
Service; Oregon State College; pattern books of the period; a barn planning
service; catalogue such as Sears or Montgomery Wards; or a barn that is pre-cut
and shipped by a company.

*

Barns in which the building traditions of other parts of the country and/or world
are evident.

*

Barns with arched Gothic or rainbow roofs (These barns are rare with only about
15 extant examPles.

*
*

Specialized barns, such as dairy barns, that illustrate spatial anangements peculiar
to that barn tYPe.
Barns which were built using metal cladding.
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HISTORIC OVERVIEW

Religious and Ethnic Immigration, 1845-1945
Many settlers migrated in groups formed of extended families and neighbors of like
the
endemic and religious convictións. For instance, in the early period of settlement,
Oakville and Union Point areas were identified as Presbyterian neighborhoods; the
providence area was associated with Baptist settlement. The social character of
neighborhood settlements could therefore have an impact on building, with regional
varlation within the county. Barns may provide a better opportunity for observing
cultural convention and affinity than other building types. The groups mentioned below,
while not inclusive, are groups which have left their imprint on the character of the
county.

The German BaPtist Brethren
Members of the German Baptist Brethren faith, sometimes referred to as Dunkers or
Dunkards, settled in Linn County at an early date (Figure 118). Among the families
belonging to this group were the Hardman, Backus, Peebler, Baltimore and Ritter
families. This group settled on rich agricultural lands between the current cities of
læbanon and Albany. The Wigle family were also originally Brethren but settled further
to the south, east of Harrisburg, Oregon. In 1854, Daniel læedy settled with this Linn
County group and became the first Brethren minister on the Pacific Coast. The Breth¡en
in the-Oiegon Tenitory established the first congregation on the west coast in this
location in 1855 or 1856 with Iæedy as minister.l This congregation was first known as
the South Santiam congregation.2 Thename was eventually changed to Willamette Valley
congregation. The congregation expanded from the original 23 members to 100 members
Uy lSA1, the year that the area was divided into two congregations: Salem north of the
Sântiam River, and Lebanon, south of the Santiam. M. M. Bashor and David Brower
were the congregation's elders assisted by I-eedy, A.H. Baltimore and Philip Workman.
By 1907, thJlæ-banon congregation had only 16 members and in tgI2hmid the beginning
rnembership of 23. The congregation, albeit small, continued to meet, evennrally
forming thé Sunrise Community Church in Albany. In 1962, the oldest Oregon
congregation of this denomination was disbanded by the district.

Only one barn of this group was identified in previous surveys. The Gideon Backus
Barn, probably built in the 1850s, is a side-opening barn typical of pioneer barns in Linn
County (Figure 9). Apparently, this barn does not reflect the Brethren tradition in barn
building. According to The Brethren Enc),clopedia, because "...of the predominance of

I The Brethren Encvclopedia, 3 Vols. (Philadelphia: Breùren Encyclopedia, 1984),
2

lbid.
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agriculture as a source of Brethren livelihood in the 18th and 19th centuries...farm
the
UiitCingr were of primary importance. It is noted that the Brethren followed
of
barns....Barns...were
placement
pennsylvania-German paúern in architecn¡ral style and
,bank-barn" style."3 Barns were also the location of large gatherings
ttre trro level or
such as love feasts and Anrual Meetings throughout the 19th cenhrry'a

t lbìd, p.89.

' !!sJ¡e$tr@xs!eps!b'
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Mennonite Settlement in Linn County
1976, Hope Lind Kauffman, author of Apan and Together: Mennonites in Oregon and
Neighboring States 1876-1976, noted that "The ratio of members in Oregon's Mennonite
and related groups to the total of Oregon's population is almost twice that of all United
States tvtennãnite groups to the total U.S. population."s The first Mennonites to settle in
Oregon were Chriitian C. and Magdalena Wenger, and John and Elizabeth Lichty who
accõmpanied the Wengers. They settled in the Hubbard area of Marion County in
1876.6- In ca. 1880 the first Amish Mennonites moved to Oregon, and in 1887 the
Joseph Maurer Family, Amish Mennonites, purchased a farm located four miles north of
Iæbanon, Oregon in Linn County. The family consisted of Joseph Maurer, born in the
Alsace provinðe of France, his wife Barbara Gerig Maurer, Joseph's twice-widowed
mother, Barbara Conrad, and several small children. The Maurer Family came to
Oregon from Davis County, Iowa.? For seven years they were the only Amish
Mennonites living in Linn County.s In the fall of 1894, three other Amish Mennonite
families headed by Jacob and Mary Eicher Roth; Daniel and Katherina (Roth) Erb; and
Christian and Magdalina (Swarøendruber) Kennel, moved to Linn County from
Thurman, Colorado.e In 1895, Jacob Roth was ordained as a minister and meetings
were held in his home.ro Eventually, they began meeting in the former German Baptist
Brethren Church building in the area.rr In 1911 they purchased an acre of land and
constructed a meeting house. Christian Kennel, who was also a barn builder, \ryas the

ln

main carpenter. The congregation was called Fairview.
"Soon after Fairview organized, other families with names including Widmer,
Christner, Schlegel, Heyerly, Neuschwander, Eicher, Gerig, Sutter, Ropp, Yutzi,
Nofzinger, and Schrock moved to the area. Several joined the Albany Mennonite
Church when it organized in 1899 and some joined Harrisburg. But most stayed
to swell the ranks at Fairview. Later, others moved to Linn County, especially
because of the prolonged drought in Nebraska and Colorado in the mid-1930s.
Fairview became the second largest congregation in its conference, with a

t Hope Kauffman, Aoan and Toqether: Mennonites in Oreqon and Neiqhborinq States 1876-197ó, (Scottdale, Pennsylvania: Herald
Press, 1990),

p.

19.

6

Lnd, p.27.

?

Gerig, Irvin, "History of the Fairview Mennonite Church,' OMHGS Newsletter, Vol. 2, Number

t Lind, p.
e

51.

Gerig, p.

t.

'o !Þ¡r!.
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membership high

of

426

in

1965...*t2

Fairview and Hubbard's Zion churches were both Amish Mennonite but their corporate
personalities soon developed differently.t3 Fairview.had more members who had
ir-igt t d directly frornEurope or come from families of more recent immigrants who
had first settled in ontario, canada, earlier in the 1800s. More of Zion's members came
from immigrant families of the 1700s".14
The Albany Mennonite Church [Old Mennonite] was established in 1899 and the
Harrisburg Conservative Amish Mennonite Church established 1911. Minister Daniel
IGopf unfhir wife Anna Hostetler and their family moved to Harrisburg and soon eight
other families from Hubbard's Zion congregation followed. Charter members of the
Harrisburg church include: Hostetler, Kropf, Miller, Neuschwander, Smucker, Stutzman,
and Widmer families.rs

In the 1930s, another influx of Mennonites came to the Albany area from the drought
ravished regions of the United States. Included were the Beckler, Birkey, Jantzi,
Stutzman and Schweitzer families.16

The impact of this settlement on the architectural character of the portions of Linn
County settled by these various Mennonite groups has never been studied. In other
areas, Pennsylvania barns are often a indication of Mennonite settlement. Examples of
pennsylvania barns, two level bank barns which include the diagnostic forebay, have not
been located in association with Mennonite settlement in Linn County although one has
been identified in the Hubbard vicinity of Marion County. The flat topography of the
region settled by the Mennonites would certainly have been a limiting factor for this barn
choice. Furthermore, Hope Lind notes that

"In contrast to some Mennonites in the West and the Midwest who had settled in
territories even before they achieved statehood, Oregon's earliest Mennonites
arrived after two or three generations of farmers had taken their pick of land and
Oregon had been a state almost twenty years. Some Oregon Mennonites did clear
timber and break new sod, but many purchased or rented land which others had

'2

Lind, p.53.

13

Lind, p. 54.

to

lbid, p. 54.

"

Lind, p. 56.

16

Gerig, p. 2.
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already tamed."l7

This land often included established farm building groups'

Linn
There were several Mennonite carpenters who were known to build barns in
in the
barns
County. C.R. Kennel was responiible for the construction of a number of
in Ontario,
Læbanon-Albany area. Prior to coming to Linn County, he had built barns
his
Canada. Only iwo barns, built for his chitdren, have been identified as examples of
work. Both barns have details which were not observed in other Linn County barns. A
the walls
barn built for his son John Kennel in L925 is notable for its use of louvers in
(Figure 119, top left). The Krabill barn (Figure 50) has atypical framing.
Another Mennonite barn builder was J.S. Yoder who reportedly built barns in the
Hanisburg area and as far north as Albany. The only example of a barn known to have
(Figure 119, top right). This
been erecled by him is his own barn just east of Hanisburg
gambrel-roofeã, balloon frame barn is similar in exterior appearance to other barns built
in Linn County at the time; nevertheless, his son, Glenn Yoder, who still owns the
property, desciibed the barn by referring to the feed aisle as the "fudergangu and a pent
iooi oo the east elevation as the "foreshoot" noting that these were the tenns used by his
father whose family hailed from Pennsylvania.
The Smucker Family, a Mennonite family originally from Orville, Ohio, came to the
Harrisburg area after living near Hubbard. A new barn was built in t946 aftet a trip
back to Ohio and Pennsylvania. lVilton Smucker, the current owner, recalled that the
trip provided his father with the idea of an "overshoot" and block walls. With walls built
of-pùmice block, the Smucker barn is one of only two masonry barns in the county
(Figure 11.9, bottom right).

t1

lbid, p.39.
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The PennsYlvania Barn
The pennsylvania Barn is a two level bank barn with a forebay that has antecedents in
iwiuerhná.t The template was carried to Pennsylvania in the 1700s by Germanic emigrants.
United
Today, as a result of diffusion, Pennsylvania barns are found in various areas of the
settlement
Pennsylvania
of
areas
Statei and are considered excellent markers by which to identify
ãspeciatty by Amish, Mennonites and German Baptist Brethren.2
Ensminger, author of the book, The Pennsylvania Barn: Its Origín, Evolution, and Distribution
in North America, (Lggz), describes the characteristics of a Pennsylvania barn:

It is always banked to provide access to the upper level. This level is used to process

and store feed grains, hãy, and straw. It contains several sections or bays. Bays entered
directly from the bank have large doors and function as threshing or machinery floors;
those ád¡acent to the threshing floors serve as mows for storage of hay and straw. The
upper-leïel space to the fore of the barn, extending over the stable wall below, is the

fóiebay. Windows in the front wall of the forebay provide light for this area. An
opening in this wall, formerly provided draft for hand threshing and winnowing.
ft¡ougtr this opening straw can be tossed to the barnyard below...The forebay area may
be continuous with the mows providing additional storage space. Usually, it is

partitioned from the mows, and houses a granary with bins for various feed grains...The
lower level of the Pennsylvania barn has always been used to house livestock, including
cows, beef cattle, and horses....In many barns, pens for calves and even pigs, sheep, and
chickens, can be found....Access between the stable and the barnyard is through the
double split doors in the front wall, below the forebay. Gable end doors in Pennsylvania
barns, when they occur, provide access to the feeding alley...3

Ensminger notes that there can be significant variations in details of the design and construction
of Pennsylvania barns because the barn evolved as agriculture changed.a The essential
identifying feature, however, is the forebay.s

Mennonites have proven

to be an excellent index group for predicting the occurrence of

Ensminger, Robert F, The pennsylvania
Hopkins University Press, 1992.
r

2

lbid., p. 164.

3

Esminger, pp. 53-55.

a

lbid., p. 52.

s

lbid.
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pennsylvania barns.6 Additionally, Ensminger observes that "Members of the various Germanic
population of
naptisi Brethren churches, ca[eã Dunkards or Brethren, were also part of the
pennsylvania-German settlers who moved beyond the Pennsylvania hearth. One could expect
"7
that the Brethren pioneers also participated in ttre diffusion of the Pennsylvania barn.

Kropf Barn, built
One pennsylvania Barn has previously been identified in Oregon. The Ivan
in 1gg9 near Hubbard, Oregon. Hubbard was the earliest site of Mennonite settlement in
of Aurora,
Oregon and the Kropf familyìs associated with this group. Nearby is the community
a utopian colony also with Germanic roots founded in 1856.
The 1996 barn survey in Linn County located one Pennsylvania Barn, the Michael Ryan Barn
built in 1910 (Figure 120). The builãer and owner of this barn was not Mennonite but did hail
from pennsylvania. The barn has all the diagnostic feahrres of a Pennsylvania barn but, because
of its date of construction, is built using 20th century construction methods and has a gambrel
roof. This is analogous to the barns of Central Wisconsin which Ensminger notes ".. .being late
examples of the pãnnsylvania barn, frequently have gambrel roofs....The basement stables
follow a center-aisle plãn with primary access provided by gable-end doors rather than underforebay doors. This efficient anangement permits a larger and more easily serviced dairy
herd.8

6

Ensminger,

7

lbid., p. 164.

p. 16l.

t Ensminger, p.

90.
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Cathotic Settlement in the Jordan Valley
In the mid-lgggs, a group of about fifty German Catholic families from Minnesota
traced to the
arrived in Linn Courity.tf The events precipitating this colonization can be
Albrecht joined the
Baden region of Germany in the 1S30J. There, Father Joseph Maria
priesthooã as a membrt ôf th. Society of the Precious Blood after separating from his
came
*if, ,o that she and his daughter could join a convent. Evennrally, Father Albrecht
his
of
members
to Ohio with other memberJof his order. In Ohio, Albrecht angered
parish and the church hierarchy with some of his views. Eventually he was suspended
irom his duties. Angered by this treatment, Father Albrecht decided to leave the area
700 acre
and, with a group oiloyal parishioners, he moved to Rush Lake, Minnesota. A
Father
farms.
community was established-complete with church, convent, school and
Albrecht was eventually excommunicated from the Catholic Church'
Father Albrecht died in 1884. Prior to his death, he chose Anton Bender, Christof
silbernagel and Victor Eifert as trustees. It was decided to leave Minnesota for a new
in
settlement in the west. These men knew of acquaintances from Ohio who had settled
Scio, Oregon. Shortly thereafter the colony which consisted of approximately 90
propl., irictuOing 20 ieligious members including nuns -- settled in the Jordan Valley, a
iributary stream valley in tfre foothills east of Scio, Oregon. Early members of this
.o*rnunity are listed in Table 12. I¿nd had been purchased by the trustees for the group
to establish farms and erect a church. Eventually a priest, Father Joseph Buchholzer,
was assigned to the group by the Archdiocese of Portland'

-

Our Lady of Lourdes Church continues to be the focal point of this community which is
still home to many of the descendants of the original members of the Catholic colony.
The architectural character of the Jordan Valley is distinctive in Linn County. Several
barns of this group built upon their arrival in the 1880s were recorded during the 1996
survey. Compared to other barns being built in Linn County during this period, the
materials uçd for these barns were less processed. Iæg joists and hewn timbers were
used in all 1880s barns of this group recorded. In other areas of Linn County at this
time, it appears as though sawn timber frames predominated. The interiors of the barns
have been altered but all of the recorded barns have traditional transverse arrangements
of four or five bays. The Foltz Barn (Figure l2l) has a double outshed, the only
example observed in the county.

rs Ttre information on the history of rhis Catholic Group is summarized ¡¡em Centennial Historv: 1885-1895..9ur Ladv of Lourdes'
Newspapers, 1985.
Jordan. Oreqon. (Eds.) Barbara Bentz, Linda Duman, and Father Gregory Moys, North Santiam
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Table 12. List of early members of Our Lady of Lourdes Church from Centennial
History. 1885-1985. Our I¿dy of Lourdes, 1985'
Riesterer, Joseph and Mary
Reister, Henry
Rohwein, Frank
Salzi, Carl
Schneider, Christian
Schwindt, Joseph
Shelton, Haman
Silbernagel, Cristof
Stauang, Carl
Thomas, John
Thomas, Henry
Voltin, Leo
Westby, Scott
Yost, Benjamin
Ziglinski, Fred
Ziglinski, John
Zurfluh, Anton
Zurfluh, Henry

Basel, Wm. Franklin
Bender, Anton
Bentz, Jacob and SoPhia (1904)
Boedigheimer, Bruno and Maria
Duman, Henry and Johanna (L922)

Eifert, Victor and Matilda
Fiedler, Pete and Rose (1914-1915)
Fink, Joseph
Fink, Ignatius
Folø, John
Gerard, Meinrod
Heuberger, Henry
Hilger, Frank
Jungwith, Jordan
Krantz, Marcus and Teresa
Lackner, Anton
Lulay, Clement
Neal, Peter and Mahala
Pepperling, Alvin
Quinter, Benedict
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Czech Settlement
People

of Czech nationality are from the ancient kingdoms of Bohemia, Moravia'

and

came into
silesia. Slovaks are primaiily from the province of Slovakia. Czechoslovakia
(1919) and Trianon
exisrence in october'of 191b and, by the treaties of St. Germain
province
of Silesia, the
Bohemia and Moravia, the Austrian
(1920), consisted
Ruthenia.
ùungáiiun province of Slovakia, and a district of northeastern Hungary called
Czech
rural
a
of
The formation of Czechoslovakia occurred after the establishment

of

community in Linn CountY.

and 1890. It is
The first Czech settlers came to Linn County in the period between 1880
Railway
Oregonian
the
likely that this settlement was facilitated by the completion of
ttroúgf, this area in 1880 with stations at West Scio and Crabtree, the main areas of Czech
Svododa, Horsþ,
settlement in the counfy. Early families included the Cladek, Youngs,
families mentioned
Stepanek, Suchanek, .nO f.ttui Families.re Table 13 lists some Czech
in ïhe Santiam News in 1899. By 1900, families and individuals with the surnames of
Wesley, Stastny, Andrlik, Bartu, Roner, Ondrej, Schinost, Lamplot, Prokop, Oupor,
posvai, Shimanek, and Vasek among others had joined the growing colony.2o "Some
jumpers' from Nebraska, Michigan, the
came from the old countr!, and some were 'second
settling
Dakotas, Wisconsin, Illinois, and lowa."2r It appears that the majority of Czechs
although
to
oregon,
moving
in Linn county had lived elsewhere in this country before
of
their tenure in these other localities may not have been lengthy. Table 14 lists members
the
from
members
lists
(1910);
15
Table
this community from rhe Thirreenth U.S. Census
in the first decade of the
occurred
greatest
influx
(1920).
The
Fourteenth U.S. Census
20th century; in 1910, there were t,T\g individuals in Oregon born in Bohemia or
Moravia, up ftorrr the 23L figure in 1900.22 Figure 122 illustrates the areas of the state
where this population was concentrated with Linn County having the densest settlement.
The Czech population was centered in the north part of the county near Scio, Oregon,
county,
although there-were several families near Harrisburg in the southern part of the
includlng the Balkovich Family a member of which was a local barn builder.
Noble and Cleek describe a Czech Barn as '27-30 feet by 48-80 feet, with an elongated
rectangular plan, wagon doors on the gable end, one or two smaller doors on the side,
fieldstóne walls, un¿-u gable roof. Smalt windows are usually high on the side walls.

re'Tolstoj Lodge Plays Active Part in Richardson Gap History," Lebanon Express, Friday, November
20

22

1968'

lb¡d.

2t "ZCB! Halls: reminders of Czechoslovakian settlers,' The Lebanon Exoress , Mar. 31, 1917

l9l,

I'

.

Section of America's Making, Inc.)'
Capek, Thomas, The Cech (Bohemian) Communiw of New York. (New York: Czechoslovak
p.15.
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a barn was
Sometimes exterior walls are plastered and whitewashed.23 "Sometimes,
farmstead often consisted of
attached to the gable end of the house. In fact, the European
a courtyard created by series of connected single-pile units [and]....some evidence of
found on a few
loosely ananged courtyard plans of mostly free-standing structures can be
Czech-American farms "24
rwhile an attempt was made in the 1996 survey to locate barns built by these czech settlers,
this group,
time prevented a thorough identification. Several barns were recorded from
and
however, although nonebf the barns were Czech barns as described above by Noble
barns
and/or
were
there
that
here
Cleek. Withoui further study, it can only be noted
building
farmsteads that had some characteristics that were not in keeping with the barn
traditions of Linn County at that time.

44' Roner Barn, built in ca. 1900, is the only barn in the county to be
pinned
constructed of hewn logs (Figurc t23). The barn's rafters are connected with a
probably
Barn,
Kruml
The
tongue and fork joint aithe tidg", also singular in the county.
buiit in the first decade of the ãOth .entury, had unusual framing detail with the tie-beams
the
resring on rhe plates (Figure 124). In 19th and 20th century timber frame barns in
Uniteá Shtes, iì is rare io r.. the tie beam resting on the plate. Andrew L. Nash, in his
article entitled, The American Tímber Frame, notes that in 20 years of restoring barn
rest on
frames in central New York, he had observed only one barn in which the tie beams
the plate. He points our thar Henry Glasie's 1974 study, Barn Buílding in Otsego Counry,
reinforces his observations, with Glasie reporting one frame of this type in the 2,000 barns
examined.25 In Linn County this framing anomaly was observed in only one other barn,
the Zeller Barn, which was ùuilt for or by a German immigrant (Figure 125). The Kruml
Barn's front transverse drive is also atypical (Figure 126).

The 36,

x

of the Czech settlers in this region lived elsewhere in the United States prior
to their move to Oregon, it is possible that they had already assimilated the
contemporaneous uarn uuitding practices of the areas in which they lived, primarily the
Midweit, and were more up-to-date than native Oregonians. The Kotan Barn on Oupor
Rd., built in 1911, is an eärly example of a barn incorporating balloon framing in Linn

Because many

County.
There were also non-Czech owned barns constructed by Czech builders. Thomas Prospal

I

Farm suuctures'
Noble, Allen G. and Richard K. Cleek, The old Bam Book: A Field Guide to Nonh American Barns and Oûer
p.
l12'
1995'
Press),
University
(New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers

2¡ Rau, John E, "Czechs in South Dakota," To Build in a New Land: Ethnic Landscapes in Nonh America, (Baltimore: The John
Hopkins University Press), 1992, p. 292.
2t Nash,

üm

L. Andrew, The AmericanTimber Frame, Timber Framinq, No. 37, Sept.
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in Linn
was a Czech builder who was known to have constn¡cted a number of barns
was
Barn
County including the Norman Barn built in 1921. The ca. 1920 Leever
repoft;dly built iy a crew of Czech builders who built a number of barns in the Scio
region.

In the south part of the county near Harrisburg there were also several families of Czech
descent including the Balkovich

family. Michael Balkovich

Table 13. Czech surnames listed in The Santiam News in
August 11, 1899
Bartak

Holub, John, JosePh and Frank
Mazachek
Schindler
Cibulka

December 23r 1899
Roner
Boyanousky
Stasek

Bacak
Rubesh
Buresh
Pesek

Dobrovsþ
Bartu
Menhart
Walter

16

Bates, p. 69.
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was a barn builder.

1899.26

RELIGIOUS AND ETHNIC IMMIGRATION, T845.1945
census of Linn County oregon'
Table 14. Austrian/czech natives rhat were heads of households in the 1910 u.s.
areas of the United States prior
in
other
lived
families
Birthplace of children noted ro indicate thar many of these
accurate')
to coming to Oregon. (Many spellings are probably not
Josie Holab (Austria/Bohemia)

LACOMB PRECINCT

Charles

F.

NORTH AND SOUTH SCIO

PRECINCT

CONTINUED

Rendla (Aust./Bohemia) Children

Oklahoma

Frank Krumel (Austria)
Joseph Holub Sr. (Austria)
Frank Bartu (Austria) Children Nebraska
Frank J. Rooner (Austria)
Matthew Goge (Austria) Children Vy'isconsin
John Kotan (Austria) Children Iowa and Nebraska
Emil Brodecky (Austria) Child Nebraska
Alois Vana (Austria) Children Minnesota

Fbank Dobrovsky (Austria/Bohemia)

NORTH AND SOUTH SCIO PRECINCTS

Charles Posvan (Austria/Bohemia)

Antone Karnock (Austria/Bohemia)

Children

Minnesota

John Egr (Austria/Bohemia) Children Michigan
Henry Dozal (Austria/Bohemia)

Anton Stepanik

(Austria/Bohemia) Children

Nebraska

Vojtch Cladek (Austria/Bohemia) Children Nebraska
Joseph Lamplot (Austria/Bohemia) Child Nebraska
Children

Nebraska

Adotph Grovlick (Austria/Bohemia) Children

Frank Tichy (Austria/Bohemia) Children Illinois
John Chrz (Austria/Bohemia) Children Minnesota

Wisconsin and Nebraska
Joseph Oupor (Austria/Bohemia) Children Minnesota

and Washington

Frank Dobrovsky Sr. (Austria/Bohemia) Child Iowa

Louis Vana (Austria/Bohemia)
Joseph Ambrosck (Austria/Bohemia) Children

Antone Liska (Austria/Bohemia)
Joseph Dorovsky (Austria/Bohemia) Children Iowa

Nebraska

Joe E. Shimanek (Austria/Bohemia)
Mike Svaboda (Austria/Bohemia) Children Michigan
Joe lValter (Austria/Bohemia)

Rudolph Borovicha (Austria/Bohemia) Children

Joseph Liska (Austria/Bohemia) Children Noth

Minnesota and Oklahoma
Joseph Vasek Sr. (Austria/Bohemia)

Iowa

Vinsel Prokop (Austria/Bohemia)

Dakota and Minnesota
Matthew Lobenger (Austria/Bohemia)

John Saucek (Austria/Bohemia) Children lowa
Ignatus Faultus (Austria/Bohemia)
John Shimanek (Austria/Bohemia) Child Nebraska
Francis r#esely (Austria/Bohemia) Children Kansas
Antone Holceek (Austria/Bohemia) Children
Washington and Michigan
Frank Raspraska (Austria/Bohemia) Children
Minnesota

Frank J. Krumel
Iowa

Thomas

B.

Jr.

(Austria/Bohemia) Children

Propst (Austria/Bohemia) Children

Wisconsin and North Dakota
Annie Faultus (Austria/Bohemia)
Ludwick Young (Austria/Bohemia)
Frank Vorka (Austria/Bohemia)

Albert Young
(Austria/Bohemia) Children Kansas
Joseph Young (Austria/Bohemia)
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Oregon. (Many
Table 15. Czech natives who were heads of households in the 1920 U.S. Census of Linn County
spellings are probably not accurate.)
Joe Holub (Bohemia)

North

JosePh OPur (Bohemia)

Scio

Anton Kebza (Bohemia)
Alois vana (Bohemia)

slovak)

John schindler (Zchecke
Jos. J. Roner (Zchecke Slovak)
Joes S. Novak

(Bohemia)

Shelburn hecinct

Thomas B. Proshal (Bohemia)
charley Tucek
John Siimanek
Henery Faltus
Joseph Patrny (Bohemia)

(Bohemia)
(Bohemia)
(Bohemia)

Joseph Novak (Bohemia)

Frank Novak (Bohemia)
chijtil (Moravia)

John

Mill

CitY Precinct

Charles Dolegal (Bohemia)

South Scio Precinct

Joseph Padrabsþ (Bohemia)

Frances Stich (Bohemia)
Joseph Timka (Bohemia)

Anton Waltr (Bohemia)

Antone Kolub (Bohemia)
Frank Kruml (Bohemia)
Frank Rosprafka (Bohemia)
Charles Pletka (Bohemia)
Joseph Ambrosek (Bohemia)
John Jiroch (Bohemia)
John S_k [?] (Bohemia)
Ignatius Faltus (Bohemia)
Lidwrick Young (Bohemia)
Anton Flatus (Bohemia)
Frank Veveraka (Bohemia)
Albert Young (Bohemia)
Jose Snirdl (Bohemia)
V. Prokop (Bohemia)
Mat _doubeck (Bohemia [?]
Frank Dobrosþ (Bohemia)
Joe Roosman (Bohemia)
Joe Nimick (Bohemia)
Julian Hrauk (Bohemia)

Jordan Precinct
Joseph Mlynar (Bohemia)

Lacomb Precinct
Joseph Kruml (Bohemia)

Frank Chladek Sr. (Bohemia)
Prokop J. Chladek (Bohemia)

North llarrisburg
Michel Balkovic (Czechoslovakia)

Providence Precinct
Anton Stepanek (Bohemia)
Frank J. Roner (Bohemia)
John Egu (Bohemia)
Rudolph R.B. Borovicka (Bohemia)
Joseph Lamplot (Bohemia)
Ladislava Krurnl (Czechoslovak)
Frank Kruml (Bohemia)
John Kotan (Bohemia)
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EVALUATION
Property Type: ETHNIC BARNS
propeñy þpe Signífícar¡ce: Barns associated with various ethnic groups that have settled in
Unn Cóunty illusiraie several themes in Linn County history; areas of significance include ethnic
heritage, agriculture and architecture. Criterion A of the National Register may be met by
barns that are associated with various ethnic groups that have made a significant contribution to
the broad patrems of Linn County history.l Criterion 82 of the National Register may be met
by barns that are associated with the lives of persons significant in Linn County history,
pärticularly if the individual's contributions were in the areas of agriculture and ethnic heritage.
^Criterion
C3 of the National Register may be met by barns which illustrate the building
traditions of ethnic groups in other parts of the country and/or the world.

properfi Ilpe Quantíty, QuaW and Conditío¿.' The number of extant barns associated with
u.ríour-.thtti. froups in Linn County is not known. Based on the 1996 survey, in which a
number of ethnic barns were recorded, it is evident that there are barns in Linn County which
reflect the building traditions of other parts of the nation and the world. Further survey work
will undoubtedly ldentify more of these barns. Toward that goal, the lists of individuals
associated with various ethnic groups has been provided so that the context can be used to
predict the locations of associated barns.
Registration Requirementsz Liwt County barns are National Register eligible under Criterion
A, in the area of ethnic heritage, if the barns are associated with an ethnic group which has
made an important contribution to the pattern of Linn County history, and the barn is sufficiently
unaltered toconvey that association. The most importânt aspect of integrity for barns nominated
under Criterion A in this area is exterior design, location and setting. Original cladding
materials should be present on at least two elevations. (It is rare to find a Linn County barn in
which the siding has not been replaced on the south and west elevations). Barns should have
a majority of original door openings, window openings, and window sash. Metal roofs, while
not ðndorsed, have become almost a universal feature of the Linn County barn, primarily
because of the expense of shingle or shake roofs. For a barn to also meet Criterion A in the
area of agriculture, ideally some aspects of the original interior spatial organization should be
retained tinting the barn to agricultural practices of the ethnic group. The barn's location and

I Criterion A of the National Register stares that properties can be eligible for the National Register
have made a significant contribution to the broad pattems of our history'
2

if they are associated with events that

Crirerion B søtes rhat properries may be eligible for the Narional Register if they are associated with the lives of persons significant in our

past.

Criterion C sates that propenies may be eligible for the National Register if they embody ¡he distinctive characteristics of a type' period,
or method of consm¡cdon, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high anistic values, or that rcpresent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose componenß may lack individual distinction.
3

ünn
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rural setting should be intact in order to foster the associative qualities.

A barn may be illustrative of a person's important achievements especially if the area of
of
significanc. fo, those achirnm.ntr is agriculture. .A barn may meet the requirements

with an individual
Nãtional Register Criterion B, in the atra õf ethnic heritage, if it is associated
group
County. The
in
Linn
that has *uð. significant contributions and is a member of ethnic
aspects of
barn should be sufficiently unaltered to convey that association. The most important
setting,
and
integrity for barns eligiLle under Criterion B are exterior design, location,
,ufñ.i*tty unaltered ro ttt t the property would be recognizable by the associated individual.
Barns may meet the requirements of National Register Criterion C, in the areas of architecture
and ethnit heritage, if they illustrate enough characteristics linking the barn to the building
in other parts of the country and/or the world. Design, materials and
traditions of ethnic groups
important than location and setting so that moved barns, and barns
workmanship are
Since
located in an area where the rural setting has been compromised, may still be eligible.
the characteristics are variable, the barns should retain those characteristics by which their
significance is understood. Since one of the characteristics may be method of construction, a
barn may be significant for framing; integrity of materials and workmanship are paramount.

rot
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RECOMMENDATIONS
GOALS AND PRIORITIES
"Barn owners, even if they value their barns and are inclined to preserve them, face
many challenges of a technical and institutional nature. If their dilemma is to be eased,
süatêgies foi barn preservation and reuse must be designed and implemented.
preservation options must be cost effective. Such preservation strategies must address
both the naturè and quality of the barn as a material artifact and the larger system or
context in which the barn exists. "l
The Participants

In addition to individual owners of barns, the following organizations have been identified for
their involvement in agricultural and/or historical activities in Linn County. In achieving some
of the goals recommended, the assistance of one or more of these groups may be desirable. The
groups include: the Linn County Extension Association; the Linn County Farm Bureau; Women
ln Agriculture; Linn County Historic Resource Commission; Linn County Planning Department;
Linn County Board of Cómmissioners: Linn County Historical Society; Future Farmers of
America; Sòio Lamb and Wool Fair; the Sheep Skin Review (Scio); Timber Framer's Guild
(Linn County members); various Linn County Grange organizations; and the Linn County
Tourism Coalition.

The Threats

'

"Although the decline of barns in the urban fringe is of great concern, the number of
barns lost in "suburbanizing" areas is much lower than the number being lost in more
remote rural areas...more barns are disappearing due to neglect than to bulldozers."2
"The out-of-date barn, hog house or feeding shed can bejust as expensive as the out-ofdate machine. "3

During the 1996 barn survey, the survey crew observed several trends. Many wooden barns in
the county are either unused or, used for primarily for storage of items not associated with the
curïent agriculnrral operation. Barns actually used for agricultural purposes usually stored hay
and/or farm equipment. Very rare were barns cunently housing livestock.

I Dandekar and MacDonald ,
P. 261'

2Dandekar,HemalaraC.andEricAllenMacDonald,"PreservingtheMidwestemBam,.,@!,.Eds'AllenG.Nobleand
Hubert G.H. Wilhelm, (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press), 1995' p' 262.
3 Doane Agricultural Service, The Farm Book:
1947.
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Few Linn County Barns are in good physical condition. For many barns, maintenance has been
deferred for years to a point where structural damage has occurred. Now the repair costs are
too great. Farmers consistently reiterated that the cost of barn repairs was prohibitive especially
since the building was not being used in their current operations. For instance, for one farmer
with a gable- roofed, average-sized barn, the price quoted for a metal roof was $17,000. In
other cases, we were told that no one could be found to do the work as in the case of one farmer
looking for someone to put a metal roof on a Gothic-roofed barn.

Opportunities
Multiple Propeny National Register Submission
Because of the recent revisions to Statewide-L¿nd-Use Planning Goal 5, jurisdictions are
encouraged to use context-based planning for cultural resources. One of the tools Linn County
has to help preserve historic properties is an ordinance which reviews alterations and demolitions
of properties listed on the Linn County Register and National Register of Historic Places. V/ith
the completion of a survey and a contextual study of barns, a multiple property submission for
Linn County Barns can provide the framework for registering barns in Linn County. National
Register placement entails property owner agreement. Thus far, twenty-five property owners
of eligible barns were contacted to see they would be interested in National Register
nominations for their barns. Eight of the twenty-five owners contacted gave their consent to
have the county prepare National Register registration forms.

if

Public Educatíon
Although barns are viewed with sentimentality and nostalgia by many non-agrarian members of
our society, a deeper understanding of barns as communicators of cultural information is lacking.
There are several mediums through which the public can gain a more profound insight, and
presumably a deeper appreciation, of barns.

In the early 1990s, a barn tour was one of the events hosted by the Scio Lamb and Wool Fair
in Linn County. The event was well-attended providing an oppoftr.¡nity for the public to see barn
interiors. While interior tours of barns can be difficult, because of liability conceÍN stemming
from the dangers intrerent in many barns, special tours of this type, organized by the people
within a community for a community event, are a wonderful opportunity for the public to learn
about barns. More difficult, perhaps, are tours for profit. In Linn County, heritage tours are
currently offered by a private company which has included barns on their tour itinere in the past.
For farmers willing to allow the organized tour group into their barn, this can be a source of
income to help with the upkeep and maintenance of the building.
The one regret of the 1996 survey effort was the absence of the video camera which could have
recorded the experience in a way not captured on photographs and in words. With the
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knowledge provided by the survey, a documentary on barn building in Linn County would
perhaps be ã most effeótive agent for stimulating appreciation and fostering preservation. The
õort ôf this type of venture, ho*rnet, is probably prohibitive for the county even with a
matching preservation fund grant. A production of this type could be achieved, however, by
purtn rrñiis with other Linn County groups, organizations and agencies interested in history,
agriculture and barns.

A brochure describing historic Linn County barn types, perhaps combined with a driving tour,
could be produced rãlatively inexpensively. It is recommended that permission from the
property owner be secured before including their site on a driving tour. The brochure needs to
emphasize that the property is only to be viewed from the road.
The Update, a monthly nerüspaper published by the Linn County Extension Association, ñâY
p.ouiOr tfr. forum for a monthly article on various aspects of barns. Individual barns could be
ihowcased, a kind of "Barn of the Month", or there could be articles on barn repair and
maintenance.
Barn Again! is a program developed by Successful Farming Magazine and the National Trust
for Historic Preservation. The program promotes the preservation and practical use of older
barns. Among the program's activities are an annual award for excellence in barn rehabilitation
and farm and ranch preservation. Barn Again! also is a source of practical, up-to-date
information and technical assistance for barn owners. This information is disseminated by the
Barn Again! Hot Line phone, (303-623-1504), and through publications such as Barn Again! A Guíde to Rehabititation of Otder Farm Buildings and the Barn Aid Seríes which deals with
technical topics such as foundations, painting, and siding repair. Barn Again! has also helped
to develop statewide barn preservation programs and provided workshops.

Adaptive Use

"...barns have always served as warehouses, and their vast spaces do not have to be
restricted to sheltering animals or hay. The popularity of mini-storage facilities...suggests
that barns could be profitably preserved as places to store cars, pleasure boats,
snowmobiles or other large or seasonal equipment. "a

In addition to their obvious use as storage buildings, barns can be converted to dwellings
.
1992,

Endersby, Elric, Alexander Greenwood and David Larkin, Bam: The Art of a

p.

l8l.
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retail sales facilities. In both cases, building codes and zoning codes may make such uses
difficult. Figure 127 illustrates one Linn county barn converted to a residence. while the
conversion makes this barn an unlikely candidate for the National Register of Historic Places,
similar efforts with less character-altering elements could be eligible. The interior framing of
good
this barn has been retained with the post-to-purlin confîguration of the bents working to
advantage in providing a cathedral feeling to the dining room which is located in the former
wagon ãrive. On either side of the drive, the lofts provide second level bedrooms.
Another example of a successful adaptive use of a barn is conversion of the Grell Barn, located
on Hwy. 34, to a retail nursery (Fig¡rre 128). The business also sells fruits, vegetables, and
gifts. The owners wished to retain elements which bespoke of the barn's former uses.
Stanchions, mangers and water bowls were retained and fruits and vegetables are displayed in
the mangers. Thé grain bins are used to store surplus inventory and bags of grass seed and feed.
One graìn bin wal converted to a rest room. The horse stalls have been retained and the
tnungetr used to display gift items. The wagon drive is the location of the cash register, and
cold storage units.
Fundíng
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 provides a 20 percent investment tax credit with a full adjustment
to basis for rehabilitating historic commercial, industrial, and rental residential buildings. For
buildings not listed on the National Register but built prior to L936, a 10 investment tax credit
is avaiúble. Information on the tax credit as well as Internal Revenue Service tax form 3468
Investment Credit, was given to property owners we spoke to during the 1996 barn survey.
Oregon State law authorizes a tax benefit for properties listed on the National Register including
contributing properties in National Register districts. Owners may apply to "freeze" the assessed
value of the property within the National Register boundary for a l5-year period. The program
is designed as an incentive to owners to implement an approved preservation plan. The owner
must aiso hold a public open house each year, display an identifying plaque, and obtain approval
of a written rehabilitation proposal. These requirements are only for properties which wish to
have the special assessment and are not a condition of National Register placement.
Owners of properties on the National Register are also eligible to compete for matching grantsin-aid on a reimbursement basis when such grants are available. These grants are administered
by the State on behalf of the National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior. Given the
available money each year, and the number of applicants, this is probably not a reliable source
of funding for private property owners.

The Farm Service Agency has loans available to qualified farmers who cannot obtain loans
elsewhere. Direct Operating I¡ans allow up to $15,000 to be used for real estate improvements.
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The Linn County Historic Resource Commission has suggested the establishment of a revolving
loan fund dedicated to barn rehabilitation.

HABS recordation
There are a number of barns which should be recorded according to Historic American Building
Survey standards. Candidates include the pioneer era timber frame barns, especially those that
ur. thp.6ned by their condition, and barns exhibiting interesting timber framing.

Relocation

As a last resort, significant barns which are threatened by demolition either by neglect or
purposeful action should be moved. Timber-frame barns can be recorded, disassembled, and
reconstructed on a new site.

SUGGESTED FUTT,JRE STI,JDIES AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
Contextual Studies
There are several related contextual studies which are critical if we are to locate and protect
properties associated with these important events in Linn County history. These contexts will
ãtso provide additional information leading to the identification of significant barns. The
completion of these contexts at this time is critical because many individuals able to provide
information are elderly. Suggested contexts are as follows:

Historic context on German Catholic settlement in Linn County's Jordan Valley.
Historic context on Czech settlement in Linn County.
Historic context on Mennonite settlement in Linn County.
Historic context on dairying in Linn County.
Historic context on the development of the grass seed industry in Linn County.
Historic context on wheat production in Linn County in the 19th century.

Sumeys
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During the 1996 survey, a list was compiled of barns that warranted furthcr investigation. An
intensive level survey of these barns should be cornpleted. The 1996 survey did not exterìd very
far into the Cascade f'oothills. A survey of this region should also be accornplished. Of special
interest is the Holly and Sweet Home vicinities.

,
.1

4

Figure 127. Linn County barn that has been converted to a residence.
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l'igurc 128.'l'hc Grcll lJarn built in 1929 and currcrttly usctl as ¿t t'ct¿til lltt¡'sct'y itttcl ¡rt'oclucc
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS
The definitions in this section are in reþrence to barns. Some of these tenns have other meanings lhal are not
provided below.

Balloon Frame -- Outside wall frame made of studding, extending from sill to plate. Composed of lightweight sawn
members joined by nails.

Bank Barn -- A two-level barn whose upper level is entered from a bank or hillside. against the barn'
Barn -- A building for storing farm produce and/or stabling livestock. Its origins in England refer more to the
first function. The word is derived from a combination of two Anglo Saxon words, bere, meaning barley (or
subsequently any grain), and ern, meaning place of storage.r
Barn Yard -- "A small piece of inclosed [sic] ground contiguous to a barn in which cattle are usually kept.

"2

Battên -- A narrow strip used to cover the crack between siding boards. The cross member of a batten door.

Bay -- Area of a barn, physicatly defined and used for specific functions. "Each individual space defined by
structural grid; includes, for example, the spaces between the bents of a timber frame barn..."3

a

Beam -- A structural member to carry a load applied at right angles to its length.

Bent -- Heavy timber framework section of a bam's superstructure which is connected to simila¡ sections to
complete the barn frame.

Bent Configuration -- Pattern produced by posts, tie beams, and braces.

Birdsmouth -- A seat-cut notch at the bottom of a rafter.
Bolster -- A horizontal timber set across the top of a column to support the parallel ends of girders above it.a
Box Stall -- An enclosure large enough to allow an animal to move about inside. Also known as a loose stall.s
Brace -- A structural member set at a 45-degree angle between vertical posts and horizontal beams. Its purpose
is to stiffen the frame.
Braced Rafter -- A gambrel rafter built up by bracing across the angle between the upper and lower sections.

|Morris,William(ed)',(Boston:HoughtonMifflinCompany'1969)'p.l08.
Lilly),

1822, p. 275,

2

Deane, Samuel, The New England Farmer, (Boston: Vfells and

3

Bucher, Ward (ed.), Dictionary of Building Presemation, (New York: Preservation Press, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.), 1996.

a

Bucher, p. 56.

r Bucher, p. 277.
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Breast girt -- A breast-high horizontal member that spans between the end-posts and the cneter post of a bent
adjoining the center.p.." óf a timber frame barn; supported by breast studs; used to keep hay out of the interior
driveway.ó Also referred to as a mow wall or a mowstead.
Breast stud -- A stud that supports a breast girt.

Collar Beam -- The horizontal member that connects and stiffens opposing rafters.
Cupola -- Small, towerlike srn¡cture on roof providing additional light and ventilation.
Double-decker Barn -- Bank barn with three levels.
appendage which creates and L-shaped plan.

Ell -- A building

End girt -- A wood girt that spans between the middle of the center post and the corner posts of the end bent.?
End-post

-

Farmstead

Gambrel

-

Heavy outer post of a bent.

-

Farm buildings and house as a group.

A roof with a double slope; the lower one steeper than the upper.

Girder -- A solid or built-up structural member designed to carry the joists and thus the loads applied to them.
G¡rt -- Horizontal framing member of the bent connecting the end posts generally below roof plate. Often referred
to as the tie beam in a bent.
Gothic Rafters

-

Laminated rafters, bent or sawn, with a convex profile.

Hay Doorway -- A large opening for the hay fork located in the gable of a barn.
Hay Hood -- The roof projection built out over the hay door to protect the hay track extension.
Hay Hole -- Opening in hayloft floor through which hay and straw are lowered to the stable below.
Haytoft -- The open, upper level of a barn used to store hay'8
Haymow

-

A large

space

within a barn used for storing a mow of hay. Also known as a hay room.e

Joints -- connections between timbers coming together at an angle.

ó

Bucher, p. ó4,

?

Bucher, p. 166,

t Bucher, p. 227.
e

Bucher, p. 227.
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Joists -- Horizontal structural members designed to support floors or overhead ceilings.

Lookout

-

roof.
The projecting end of the rafter, or short pieces to frame the eaves or the overhang of the

Louver

-

A rainproof opening of slats to provide for the circulation of air.

Manger

-

Trough for food for livestock.

An ancient method of all wood joinery by which a projecting member is inserted into a cutout hole and held together by a wooden dowel called a treenail, a pin, or a peg.

Mortise and tenon

-

Mortise

-

In a mortise and tenon joint, the slot or hole cut into one member, into which is inserted in the tenon

from another member.
Mows -- Spaces in the barn reserved for hay, grain in the sheath, and straw storage.
One and a half story barn -- A one and one-half story bam has side walls above the first story no more than six
just over the floor joists of
feet high. Or, in the case of a barn with a gambrel roof, the lower rafters may come
the loft.

plate -- A horizontal structural member resting on the studding or posts and supporting the lower ends of the rafters.

-

Post

A vertical structural member, usually placed at intervals of 10 -15 feet.

principal rafter -- Heavy rafter which is larger at the bent than common rafters are between bents'

purlin plate -- A roof beam intermediate between the plate and the ridge, supporting the rafters.
purtin post -- One of a pair of vertical or canted posts which rest on the tie beam of a bent and support the purlin
plate.

Rafters

-

Structural members extending from plate to ridge, supporting the roof.

Ridge Board -- Boa¡d connecting rafter ends at peak of gable.
Scantling
Side

Sill

-

Small dimension lumber.

girt -- A wood girt that

--

spans between the end-posts on the long side

of a timber frame barn'

r0

Frame member resting on foundation and supporting the outer wall frame'

Splices -- connections in which the members extend in the same direction often to provide great length. The joint
which connects the members is a scarf joint.

Stall

ro

-

A pen for an individual horse or cow typically 4-5 feet wide and 9 feet deep with partitions at least three

Bucher, p. 422.
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Stanchion

-

neckpiece which holds a cow during milking.

Straw -- Stalks of threshed grain.
Tenon -- In mortise and tenon joints, the short shaft projecting from one member which is fitted into mortise in
other

joint member.

Threshing floor -- A wide floor area in the barn, often the space between molvs, on which grains were threshed
to separate the grain from the straw.

Tie beam

Timber

-

-

Uppermost cross beam, which connects the end posts of the bent.

A straight stick of wood larger than four inches square.

Toenailing -- driving nails at an angle into the side of one piece, near enough to the end so they will extend through
into a second member at right angles to it.
Truss -- Triangular arangement of beams, braces, and ties to form a rigid framework.
Two story barn -- In a two-story barn, the side walls are from 8 to 18 feet above the first story floor.

ttBucher, p. 447.
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Walt lryatson -- Halsey and Harrisburg areas in the 20th century. A barn which he built is
located at32270-80 Highway 99E. Mr. Watson also built the Smucker Barn (Figure ll? ).
Mike Balkovich -- Harrisburg area in the early 20th century. Mr. Balkovich was of Czech
descent.

Bitt Watson

Crabtree-Scio area. A barn that he built is located at37232Vwy.226.

-

Z,T. Bryant --

Iæbanon and Albany areas in the latter part of the 19th century.

Eldon Brush -- Tangent area in the early 20th cennrry

Ira Trexler

-

Stayton area

Lulay Brothers -- Stayton area early 20th century
Gustavus P. Milde -- Brownsville area 1920s and 1930s

Tony Schindler -- Stayton and Jordan area in the early 20th century
Herman Holstein -- Albany, Shedd Tangent area in the early 20th century
J.S. Yoder -- Lived near Harrisburg but built in numerous areas of the county. Member of the
Mennonite faith.

C.R. Kennel -- Built in the Albany-Iæbanon areas in the late 19th and early 20th century.
Member of the Mennonite faith.
Thomas Prospal
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Czech builder who built in the Scio area.

APPENDIX C

APPENDIX C: Individuals which may have made a significant contribution in the area of
agriculture in Linn County.
Barns associated with these individuals may be significant under Criterion B of the National
Register. Further research is required to assess the actual significance of their contributions.
This list of individuals is by no means complete.

Brown J. C.: Founding member of the Linn County Cattle Club.

Burkhart, Robert L.: Beginning in 1885, the first to obtain and raise purebred cattle in Linn
County. Mr. Burkhart was also a founding member and first chaþerson of the Linn County
Cattle Club, which promoted the development of the Linn County dairy industry by effecting
a community Jersey Breeders Association.

Cochran, William T.: Prominent pioneer stock raiser.
Cook, William: produced first commercial seed for red clover in t912.
Davidson, C.H.: Pioneer domestic ryegrass grower.
Davis, 1V.8.: Founding member of the Linn County Cattle Club.
Dickson,

J.M.:

Founding member of the Linn County Cattle Club.

Felzer, Wittiam: Tangent agriculturalist who in 1891 purchased a small amount of ryegrass
seed, possibly the first to be planted on a Linn County farm. Mr. Felzer also introduced the
Foisey variety of wheat, locally popular.

Hugh Fields: Early livestock producer. In addition to cattle raising, Fields was closely
associated with the establishment of the sheep raising industry in eastern Oregon where he
earned the title of "Sheep King".
Hulbert, Mark: One of the first to raise purebred cattle beginning in ca.

1890.

Jackson, Thomas: Pioneer domestic ryegrass grower.

Jenks, Forest: Tangent agriculturalist credited with being the first commercial producer of
domestic ryegrass seed in the county.
Jenlcs, Howard: First commercial shipper of domestic ryegrass. Partner in the firm J.E. Jenks
and Son.

J.E. Jenks and Son: Credited wittr opening the eastern U.S. market for domestic ryegrass
Litu

County Barn Context

APPENDTX C

produced in Linn CountY.

Kropf, Frank: First to grow perennial ryegrass in Linn County. His

success initiated the

beginning of perennial ryegrass production in the Willamette Valley.

Macpherson, Hector (Sr.): I-egislator of the 1930s who advocated a cabinet form of
government in Oregon leading to the establishment of the State Department of Agriculture. Mr.
Macpherson also established the Riverwood Dairy and was known for owning one of two Medal
of Merit Jerseys in the nation in the early 1920s.

Mclagan, Lee: Pioneer ryegrass grower.
Pugh, Harvey: Pioneer domestic ryegrass grower.

Skirvin, Jess: Pioneer domestic ryegrass grower.
Stewart, Henry: Founding member of the Linn County Cattle Club.
Vollstedt, W.A. Operated an early ryegrass seed cleaning plant in Tangent.
Eliza Spalding lVarren: Daughter of Henry Harmon Spalding who owned one of the largest
flocks of sheep in Linn Counfy in the 19th century. The raising of sheep in this region of the
county is associated with the Brownsville Woolen Mills.
Zimmerman, Ed: Cultivated a variety of wheat, eventually known
was a popular Linn County varietY.
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Figure 1: The shaded area is the non-forested,
non-federally owned land in Linn Counry rhar
was surveyed for this project.

BAR.N DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, IB45-1870

Figure 2a. Configurations of some swing beam bents observed in Linn County Barns.
Top Left: The Blount Barn; Top Right: The Hugh Leeper Brown Barn, ca. 1850;
Center and Bottom: The Hamilton Barn.
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BAR}í DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845.1870

Figure 21.,. Configurations of some swing beam bents observed in Linn County Barns.
Top: The Matthew Chambers Barn; Center: The Settle-Powell Barn: Bottom: The
Fanning Barn.
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BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845-1870

Figure 2C. Configurations of some swing beam bents observed in Linn County

Barns.

fne-eWitliam Cochran Barn; Center: The Geisendorfer Barn, 1864; Bottom: The
Hogue Barn, L867. The Hogue Barn is an end-opening barn while all other swing beam
bents illustrated are from side-opening barns.
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BAR.\ DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845-T870

Figure 3 . Top: Overmow located above the wagon drive in the Cochran Barn.
Bottom: Haymow wall in the Joseph Hamilton Barn.

Linn Couttty Barn Context

BARN DESIGN fuYD CONSTRUCTION, 1845-1870

+

Top: Ladder framed in bent in the Fanning Barn. Bottom: Livestock
shelter within the envelope of the Powell Barn. Mow in scaffolding above.

Figure
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BARI| DESIGN ArYD CONSTRUCTION, 1845-1870

5

. South elevation and floor plan of the Matthew Chamber's Barn (ca. 1860)
Figure
expanded with a lean-to on rear elevation and a two bay granary addition on the gable
end.
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Figure

6.

side-opening (fransverse drive), 6-bay plan. The Hugh Leeper Brown
Barn, ca. 1850, is the only known extant example of a six bay barn pre-dating 1870 and
the only barn with a threshing floor encompassing three bays. (Not drawn to scale.)
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7 .

Side-opening (transverse drive), 5-bay plan. The Settle Barn, ca. 1850s.
This barn was destroyed by fire in 1996. (Not drawn to scale.)
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AND CONSTRUCTION, T845.1870

A

Side-opening (transverse drive), 4-bay plan. The lean-to was added. The
hay mow is one bay instead of the trvo bays in the 5-bay plan illustrated. The SenlePowell Barn, ca. 1850s. (Not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCNO-N, 1845-1870

I . Side-opening (transverse drive), 4-bay plan. The Gideon Backus Barn, ca.
(Not
1850s.
drawn to scale.)
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BÄfu\ DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845-]870

iC

End-opening (longitudinal drive) barn. The Jackson Barn, ca. 1865. Plan
reflects 20th century use of barn. Original plan has not been determined. Hewn tie
beam illustrated along the sides of the drive provided 3-aisle wide spans unintem:pted by
posts. (Not drawn to scale.)
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DES/GN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845-1870

lt

End-opening (longirudinal drive) bain. The Hogue-Sprenger Barn, ca.
t867. Original plan has not beeu determined but swing beam on one side of drive could
have provided th¡eshing floor. (Not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN A,YD CONSTRUCTION, 1845-1870

i2

End-opening (longitudinal drive) barn. The Kinzer Barn, ca. 1865.
aisles wide and five bays deep with a lean-to for livestock (Not drawn to scale.)

Figure
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DESIGN fuYD CONSTRUCTION, 1845.1870

. Side-opening (transverse drive), bank barn with 4-bay plan. The Cochran
Barn, ca. 1865, is the only extant example of a pre-1870 bank barn and the only bank
barn located in the 1996 survey which pre-dated 1900. The Cochran barn is unique
because it has bank access from a side-end and a gable-end. This has resulted in a
combined tÍansverse and longitudinal configuration of the drive on the main level
providing for through entry and egress which, because of the bank, would not have been
possible with a single directional drive. The barn is also unusual for the number of
mows which may be associated with Mr. Coch¡an's large livestock operation. The lower
level of the barn was used for livestock. (Drawn to scale but reduced.)
Figure 13
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BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845.1870

Figure

ltl . Mortise and tenon joinery. Top lefû Mortise and tenon with diminished

haunch. Post-tie beam in the Powell Barn. Top right: TVedged mortise and tenon in the
Hugh Iæeper Brown Barn. Bottom lefh Double braces incorporaæd in bent in William
Cochran Barn. Botton right: Mortise and tenon used for brace in the Fanning Barn, one
of the few barns in the county with pegged brace joints.
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Figure 15 . Scarf joints. Top: Half lap scarf joint. Center:
joint. Bottom: Wedged stop splayed scarf joint.
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Figure 16 . Stepped Scarf Joint.
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BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845.1870

Figure 17

.

Top: Peeled log joists used for the substructure of the Kinzer Barn.
Bottom: Hewn beam in the Settle Barn. Note mortise for grain bin stud. Log joists
above originally supported mow.
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BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845-T870

Barn
. Fieldstones and wood posts used for the foundation of the Nlattherv Chambers
buiit in ca. 1860.
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BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845-T870

Figure lq . Examples of timber frame barn bents found in pre-1870 Linn Counry
Barns. Top: "H" bent configuration for a side-opening barn. Bottom: Interior bent of
the Putman Barn, a side-opening barn with integral "lean-tos" encompassed by an
unbroken roof line. (Not drawn to scale.)

Linn County Barn Context

BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, 1845-1870

Figure 2C . Examples of timber frame barn bents found in pre-1870 Linn County
Barns. Top: Examples of timber frame barn bents with upright purlin plate posts. Left:
The interior bent of a side-opening barn; right: Interior bent of the D.F. Crabtree Barn,
an end-opening barn. Bottom: Examples of timber frame barns with canted purlin plate
posts. Left: The end bent of the Hamilton Barn, a side-opening barn. Right: Interior
bent of the Kinzer Barn, an end-opening barn with a lean-to. (Not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN ArvD CONSTRUCTION,

lU5-1870

Figure 2l . Top: Double notch (step-lapped) rafter seat. Bottom: Rafter attached to
plate with a wooden peg in the Settle Barn.
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Figure 22

.

Top: stub shot boards. Bottom: v/aney-edged roof sheathing.
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Figure

23 .

door girt'
St¿ndard post'in door, looking up to mortise in

Linn County Barn Contect

BAfÙY

DESIGN A:YD CONSTRUCTION' 1845-1870

Top: Hand wrought hardware on the Hugh Leeper Brown Barn' Left:
periodical nu$ 4ru
Interior door latch with illustration from 1870 issue of the
the Fanning Barn'
ñEhtr Exterior fring". Bottom: Wood harness peg drilled into post in

Figure

2q.

Fig.
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36.

BARN DESTCN

AND CONSTRUCTION' 187T-1899

25 . Harvesting

wheat on the David A. Millhollen Farm (Williams 1878).
Note the header cutting the grain and depositing it into the wagon to be delivered to the
threshing machine which ryvas operated by "sweep power. u The sweep power transferred
the motion of circling horses to gears and shafts leading to the threshing cylinder.

Figure
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.

Figure 2b . Harvesting wheat on the J. Geisendorfer Farrr (Williams 1878). Note the
"tread power", utilizing two horses made to walk an endless incline, used to operate the
tlreshing machine. The J. Geisendorfer barn, built in ca. 1864, is still extant.
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Figure

28 .

Hayforks illustrated in Farm Knowledge. (Roberts 1918)

Types of hayforks. a,b: single harpoon, open and closed. c,d: triple harpoon open and
closed. e: double harpoon closed (opened by pulling the rope loop in the center).

Hay carrier

Grapple type of hayfork
Linn Counry Bam Context
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Figure

AND CONSTRUCTION, 1871'1899

2q . Barn with exterior

hay opening or door in gable. The Farm of J.P. Schooling

illustrated in 1878.20

:o Williams.
Edgar, Historical Atlas Mao Marion and Linn Counties Oreeon, San Francisco, Califomia: Edgar Williams
59. (Original reprinted by the Marion County Historical Society and the Friends of Historic Albany in 1976 and 1981.)
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posts to purlin plate'
Figure go , Examples of timber frame barn bents with secondary
Barn' 188't' has upright
Top: Hale Barn, ca. 1880(?), has canted purlin posts; center: Cyrus
in the county with six purlin
purlin posrs; bottom: Vtcùmurry Barn, cã. t8g¡, is unique
.t.*.*, providing support bemãen the plates and the ridge' (Not drawn to scale)
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BARN DESIGN AT{D CONSTRUCNON, 1871-1899

Al .

Examples of timber frame barn bents with a post to purlin plate configuration.
Uf,per iffilutrVtahan Barn ca. 1880s; upper riqht, Grimes Barn ca. 1880s; lower left:
pieice Barn 1890s; lorver right: Bryan Barn 1890s(?). (Not drawn to scale)
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(longinrdinal drive), 3-aisle barn. Hay
1880.
McMahan
untoa¿effim the wagon drive on the interior of barn.
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wagon
Figure S,l . End-opening (longitudinal drive), 4-aisle plan. Hay unloaded from the
¿rIve onTãinterior. McElmurry Batn, ca. 1893. (Not drawn to scale')
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wagon
End-opening (longitudinal drive), 4-aisle plan. Hay unloaded from the
bent and Plan
¿rive on t¡e interior. Charles V/. Richardson Barn built 1880s or 1890s,
shown (not drawn to scale).
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3b .

Side-opening (transverse drive), -bay plan. Hay unloaded from the wagon
(Not drawn to scale.)
Oriue on t¡e interior.^ The Warner Barn, ca. 1895, has two drives.
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the wagon
Figure 37 . Side-opening (transverse drive), 5-bay plan. Hay unloaded from
¿rlve on-thãinterior. The Cannon Barn 1890s?. (Not drawn to scale')
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Figure

38

.

Top: The Bond Barn built in

Barn.

Linn Coutry Barn Context

1883.

Bottom: Timber truss roof of the Bond

BARN DESIGN

Figure

AND CONSTRUCTION, ]871-T899

3q .

The Hulburt Barn.
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BARTY

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1871-1899

Figure ¿{C . The J.A. Smith Barn cornerboards and cantilevered gable siding.

Figure

Ll

I

. Remnant gable ornament on the Morgan Barn.

Litrtt Counry Bant Context

BARN DESTGN AND CONSTRUCTTON, 187T-1899

Figure 12d. Roller doors illustrated in
lithograph (V/illiams 1878).

Figure

IT

. Stanchions in the 1884 Cyrus

Linn Counry Barn Context

Figure 43 . Louvered vent
in the Milhollen Barn.

BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCNON, 1900.1919

.

Figure 4b Examples of timber frame ba¡n bents with secondary posts to purlin plate.
Top: The Buchner Barn, 1909 has canted purlin posts; bottom: The Nicewood Barn,
1914, has upright purlin plate posts. (Not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTTON, T9OO-1919

Figure T7 . Exarrples of timber frame barn bents with a post to purlin plate
configuration. Top: The Frank Habermann Barn, ca. 1910. Bottom: The Kelly Barn,
L9t3. (Not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTTON,

.

19OO-19T9

Bents suggestive of V/ing's joist frame using timbers rather than plank
dimension lumber. Wing's joist frame was designed to do away with tie beams which
interfered with the operation of the hayfork. Top: the fones Barn, ca. 1900; center: the
Schindler Barn ca. 1910; bottom: the Manis Barn, ca. 1910s (basement level not drawn).
(ì,iot drawn to scale.)

Figure

118

Linn County Bant Conterl

BARI\ DESIGN AlvD CONSTRUCTON, 1900-1919

Figure !ìq . Bents for timber frame barns with gambrel roofs. Top: the Jackson Barn,
ca. 1910. Bottom: the Felzer Barn ca. 1910. (Not drawn to scale.)
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BAR.\ DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, T9OO.19]9

Figure 5C . Bents for timber frame barns with self-supporting gambrel roofs. Top:
and Center: The Krabill Barn, ca. 1915. The Krabill Barn was built by Christian
Kennel, a Mennonite barn builder who emigrated from Canada in the 1890s. Bottom:
The Cox Barn ca. 1910. (Not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN A.ND CONSTRUCTION, 1900-1919

Figure 5l . Three-level barns. Top: The Hoefer Barn, a th¡ee-levei barn built in ca.
tglS, has a timber frame with mortise and tenon joinery and a braced rafter roof. The
by a ramp within the barn, was used to house
Bottom: The Anthony Barn built in ca. 19t2.
second level, which is accessed

Linn Counry Bam Context

sheep.

BAP,IY

DESIGN A'YD CONSTRUCTION, 1900-1919

Figure 12 . Gambrel-roofed barn with stt¡d wall constn¡ction and timber purlin
The Kelly Barn built in ca. 1910.
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BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTTON, 1900'1919

ganrbrel roofed barn is
barn with morrise and tenon joinery re.ureã by spikes. The
the exterior of the barn.
estimated to have been built io tnr-tgtOr. Hay is unloaded from
(Not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN A]VD CONSTRUCNON, T9O&1919

5q .

Transverse drive, four-bay plan. The Grell Barn, built in 1916 is 40 by
66 feet and has a sawn timber frame with mortise and tenon joinery. (Not drawn to
scale.)
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BARN DESIGN AIVD CONSTRUCNON, 1900.1919

Figure

55 . Side-opening, transverse drive, five-bay plan. The Jones Barn, ca. 1900,
(Not

naã a trewn timoer fiame. Hay was unloaded

from the wagon drive on the interior.

drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTTON, 1900.1919

5b .

Side-opening, transverse drive, six-bay plan. The Sandner Barn, built in
Iglt-L2, is 44Vz' x 71' and has a sawn timber frame with mortise and tenon joinery.
(Not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN AIYD CONSTRUCTION, 1900-1919

Figure 57 . Longinrdinal drive, three-aisle plan. The Riley Barn, built in L9L2, is 40'
x 60' with a balloon frame. (Not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, 1900-1919

Figure 5:E . Longitudinal drive, three-aisle plan. The Aegerter Barn, built in 1915, is
The
3gî x +s\-ith a pútform frame and a Shawver truss. Hay unloaded on the exterior.
barns.)
four-sided overhang is unique in Linn County. (See section on ethnic
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BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, 1900-1919

Figure 59 . Bank barn with longitudinal drive, three-aisle plan. The Manis Barn built
in 1910s (estimated), has a sawn timber frame with mortise and tenon joinery. Cow
stanchions on the lower level with interior wood stave silo extending from basement to
loft. (Plan not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN A.I{D CONSTRUCNON, 1900'1919

Figure bA . Longitudinal drive, four-aisle plan. The Krabill Barn, built in ca. 1915,
joinery. (Plan and bent not drawn to
haã a saîñ-timbrt fruurr with morrise and tenon
scale.)
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BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, 1900.1919

6l .

Longinrdinal feed aisle plan (feed aisle supplants wagon drive). The
Felzer Barn, probably built in ca. 1910, is 40' x 60' and has a sawn timber frame with
mortise and tenon joinery. (Ptan not drawn to scale.)
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Linn County Barn Context

BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, I9OO.I9I9

Figure bZ . Feeder Barn. The Dozler Baru, estimated to have been built in the 191.0s,
is 50' x 60' and has a sawn timber frame with mortise and tenon joinery. (Plan not drawn
to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN

Figure 63

AND CONSTRUCTION, 1900.1919

.

Joints (from Roberts,

Upper left: Butt joint.

Lower left: Halved lap joint.

Lirut County Barn Context

1918).

Upper right: Lap joint.

Lower right: Simple splice.

BARN DESIGN ANÐ CONSTRUCTION, I9OO-1919

Figure 61

.

Figure .bf

.

Let in joint and toe-nailed brace'

Pole constn¡ction with monise and tenon

1905.

ítítí

Linn Counry Barn Co¡xut

joinery. The Leffler Barn

ca.

BAI<N DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION' 1900-1919

Figure t-b

IVIetal stanchions lined

with wood in the Aegerter Barn'

in
Feed Carrier in the Baker Barn. This was the only feed carrier still
in .o Linn County Barn although tracks were seen in nvo other Linn County Barns'

Figure b'l
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Linn Counry Bant Context

BARI/ DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTTON, 1900.19T9

.

Top: Hoard-Schulmericn St¿t. This type of stall was originated by exgovernor Hoard of V/isconsin, editor of Hoard's Dairyman. The drawing shows the stall
with changes suggested by'V/m. Schulmerich that were used by him on his farm near

Figure 6A

Hillsboro, Oregon. (Kent, 1910)
Bottom: Similar type stall located in the Pierce Barn in Linn Counqv.

t

Linn Counry Barn Context

BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1900.1919

6q .

Barn framing. Top left: Wing's joist frame (Sanders, 1907). Top right:
Shãwver ur¡ss (Gray, 1955). Bottom left: "New V/ing joist frame" or braced rafter truss
(Gray, 1955). Bottom right: Braced rafter (Sanders, L967).
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BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, 19N-1919

1.t .

Top: Schematic illustration of a barn with Shawver tn¡ss. Bottom:
Shawver tn¡ss used in Beach Barn in Linn County.
Figure

Linn Counry Bam Context

B,4RN DESIGN ANÐ CONSTRUCNON, IqOO-1919

' \t

Figure

12

.

Principal feat¡¡res of the balloon frame. (From Gray 1955.)
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B,4RN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, I9OO.I9I9

Figure

'7

3.

Principal features of the platform frame. (From Gray 1955.)

Linn Counry Barn Conlext

BARN DESIGN

Figure

AND CONSTRUCTION, 1900-1919

71 . Braced rafter framing for a gambrel roof from Louden 1914.
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BARN DESIGN

Figure 71

.

AND CONSTRUCTION,

19OO-19T9

Hay Hoods. Hay hood with side walls (top). Boxed hay hood with solid brackets

(bottom).

Litut County Burn Context

BARÌ'| DESIGN

AND CONSTR|TCTION, 1900-1919

1q

Hay Hoods. (Top) In the 1996 survey, only three barns in the counry were
located with double hay hoods. (Bottom) This is the only hay hood in the counry framed with

Figure

hewn timbers and mortise and tenon joinery. The hewn. timber-framed barn has not been dated
with any certainty but is believed to date to ca. 1900.
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BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCIION, I9OO-1919

18 .

Hay Hoods. Gable extended on a barn with a gable roof (top) and a barn with
a gambrel roof (bouom).

Figure

Linn Counry Barn Context

BARIY

DESIGN AIVD CONSTRUCTION, 1900-1919

Figure 8a . Hay Hoods. Gable extended with open side wall braces (top) and with solid side
wall braces (bottom).
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BARN DESIGN .4rYD CONSTRUCTION, 1900- 1919

Figure

E

\ . Hay Hoods. Gable extended with solid side wali braces and concave face profile

(top). Gable verges extended to form overhang which protects hay door.

Littrt Counry Barn Context

BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, I9OO.I9T9

Figure 8Z

. Hay Hoods. Ridge extended, peaked hay hoods (top and bottom). This hay hood

form is generally found on gambrel roofed barns.
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BARN DESIGN

Figure

?3

AND CONSTRUCTION, I9OO'1919

. HaY Sling

8T . HaY door
which slides up and down.

Figure

Litttt County Bt¿nt Con¡e¡t

BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, I9OO.I919

Figure eb . Wood Stave silos. The Crabtree-Norman Farm (top)
(bottom). The silos date to the 1930s.

Litrtt Counry Bar¡t Context

and the Cyrus-Schuler Farm

BARN DESIGN ArYD CONSTRUCTION' 1900-1919

Figure

Ba;.

the lvlanis
Enclosed wood stave silos. (Top) Interior wood stave silo located in
(B-ottom) This frame building houses wood stave silos.
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BAP,N DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, 1900.1919

gg .

(Top) Poured concrete silo at the Nicewood Farm. (Bottom) Hollow tile silo. on
the Kennel Farm.

Figure

Linn County Barn Context

BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, 1900-1919

8q

Concrete stave silos. (Top) Balkovich Barn with conical roof and dormer. The
Balkovich family is of Czech descent. (Bottom) The Baker Barn has concrete stave silos with
hemispherical roofs.

Figure

Litttr Courry Barn Context

BARN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, 1900-1919

Figure qO . Octagonal Barn. The G.W. Pugh Barn, built ca. 191'0, is the only
(Plan
exãmple of a roundìr octagonal barn in Linn County that was built prior to 1945.
not drawn to scale.)
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BAR,Y CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN, 1920.1945

72 . Distribution

of grass seed production in Oregon in 1930. 'Linn Counry
the lar*sest acreage." (From: Scudder, H.D., and E.B. Hurd, "Graphic Summary of
Agriculture and Land Use in Oregon," (Corvallis, Oregon: Agricultural Experiment
Station), St¿tion Circular #I14, December, 1935, p. 26.)
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BARN CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN, 1920-T945

Figure q3 . (Top) Transporting hay to the baling machine and @elow) Baling hay with
a baling machine. Roscoe Paine farm ca. 1940.
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B¡l¡RrV COTV.SIRUCTION

AND DESIGN, 1920-1945

Figure qq Timber frame bents. Top: The Wassom Barn, a feeder barn built in ca. 1920
with mortise and tenon joinery. The wood pegs are made of osage orange. This bent
configuration was not observed in any other Linn County barn during the 1996 survey. Center:
The Bierly Barn, a gambrel-roofed barn built in 1936 with nailed joinery. Bottom: The
Kraschnewski Barn, 1922. The most recent hewn timber frame barn recorded in Linn County
during the 1996 survey. Bent configuration is suggestive of a modification of V/ing's joist frame
although all members are timbers.

Lìtut Counry Bant Context

BáRl{ COTVSTRUCTION AND DESIGN, 1920-1945

Figure q6 . The Stockdale Barn, built in ca. 1932, is the only known example of a round log
barn in the County.

Figure

qb . Large gambrel-roofed pole barn.

Linn Counry Barn Context

BARN CONSTRI,]CTION AI{D DESIGN, 1920'1945

Figure q1 .HoPPer windows
in the Gever Barn, ca. t920'

Figure qø

. Barn window details from

plãns of the Oregon State College Dept' of
Agriculnrral Engineering. n.d.
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Figure qq . Horse stalls in
the Ll29 Grell Barn.
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BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, ]920-]945

cl

The Yoder Barn, built in 1922, has a longitudinal 3-aisle plan with a
cenrer feed aisle instead of a wagon drive. The loafing area is integral in the plan of the
barn. (Plan not drawn to scale.)
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Figure l02. The G.P. Milde Barn, built in ca. L929, also has a center feed aisle plan
but is a dairy barn. (Plan not drawn to scale.)
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BARN CONSTRUCNON AND DESTGN, 1920.1945

.

The John Kennel Barn, built in Ly25, has a sawn timber frame and a transversely
arranged plan which includes two drives. The more central drive was used to unload hay on the
interior of the barn. Almost all barns built in the county during this period unloaded hay on the

Figure lO3

exterior of the barn. The loafing a¡ea is within the envelope of the
scale.)
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barn. (Plan not drawn
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loT. The Frank Pritzing Barn, built in the late 1920s, has a longinrdinal 3-aisle ptan.
(Plan not drawn to scale.)
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BARN CONSTRUCNON AND DESIGN, 1920.1945

lo5-. The Hector Macpherson Barn, built in 1924-25, is a three aisle dairy barn. (Plan
drawn
not
to scale.)

Figure

FEED AISLF

Figure

106. The milking

parlor of the Prairie Rose Dairy was purchased from the fa¡nes
Manufacturing Co. in L94t. (Plan not drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESTGN AND CONSTRUCNON, 1920-1945

The Bierly Barn, built in Lg36, has a sawn timber frame and a
transversely arranged plan of four bays. (Plan not drawn to scale.)
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The Edwa¡d Grell Barn, built in ca. 1929, has a transversely ananged plan
to
the
Bierly
ba¡n but has a balloon frane with braced rafter roof. (Plan not
similar
drawn to scale.)
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BARN DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION, I92O-T945
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The Dave Schrock Barn, built in ca. L934, illustrates another transverse
arrangement. The "wagon drive" has been reduced to equipment storage, however.
(Plan not drawn to scale.)

Figure toq
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A barn built by the Union Century Life Insurance Co. in ca. 1930. The
Schmidt Barn illustrates another Íurangement which originally included a milkhouse
within the barn and cow milking in a lean-to. The milkhouse adjacent to the barn was
built later. (Plan not drawn to scale.)
Figure I tO
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Figure

ll¿ .

"Oregon Gothic Roof". Plans from Oregon State College Extension Service,
undated. (Oregon State Uniyersity Archives.)
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Gothic Rafters Bent Type. Plans from Oregon State College Extension Service.
Plan illustrares how to bend rafters on the floor of the barn. (From the Oregon State Univ€rsity
Archives.)
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. Cut-away view of the Iowa Truss
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Iowa Roof Truss. Plans from Oregon State College Extension Service, undated.
(Oregon State University Archives.)

Figure 116
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BARN CONSTRUCTION AND DESTGN, 1920.T945

Figure ¡17 . Top: The Shelby Barnbuilt inca. L939. Bottom: Milkingparloradded to the
1914 Baker Barn in 1938 at a cost of $800.00. The milkhouse (white in photograph) was added
in 1942 or L943 for an additional $1,000.00.
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Figure

l8 . Church of the Brethren congregations.

læbanon, Linn County, Oregon
location is the first congregation of this denomination established in the Pacific Northwest.
I

RELIGIOUS AND ETHNIC IMMIGRATION, 1845.1945

Figure I tg . Top Left: Kennel Barn built in 1925 by Christian R. Kennel, a Mennonite
barn builder. The use of louvers in side walls is not common in extant Linn County barns.
Top Right: The Yoder Barn, built in t922, by J.S. Yoder. Note the pent roof on the right
side. Bottom Left: "Fudergang" in the J.S. Yoder Barn. Bottom Right: The Orville
Smucker Barn built n 1946. Note the "overshoot" on left side.

Linn County Barn Context

KELIGIOUS A'YD ETHNIC IMMIGRATTON, T845'1945

Figure tzo . The Michael Ryan Barn, built in 1910. Michael Ryan was a native of
peänsylvìffi. Top: Looking to the east. Bottom: Characteristic forebay.
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Figure l2l . The Charles (Carl) Folu house and barn. The barn was built in 1884, the
year in which the Catholic group, of which Foltz was a member, settled in the Jordan
Valley. The house, which also dates to the 1880s, is typical of those built by members of
this group but not found elsewhere in the county. Joe Foltz, brother of Charles Foltz, was
the builder. The Folø family's origins in Pennsylvania may have influenced the design of
this house.
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ETHNIC ArYD RELIGIOUS IMMIGRAfiON, 1845-1945

America, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company), 1920, opposite p. 60.

Linn Count Barn Co¡uext

RELIGIOUS AND ETHNIC IMMIGRANON, 1845.1945

Figure 123. The Roner Barn, ca. 1900, is the only extant hewn log barn in Linn County.
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Figure l2¿1. The Kn¡ml Barn, ca. 1905. Tie beam-plate connection (center) is very
unusual since usually this joint is below the plate. The space between the two center
posts was a feed aisle. The Kn¡mels were of Czech descent. (Not drawn to scale.)

Línn County Barn Cotext

RELIGIOUS AND ETHNIC IMMIGRANON, 1845-T945

Figure

tz,f.

Eccentric bents. It is very rare for the tie beam to join at the level of, or
above, the plate. The Zeller Barn, ca. 1900. The diagonal timbers in the wall may
reflect Zeller's German background. Also see Figure
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Figure l2b . Front transverse drive and center feed aisle plan. The Kruml Barn, ca.
1905, is 36' x 52' and has a sawn timber frame with mortise and tenon joinery. (Not
drawn to scale.)
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